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City gets mixed grades 
TERRACE--Terrace is a dirty, 
unattractive mill town which is 
not going anywhere. 
On the other hand, it's the bus- 
fling centre of the northwest, a
wonderful place to live and a 
great place to bring up kids. 
Those starkly contrasting im- 
ages come from comments by 
residents urveyed by the city to 
find 0utwhat people think about 
the community. 
The overwhelming majority 
support the second view. 
As part of the survey, 265 ran- 
domly selected Terracites were 
askedto describe the city's i/nage 
today. 
Although the responses were 
not broken down into percent- 
ages, a tally of the answers re- 
corded by canvassers shows,those 
liking .the 'city outweighed those 
who don't by a four-to-one 
margin. 
Friendly people and beautiful 
scenery were most often put/for- 
ward as positives. 
The size of the community and 
its lack of "big city" pace and 
overcrowding were also plusesl. 
for many. 
Topping the list of complaints 
- -  one third - -  was the dirty, nn-. 
kempt appearance of the city. " I  
have European company come 
every year and they say Terrace 
never looks any cleaner," com- 
mented one respondenU 
The isolation and cost of getting 
out to visit were also bones of 
contention while • the weather ob- 
viously got tea lot of l~ople. 
And while.the city fathers con- 
template the public's view on the 
community's image, they might 
also be taking a closer look at 
their own. 
That's because the present 
council came in for so.me tough 
criticism when people were asked 
how well informed they were 
about what he city was doing. 
"They could be a little more 
regular about what their goals 
are," said one. "We know what 
they're doing, when they're doing 
it, but not what they're hoping to 
accomplish.": 
Council was also criticized for 
holding too many meetings be- 
hind closed doors and being 
"slow moving (and) non- 
responsive". 
"The city fathersmust become 
forward-looking orwe'll have to 
toss them," suggested one resi- 
dent. 
There was also a perception 
among a few interviewees that in- 
dividual council members were 
more concerned with their own 
interests than the general pub- 
lie's. 
But the examples put forward to 
support the view there were 
"special privileges for special 
people" showed the respondents 
were labouring under a miscon- 
ception. 
Targeted in particular were 
mayor Jack TalsUa and alderman 
Me Takhar and their recent sub- 
division devdopments on the 
bench. 
However, neither took part in 
any vote affecting the future of 
the projects and the relevant ap- 
plieatious were handled in the 
same way as those from any other 
member of the public. 
You'll f ind out more about 
what residents tlu'nk about the 
clt~ on Page AS. 
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it's also helping the budget at hospitsl'sbudget problems to the once retroactive wage increases Mills being busier than other has- 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
There's been a significant drop 
in the number of patients at Mills 
compared to last year. 
That reduces the amount of 
money the hospital has to spend 
and, coupled with other savings, 
could very well turn a projected 
deficit of $250,000 into a 
balanced budget, says Mills ad- 
ministrator Michael Leisinger. 
He said the hospital has been 
averaging 47 patients at any one 
time this year compared to 62 
patients in 1991. 
"With 25 per cent less patients, 
there's a drop in the variable 
costs, in supplies, in l inen in 
food, said Leisinger. 
Fewer employees are needed, 
there isn't the demand for over 
time and less lab work is being 
done, he added. 
point here are fewer admisssions. 
"I'm sure the effects of the 
budget on the hospital have be- 
come well known in the com- 
munity," he said. 
There has also been a drop in 
emergency room visits which, a 
report last year said, added un- 
necessary costs to the hospital. 
"We've been working hard 
with the doctors. They appear to 
be seeing more patients in their 
offices," said Leisinger. 
He also credited spending cuts 
bronght in this May when the 
hospital thought it would run a 
deficit as high as $750,000 on a 
budget of $12 million. 
There's also a chance the hospi- 
tal might post a small surplus 
when its fiscal year ends next 
March, he said. 
But Leisinger warned that 
are paid and pay outs for over 
time and accumulated vacations 
are made. 
"The story changes from week 
to week. We're looking at a 
swing of 1 per cent - -  $120,000 
plus or minus. We could either 
be riding high or in a deficit," he 
said. 
That first projected deficit of 
$750,000 was forecast when the 
hospital did not receive an in- 
crease from the provincial 
government for this budget year. 
The figure was reduced to 
$250,000 by cutting the equiva- 
lent of 11 full time jobs and by 
closing 22 of its 89 beds. 
Mills eliminated its social 
worker position, cut dietary ser- 
vices in half and placed a restric- 
tion on rehabilitation services. 
BUt the hospital did receive 
what it calls "the Malcolm 
pitsls of its size. 
Leisinger said a drop in the 
work load at the hospital is not 
spread evenly among its depsrt- 
menUs and that some of those de- 
parlments are stretched thin. 
If there in a surplus, it could be 
used next year to help those de- 
partments out, he said. 
Leisinger said he was satisfied 
that the spending cuts made did 
not affect hospital essential ser- 
vices or impair its ability for spe- 
cialized medical care. 
And he hoped the encouraging 
news does not result in the 
provincial government asking for 
more cuts. 
"I hope they don't take a nar- 
row focus sucb as that. That 
would be a negative conditioning 
you do your best and then get 




TERRACE - -  The signing of 
a crucial document giving the 
Nisga'a a say over logging and 
mining on lands they claim is 
imminent. 
Provincial and federal offi- 
cials working on the land claim 
say there has been progress on 
the interim measures pro- 
tection agreement in the last 
couple of weeks. 
That agreement will be in ef- 
fect until the Nisga'a land 
claim is settled and will give 
an idea of what that fmal 
settlement will look like. 
The two governments 
clashed recently when the fed- 
oral government would not 
sign the deal unless the pro- 
vince gave written assurance it 
had made best efforts to ex- 
plain the deal to affected 
parties. 
"We expect to be hearing 
from the federal government it 
will be signed soon," said 
aboriginal affairs ministry 
spokesman Judy Birch last 
week. 
Chief federal negotiator Gay 
Reardon said she had •been ex- 
pecting "good news" late last 
week. 
And Nisga'a negotiator 
Harry Nyce said he has heard 
the agreement will be signed 
today• 
Nyce said he understood that 
provincial aboriginal affairs 
minister Andrew Petter has 
now provided a letter of as- 
surance wanted by the federal 
government. 
Not much is known about he  
interim protection measures 
agreement except that resource 
Cont'd Page A2 
Region k.ey 
to health 
TERRACE - -  Northwest 
citizens should be "reasonably 
comfortable" with a review of 
their three major hospitals, says 
one of the people who prepared a 
report on them. 
The. report was ordered by 
health minister Elizabeth Cull in 
response to cuts in services 
caused when hospitals here, in 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert had 
their budg~s ~o~n. 
Those doing ',the, review were 
asked to look at current level of 
health care, find duplication or 
overlap of services and recom- 
mend~ ~vhat ~tiid~:~bf.:~.,~efVice~ 
should b'e in pla~. 
They were 'asked to do so 
within current amounts of health 
care money available. 
Dr. Phil White of Kelowna, one 
of seven people who prepared the 
review, said it will recommend a 
more regional approach to health 
care. 
"It depends on where you stand 
when looking at it," 'said White 
of the report's recommendations. 
"I would say overall, from a 
regional perspective, people 
should be reasonably comfortable 
with it." 
The 130-page report could be 
delivered to health minister 
Elizabeth Cull as eady as this 
week. 
It's not known how long Cull 
will keep the report o her~lf be- 
fore releasing it. 
Mills Memorial Hospital here 
dosed 22 beds and cut the equiv- 
alent of 11 full time jobs this year 
to balance its budget. 
White said the people on the 
review were happy with the 
amount of information they 
received and with the interest 
shown by groups ad individuals. 
White did not g6 ~ Into details of 
the report, but did say it will call 
• for more communication between 
health care agencies in Kitiraat, 
Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
deVel@ed tit~Yt'e Ot le~s al0eg I~ 
own lines'~, beeaidl 
'White added thiitin notunusual 
given the dbtance between the 
communities and that the same 
has happened elsewhere. 
And he did say communities 
cannot expect to have specialized 
services without the population to 
justify the expense on tedmol- 
ogy. 
"This lends itself to a deploy- 
mcnt along regional ines," said 
White. 
He said the report's views will : 
coincide with thoseof last year's 
royal commission on health care 
which recommended a shLq to 
community-based care and away 




about for the past couple of 
years," he said. 
The deal was reached last 
Wednesday after two days of 
negotiation i  Prince George. 
UNBC reached similar deals 
with Northern Lights College 
as well as" the ~;ollege of New 
Caledonia inPrince George. . 
Anderson said he is phoning 
'college board members to 
ratify the deal Indivlduslly. : 
"I think it's n win-wIn sitns-. 
tlon,." he said. " I  don't .think 
it's going to be any problem.'.' 
UNBC president Geoffrey. 
Weller said the deal ,should 
give the beginnings of a 
presence that will be really 
worthwhile." 
He would say only that the 
deal "covers a,w/de range of 
lSaUea." 
I i 
TERRACE - -  Officials from 
Northwest Community College 
and the University of Northern 
B.C. have struck a deal that 
sets out how much university- 
transfer programming the col- 
lege will give up to the univer- 
sity. 
But neither side is releasing 
any details of the tentstive 
agreement until UNBC Interim 
Governing Council members 
ratify it at a meeting today in 
Prince George. 
NWCC president Don 
Anderson refused to say how 
many concessions he gave up 
to allow UNBC to develop a
presence here. 
"All the cards came out on 
the table and it looks like 
we've got a positive solution to 
the things we've been talking 
7' L ~" ~. " . 
JOEY LOSIER 
* He's a year o lder- - -  bad 
news for a whole new 
division of boxers. 
6 
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'Atrocmus' 
* Fisheries biologists tell 
of how politics tainted 
their work on Kemano, 
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Government letter backs 
up hospital wage theory 
TERRACE - -  The Hospital Em- 
ployees Union (lIEU) says it has 
evidence that Mills Memorial 
Hospital did not receive all of the 
money it should have this year for 
wage increases. 
The union has been saying that 
while the government agreed to 
pay for raises bargained for this 
year, it did not pass along what 
was needed to all hospitals in the 
province. 
Mills Memorial was one of a 
number of hospitals to have its 
budget frozen. 
It had to pay wage increases 
and cover inflation with the same 
amount of money it got last year. was more than the 1,400 patient "(Health minister Elizabeth) 
That resulted in bed closures and days allowed for every 1,000 Cull should have to explain this. 
the loss of the equivalent of 11 people in the area. How can you use a population 
full time positions. (Mills officials have said that demographics model to fund 
/Proof of the wage gap, says !o- the utilization rate is difficult to wages increases?," said Pigeau. 
cal I-IEU local president Elaine achieve because ofth e large num- Pigeau added the province de- 
Pigeau, is in a letter sent to her by hers of people from out of town eided to punish those hospitals 
a health ministry official, who use the hospital.) that exceeded the number of 
It acknowledges that money 
wasn't distr~uted according to 
wage increase needs but by how 
many patient days there were for 
the population in the hospital's 
coverage area. 
The latter is called a utilization 
rate and in the case of Mills, it 
,e rmy preparing 
Christmas 
to take place Christmas week, 
He estimates it'll take close to 
$24,000 in cash to package ap- 
proximately 400 hampers. 
The true cost is higher, as much 
as $80 to $85, once donations of 
food and children's presents are 
taken into account, said Hoeft. 
Salvation Army members and 
volunteers will be out in the 
Skeena Mall and at the liquor 
Store beginning Dec. 5 with ket- 
tles for cash donations. 
HouR's asking that toy dons- 
tions not be wrapped to ensure 
that they are correctly matched 
with recipients. 
Toy donations can be dropped 
off under the Christmas tree in 
the Skeena Broadcasters lobby. 
"A person can also donate their 
time. Not everybody can donate 
food or money. We can always 
use help, particularly with wrap- 
ping of presents," said Hoeft. 
Diabetes 
Please Volunteer 
I J i~1 Call 732-'133'1 or t I. I 4-800.665"6526 
TERRACE ~ The Salvation A
rmy is doing something new this 
year for Christmas. 
It's having a Chrislmas dinner 
for singles instead of giving them 
full-fledged food hampers. 
Bet those going to the dinner 
will receive a small hamper to 
take home, says Salvation Army 
Lt. Mike Hoeft. 
"Last year we gave approxi- 
mately 100 hampers to singles 
and had a dinner. Butwe found 
that singles often had no facilities 
to cook," he said. 
Hoeft said a singles dinner is 
also important for the com- 
panionship it provides. 
The singles dinner plan is just a 
part of the annual Salvation Army 
campaign to help those less 
fortunate. 
Hceft plans on making hamper 
applications available by next 




deyelopment ~,wJll ~A tequir~ ~'a 
Nisga'a opinion befom~ or, if~;it, 
takes place. • ..... 
The agreement will affect some 
small business logging programs 
in the west Nass area. 
And the area covered by the 
agreement will include TFL 51, 
the forest licence owned by 
Wcstar that Once fed the compa- 
ny's now-closed Gitwangak saw- 
mill. 
The area of TFL 51 is also 
claimed by the Gitanyow 
(fom~erly Kitwancool). Its inclu- 
sion in the interim agreement is
opposed by the Gitanyow who 
have a separate land claim to be 
negotiated. 
(Travel distance and Weather 
often combine to keep people in a 
hospital than is the case else- 
where in the province.) 
Hospitals who exceeded the 
patient days formula "received 
no funding increase. Mills 
Memorial is one of the hospitals 
in this category," said the letter. 
"This confirms our 
suspicions," said Pigeau. "Some 
hospitals in their budgets not only 
got inflationary increases but 
wage increases also. Mills got 
nothing, zip," 
Pigeau said the change in the 
way the government gave hospi- 
tals money went against the spirit 
of the wage bargaining. 
patient days. 
"What do you do with an 87- 
year.old woman who may be 
ready to go home, but whose 
family can't come and get her 
fight away? Put her in a hotel? 
That would be morally wrong," 
Pigeau continued. 
One solution would be home- 
based care, but that hasn't shown 
up yet in Terrace, she added. 
Pigeau said the hospitals only 
agreed to contract settlements 
after they were told the govern- 
ment would pay for them. 
Mills did receive some extra 
money this year to cover the pay 
equity provisions in the new con- 
tracts. 
PUBLIC AUCTION 
Inventory of Canada 
Customs Seized Property 
Watches purchased from Canada Customs auction will 
be auctioned. General order merchandise: Loose gems 
and gold jewellery in limited quantities. Olher 
consignments constitute the majority of inventory offered 
at this auction. 
INVENTORY OF PERSIAN & 
ORIENTAL CARPETS 
Due to Persian and Oriental Carpet Co. high debt and 
defaulted payment erms creditors are forced to demand 
liquidation by auction. 
HIGH VALUE PERSIAN & 
ORIENTAL CARPETS: 
Turkish tribal sunwashed Kars, Rne Persian 100% pure 
silk Qum, Persian Hamadans, Village Belottch, 
Caucasian influenced Kafkazi, Bokharas, Indo- 
Aubusson and classic 16th century designs, Indo-Mir, 
Ohlchaktos, Afghany bag s, Kelims, fine dining room, 
living room Persian Masterweaves at: 
MT. ELIZABETH SECONDARY SCHOOL 
1491 KINGFISHER AVE., KITIMAT 
(Corner of Nalabila St.) 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29,1992 
, 1 PM SHARP 
Public Inspection from 12 Noon 
Terms 10%. Shipping and Warehousing charge to be added. 
Cash, Bank cheques, Major Credit Cards accepted. 
*A PRIVATE B.C. COMPANY 
NEW SERVICES " - - - - '  
. Lash Tinting . Make-up 
. Nose/Ear Piercing . Waxing 
. Gift Certificates , Stocking Stuffers 
. Gift Ideas Nicely Packaged for Xrnas 
! 
Salon Special - Jan. I st 
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News in brief 
Attention moose hunters 
ENVIRONMENT MINISTRY OFFICIALS this week are going 
over recent questionnaires submitted by hunters on proposed moose 
hunting regulation changes. 
Hunters were given a chance to choose from a number of options 
to ensure a "healthy, balanced moose herd," says provincial wild- 
life biologist Rick Marshall. 
The wildlife branch is worried about the drop in the number of 
bull moose a drop to one-third of the population of four years 
ago. " I f  that decline continues, there is an increased risk that an in- 
creasing number of cow moose may not be bred and the population 
could then decline," said Marshall. 
Hunters would also be dissatisfied if the ratio of bulls continues to 
fall, he added. 
Although the hunters who filled out the questionnaire, all of 
whom have hunted the area at least once since 1989, were picked at 
random, Marshall emphasized the survey is "heavily weighted to 
local hunters". 
Flu shots still available 
THE SKEENA Health Unit still has some doses of flu vaccine 
available. And appointments can be made by contacting the health 
unit. 
Health unit officials recommend that people over the age of 65 
and people who suffer chronic and lengthy illnesses receive a flu 
shot. The phone number of the health unit is 638-3310 and those 
calls should be made as soon as possible. 
Canada wide challenge 
WAIT. Those events tied to the country's 125th birthday aren't 
over yet. Now there's a chance to win a car, two airplane trips for 
two people or a small cellular phone. 
To enter, call 1-900-561-5555. That connects each caller to a sys- 
tem that asks questions about Canada. There'll be two multiple 
choice questions, ranging from history to hockey, places to people 
and events to achievements. Callers simply select the answers. If 
both are correct, the caller could be randomly chosen to receive one 
of 125 instant prizes given each week. Callers also are entered for 
the grand prizes. 
A charge of 50 cents will appear on a caller's phone bill for the 
first minute and 35 cents for each additional minute. The average 
call should take two minutes. 
Golden Rule returns 
JUANITA HA'FI'ON and the Golden Rule Society are once again 
planning the distribution of goody bags to the needy Christmas Eve 
day. 
She's looking for donations for the goody bags and for items that 
can be raffled off to raise money for food to be put in the bags. 
"The recession has now turned into a depression and there'll be 
many people who won't have enough to eat this Christmas," said 
Hatton. 
Donations can be made to the Golden Rule Goody Bag account at 
the Royal Bank. Hatton will be out selling raffle tickets within the 
next two weeks. 
The Golden Rule Society's goody bag campaign has been a fix- 
ture of a Terrace Christmas for more than 20 years. Hatton began 
the society as an employment agency and the goody bag campaign 
grew out of that effort. 
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Gun deadline nears 
:d  
w, /
FOR SAFETY'S SAKE: RCMP Const. Klm Hall displays a .22:6id0bre revolver turnedlfi..d, u,r,!ng N0- 
vember's weapons amnesty. Gun owners can turn in unreglsterecl or ul~wanted guns and ammuni- 
tion up until Nov. 30th without fear of prosecution. 
TERRACE - -  Owners of  un- 
wanted guns here have a few 
more days to take advantage of 
the national firearms amnesty. 
As of last week only two guns 
and some ammunition had been 
turned in. 
Sgt. Jerry Whiting said RCMP 
here have received a .22-calibre 
handgun and a .303 rifle. 
Anyone can turn in unwanted or 
unregistered guns up to and in- 
cluding Nov. 30. 
"It applies to any kind of un- 
wanted weapon or ammunition," 
Whiting said. "We'll look after 
it." 
The weapons and ammunition 
turned in will be destroyed. 
The amnesty gives immunity 
from weapon possession charges, 
but doesn't preclude investigation 
if the gun was used in a crime. 
The goal is to get weapons out 
of circulation that are unwanted, 
neglected or improperly stored 
thereby reducing the number of 
many accidental deaths and 
suicides. 
Whiting said it gives people a 
chance to get rid of dangerous 
restricted or prohibited weapons 
m everything from handguns to 
machine guns to explosives. 
Prohibited weapons don't just 
include assault rifles and Uzis, 
however. Also included are large- 
capacity magazines, stun guns, 
switchblades, mace and tear gas. 
Sometimes, he added, people 
have ammunition but no longer 
have the gun that uses it. The am- 
"aunty also applies to all types of 
ammunition, which can be 
dropped off. 
It's also an ideal time to get 
previously unregistered res¢icted 
weapons registered. 
Arson 
blame  t 
TERRACE N Arson is bein~ 
blamed for a f'we in a motor home 
in Terrace last week. 
Fire chief Bob Beck~:tt said 
someone apparently entered the 
motor home at 4844 Sunset Dr. at 
4:30 a.m. on Nov, 14 and.tried to 
set in on fire. 
,.Tlm vehicle .;. Was iextensively 
damaged inside. . . . . . . . . .  ' 
Beckett said the incident is un- 
der investigation, but no charges 
have so far been laid. ESIDENTIAL  CAMPAIC  
L E V O L O R  




Symphony - P leated  Doub le  
Honeycomb Shade 
Monoco  - Hor izonta l  Bl ind 
50  colors to choose  from 
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Ter race  Carpet Centre 
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All Styles, 7x18 
OFF 
All children's Outerwear 
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Ladies Isotoner Slippers 
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Tricky ground - 
struck between companies and natives in 
the province. The Golden Bear mine out- 
side of Dease Lake is one example. Yet 
these have been done in recognition of na- 
tives as residents of the area in which de- 
velopment takes place and not so much on 
a claim to land and resources. 
The provincial government is sending out 
a strong signal accepting native land 
claims through the Orenda proposal 
without first determining the extent and 
scope of native jurisdiction. 
Each little step along the way justifies 
what has happens and lays the groundwork 
for what should come next. It is a tricky 
and potentially hazardous way to do busi- 
ness, partieulady in the unknown area of 
native land claims. Ultimately, the pro- 
vince will reduce the negotiating room it 
has when the time comes for the nuts and 
bolts of land claims talks. 
Unofficial policy, such as the acceptance 
that there will Ibe a certain number of  na- 
tives building and then working in the mill, 
has a habit of becoming official. 
More importantly, all of  this is being 
done without debate in the legislature and 
without the province properly explaining 
itself to the other people who live in the 
north. 
The largest impact on economic develop- 
ment he New Democratic government will 
have in B.C. is taking place right here. It 
involves an unprecedented native involve- 
ment in the proposed Orenda Forest Pro- 
duets pulp and paper mill. 
This policy is tied to the Crown land 
upon which Orenda wants to build its mill. 
It is in the Tsimshian land claim and the 
Haisla of Kitamaat village also say they 
have an interest in the property. 
The province has taken the position that 
there never has been a blanket extinguish- 
ment of native claims to Crown land. It has 
fleshed this out by relying on a portion of a 
B.C. Supreme Court decision. That deci- 
sion threw out the Gitksan and 
Wet'suwet'en claim to a large chunk of 
northwestern B.C. But the court did rule 
the province does have a special responsi- 
bility to natives when development 
threatens traditional native use of land. 
The province built on that this year by 
adding a native component to its review of 
Orenda's proposal, by placing natives on a 
committee to oversee the mill's construc- 
tion and operation and by agreeing to dis- 
cuss the idea of revenue sharing of tax 
benefits from the mill. 
There have been other development deals 
The right fit 
r Therewi l l  be an important principle at from the land use plan. The city could use 
stake ~when the city council holds meetings more parkland and it could use more bike 
........ 9~ut~ ,s, ip,rpp~se~,iland ~use plan. And that  ,paths and walking paths. 
.- : :;is sh0iffd-t~e p~0"[iJ~ 'i intd/fiS!t~'6fsl~o~il'd" "~""Thes¢/kihds:d~:t~h~:;broaden:,tlieuse of 
...... {he dty  ftt the peopl6: ' ""'""" "+: "'":' ':;"'""'the city to 'all age and ineon~6g/0ups in ad- 
The city's proposed land use plan is the dition to the reereatior/al opportunities they 
blueprint upon which all development will provide. Not everybody can live in sub- 
be based well into the next century.. It's a: , divisions dependent upon a private motor 
rarei0pportunity to establish a correct 15ath; :": vehicle for transportation. 
pai~ieul~iily with the realization that Ter- Recognit ion of  this w0uld give Terrace 
race is rapidly becoming the place to live the image of a city that welcomes all kinds 
in,he northwest, of people. When that happens, people have 
But there is something missing so far a tendency to respond rayon,ably. 
It's all in the boc k 
What the Blue Book is to 
used ears, Sears catalogue is to 
fire insurance. 
Before a burned out family 
can collect fire insurance, they 
must hand the insurance ad- 
juster:a costed out list of the 
insured contents they lost. 
This is not always so easy as 
it is looking. 
" unless you're a Boy Scout 
and kept an up-to-date in- 
ventory of your belongings 
stashed in a safety deposit 
box, you have to rely on 
memory to compile your list. 
Also, replacement values can 
be hard to determine. Items 
may have been gifts, or one- 
of-a-kind handicrafts; bought 
years ago; or out season at the 
time of your fire. That's when 
Seam catalogue r scues you. 
Much of our contents had 
been purchased before 1960. 
A china cabinet and other 
pieces of my grandparent's 
homesteading furniture dated 
from 1912.: Putting a value on 
those irreplaceable antiques 
was difficult, but guided by 
Sears catalogue and a local 
furniture dealer, I arrived at 
Through 
Bifocals 
by C laudet te  Sondeck i  
pens during a July heat wave, 
you can still price quilts. 
Even a conservative family's 
modest home had urs a sur- 
prisingly extensive, valuable 
conglomeration f stuff. Col- 
lected one piece at a time over 
thirty years, our list filled al- 
most 40 pages. Typewritten. 
Single spaced. The mere 
thought of replacing just some 
of it in one fell swoop gives 
me a migraine. To have to 
write the list with a ballpoint 
would be more punishment 
than an arsonist would get 
from a court. 
As I made up the list, my 
mental snapshots tended to 
focus on major things- 
refrigerator, piano, sofa. I 
overlooked things like the 
frozen meats and other foods 
figures the adjuster okayed as in: the refrigerator, the framed 
reasonable, photos and brie a brae on the 
Sears prices are accepted as 
fair replacement value. And 
having everything from clo- 
thing to crescent wrenches in 
one "store" where your fingers 
can do the shopping saves 
much time, trouble, and 
temper. 
It!s helpful to have both a 
wh i te r ! -and  a summer  
catalogue. Then should you 
burn:down after Labour Day, 
you;~n: :still price camping 
"~iulpment; ;- if' your ~tir¢ hap- 
piano, the cushions and afghan 
on the sofa. 
Finally, so I wouldn't miss 
too much-and because the ad- 
juster wanted things grouped 
by room - I wrote reminder 
headings such as Kitchen 
South Wail, Kitchen Cup- 
board, Under Kitchen Sink, 
and so on. 
Family members jogged my 
memory, too. Each daughter 
listed her clothing, crafts, toys, 
and  ::- Other • :childhood 
/ 
mementoes stored either in her 
room or boxed in the base- 
ment; gifts she had given over 
the years to the rest of us; 
decorations she had made for 
our family tree... 
Insurance adjusters aren't 
bashful about demanding 
proof of loss. But once 
satisfied, they can pay out re- 
markably soon. Before the 
rubble has cooled they're 
prowling the site, camera in 
hand, shooting from more 
angles than a fashion photog- 
rapher. With your list on a 
clipboard, they clamber over 
debris ticking off metal 
skeletons of refrigerators and 
ranges, pianos and table saws. 
Giving a Care package to a 
burned out family? Top it with 
a Sears catalogue. 
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our contributors and 
correspondents for 
their time and 
talents. 
.A 
Opposition p(  rT'/h 
not tough en, ug 
on governmc; -t 
VICTORIA- -  On the morn- - , 
ing of Tuesday, Nov. 17, Her 
Majesty's Loyal Opposition From the 
fumbled the ball, again. 
At 10 a.m. sharp, moments Capitol 
after Members of Legislative by Hubert Beyer 
Assembly filed into the cham- 
ber, Liberal leader G0i~ddp ~ : ; ~  
WILson snou,a nave got tip auu . . . . . . . . .  
said: "Honourable Speaker, I 
rise on a matter'of urgent pub- 
lie importance." 
He then should have asked 
for an emergency debate on 
the illegal ferry strike that had 
stranded thousands of travel- 
lers at B.C. Ferry terminals. 
Speaker Joan Sawicki Would 
have had a hard time refusing 
such a request. As it was, Wil- 
son didn't make the request, 
and neither did Socred leader 
Jack Weisgerber. 
Thus, a great opportunity o
embarrass the government was 
lost, and the NDP was able to 
get right back to pushing 
through Bill 84, the new 
Labour Relations Code. 
During the afternoon ques- 
tion period, Wilson tried to get 
back into the game, but made 
matters worse. By the time fi- 
nance minister Glen Clark had 
answered the opposition lead- 
ers' questions about he wild- 
eat strike, it was all over. 
Not only that, Wilson's line 
of questioning left Clark so 
many openings that when he 
was through with him, he had 
almost made it look like Wil- 
son was personally responsible 
for the walkout. 
Here's an example: Why did 
the minister do nothing to 
resolve the safety issue "until 
a wildcat strike was required" 
to make the ministry deal with 
the matter7 Wilson asked. 
Well, when you say that 
something is required, you sort 
of sanction it. Clark didn't 
need any prompting to zero in 
on the opposition leader. 
"I am delighted to answer 
that question, because itgives 
me an opportunity comment 
on the shameful and ir- 
responsible comments of the 
Leader of the Opposition. I 
think most British Columbians 
would be appalled that the 
leader of the Opposition is 
supporting an illegal work 
stoppage," Clark thundered. 
Of course, Wilson didn't 
support the wildcat strike. He 
just didn't have the smarts to 
ask the right question, and that 
showed me, once again, that 
the Liberals are the worst and 
most ineffective opposition I 
have ever encountered. 
One Liberal member, whom 
I won't name because the 
remark was made under cir- 
cumstances that could be 
thought of as confidential, said 
he or she (I won't even say 
which) didn't like to query a 
certain minister during ques- 
tion period, "because he 
knows four times as much as I 
do." 
The government is getting 
away with murder, and the op- 
position lets it. If the NDP had 
been facing the likes of Don 
Phillips, Iim Chabot and Bob 
MeLelland on the opposition 
benches, they'd have hated to 
go into the chamber the morn- 
ing of the ferry strike. The best 
thing the HDP has going for it 
is the opposition. 
Sooner or later, someone 
will have to hold Clark to ac- 
count for the sky-rocketing 
deficit. His arguments of hav- 
ing inherited a "financial 
mess" are wearing pretty thin. 
The facts are that we are 
staring a $2.7 billion deficit in 
~'" / #  
/ I * -  -q 
the face. That's not all the 
Socreds' fault. Part of it is 
caused by a weak world econ- 
omy, another part by federal 
offloading of responsibilities. 
But there's also a part for 
which the NDP government 
must accept he blame. 
I'm not saying that public 
sector wage hikes in the neigh- 
borhood of 6.01 per cent (5.92 
per cent for the British Colum- 
bia Government Employees 
Union) are outrageous, but 
they are certainly higher than 
! o the 4.25 per-cent increase in 
the private sector last year. 
The effectiveness of the 
media in holding governments 
to account is not only limited 
but somewhat questionable. 
The media are an extra- 
parliamentary force that 
should never assume the role 
of the official opposition. 
News stories, columns and 
editorials can and should deal 
with the shortcomings of 
society. They can heIFkeep 
politicians on the straight and 
narrow. 
But the job of hammering a 
government, day after day 
belongs to the opposition. Our 
system works best when both 
government and opposition are 
strong. And that, I'm afraid, is 
not the case in British Colum- 
bia in 1992. 
The government is pretty 
strong, make no mistake about 
that. Unfortunately, the el )o- 
sition is weak, laeklustle = ld 
without direction. So far, the 
Liberals do not look like a vi- 
able alternative for the next 
election. 
. t EXC:EI~" THE 
.IALIS 4 T.. 
P UP/ D I IT:.. 
Bouquets and brickbats 
The city last week released the results of a survey it recently 
carried out to find out what people think of the way the city 
handles its affairs. The report card below summarizes the 
public's assessment of various departments and services. 
Those taking part in the survey were also asked what the 
city's spending priorities should be and how they would like 
to see Terrace develop in the future. Other stories on this 
page look at the answers. 
Participants were selected at random by contacting every 
tenth name in the telephone book That translated to 265 resi- 
dents. 
CITY ,  REPORT CARD 
• SUBJECT GRADE 
Fire department A 
Swimming pool 
• Garbaqe collection 
• Storm sewer system City Parks 
• Water Supply Recreation Programs I:3 
Arena C 
Tourism and Economic 
Development I "  
Road System Road Maintenance I[ i 
Snow Removal By-law Enforcement r 
Grades are assigned based on the percentage ofrespondents who 
indicated they were satisfied with the facility or department i  ques- 
tion (a '3' rating or higher). A = 75% or more; B = 65-74%; C = 
55-64%; P = 45-545 and F = less than 45%. 
Public works 
takes a mauling 
TERRACE -- In a city where 
potholes are a topic of conversa- 
tion as often as the weather, it's 
probably not surprising the public 
works department got a rough 
ride in the survey. 
Those same potholes and the 
number of open roadside ditches 
were leading complaints as resi- 
dents panned the city's road sys- 
tem and maintenance. 
,Asked to describe the quality of 
city streets, more than 60 per cent 
of respondents gave them a rating 
of '2' or lower. 
. One respondent even went~so 
far as to say, " I  would gird it a 
zero i f I  could." 
However, the city did pick up 
compliments as well, including 
being "smart enough" in recent 
years to ensure upgrades included 
laying down a proper road bed 
before paving. 
Told the city would have to 
pave 3km of road each year in or- 
der to ensure all city streets were 
paved once every 25 years, 85 per 
~: cent said the city should do at 
least hat amount annually., 
_ ,, However, one respondent 
echoed the worry of a number of 
I 
people when he asked "At what 
cost o taxpayers?" 
Unhappy as people were with 
the roads system, they were even 
less pleased with the way it is 
maintained. 
Here, dissatisfaction topped 65 
per cent with the chief frustra- 
tions being the length of time it 
took to get potholes fixed and 
watching city crews filling in the 
same pothole time and again. 
It was much the same story with 
the city's sidewalk system with 
64 per cent critical, the most con- 
,, s~tent complaintbeing the:need 
for more outside the downtown 
COre. 
Snow removal also came under 
fire with 59 per cent dissatisfied. 
Leading beefs were the time it 
took crews to tackle snowfalls, 
graders filling in jnst-cieared 
driveways and the practice of 
piling snow in the middle of 
roads. 
There was, however, one bright 
spot in people's a~sessment of 
city services. It'sstorm drainage 
system was given the thumbs up 
by 58 per cent with only 20 per 
cent saying it was inadequate. 
Keep it clean! 
TERRACE -- When it comes to 
what kind of new industry and 
business the city should try and 
atUact, people generally agree on 
one thing. 
Whatever it is, it should not 
have the potential to damage the 
environment. 
" In that vein, chemical plants, 
steel mills, mines, a hazardous 
waste disposal facility and 
" nuclear installations were all 
mentioned as undesirables. 
, Also opposed by a number of 
people was the idea of a pulp mill 
3' being built here. 
In keeping with the emphasis J 
on maintaining a clean environ- 
""' ment, continued expansion of the 
~; tourism industry remained the 
.... most popular option with 39.3 per 
cent of respondents indicating the 
city should encourage growth in 
i ' , ,  that area. 
. More light industry -- machine 
, shops and metal fabricating, for 
: example -- came next at 25.5 per 
cent followed closely by 
manufacturing (23.6) and com- 
mercial expansion (23.2). 
Surprisingly, in a community 
which is still heavily dependent 
on the forest industry, only 21.7 
per cent thought any economic 
development push should target 
related items such as sawmills 
producing value-added wood pro- 
ducts and silviculture. 
(The figures above add up to 
more than 100 per cent because 
most respondentssuggested more 
than one objective) 
As to how good a job the city's 
tourism and economic develop- 
ment department has been doing 
to date, 52 per cent gave it at least 
a '3' rating. 
However, several wondered 
whether the city was getting 
value for the money it spent send- 
ing council members and staff on 
out-of-town promotional trips. 
"Is it worth it," asked one. 
"It's hard to know if, or when, 
the city will reap benefits," said 
another. 
Recreation applauded 
TERRACE -- The city's recrea- 
tion facilities and staffwere given 
a strong vote of confidence by 
respondents to the city's 
questionnaire. 
Topping the popularity poll was 
the swimming pool. Asked to as- 
sess the quality of the facility on 
a scale of 1 to 4 (4 being the 
highest rating), more than a third 
expressed complete satisfaction 
with the aquatic entre and close 
to 80 per cent gave it at least a '3' 
rating. 
Three quarters of those ques- 
tioned also gave high marks to 
pool staff for customer service 
and only four people said they 
wouldn't recommend the facility. 
Not surprisingly, the older ice 
arena did not fare quite as well 
but it still scored high marks with 
the majority. 
It was given at least a '3' by 56 
per cent and only 13 people indi- 
cated they would not recommend 
it to friends. Customer service at 
the facility got high marks from 
45.5 per cent. 
Recreation programs offered by 
the city passed with flying 
colours, close to 60 per cent ex- 
pressing complete satisfaction 
and another 26 per cent saying 
they were usually pleased with 
them. 
The only fly in the recreational 
Ointment appeared when it came 
to the city's parks. 
While three out of four ques- 
tioned were happy with th e quali- 
ty of existing parks, a number ex- 
pressed concerns about the 
quantity. 
"There's no sense having 
washrooms i f  they're going 
to be locked." 
"We could use more parks," 
was one comment while others 
pinpointed the need on the bench 
in particular. 
Other suggestions included 
more benches at park 
playgrounds so parents had some- 
where to sit while watching their 
children, more picnic tables at 
George Little Memorial Park dur- 
ing the summer months and an 
outdoor wading pool for kids. 
There was also criticism of the 
city's policy of keeping the Little 
OUT IN THE COLD. That's where one of the fire depart- 
ment's vehicles has to be left because the existing hall is too 
small to accommodate them all. Concerned that's no way to 
treat the new $130,000 rescue vehicle the department has on 
order, chief Bob Beckett would like to see extra bays added 
to the building. And residents agree, according to the results 
of a city survey. Nearly half the respondents said expansion 
of the fire hall should be the city's number one or two spend- 
ing priority. However, those same people were not so 
enthusiastic about the idea of buying a new ladder truck. 
As part of the survey conducted by the city, those taking part 
were asked to assign a priority from 1 to 8 to seven different 
projects~purchases council has been asked to consider during 
the past couple of years. Below, are the tally of responses. 
Percentage  rank ing  pro jec t  No.1 pr io r i ty  
Upgrade city roads ................................................. 40.4% 
Expand fire hall ...................................................... 22.3% 
Purchase ladder fire truck ...................................... 13.2% 
New animal shelter ................................................ 12.1% 
Second sheet o f  ice ................................................. 11.4% 
Community/Conference Centre .......................  .... 9.0% 
Enhance city park system ......................................... 6.8% 
People rank ing  it number  six o r  lower 
Upgrade city roads .............................................. '.... 2.9% 
Expand fire hall ................................. :.., ...... • ......... 11.4% 
Enhance city park system ....................................... 20.1% 
Animal shelter ........................................................ 20.6% 
Fire Ladder truck ....................... . ..................... , ...... 30.7% 
Community/Conference Centre ............................. 50.4% 
Second sheet of  ice ................................................. 52.1% 
Park washrooms locked except 
when there were major events 
going on there. 
"Mothers with small children 
find it inconvenient when the 
washrooms are not open," one 
pointed out while another pointed 
out, "There's no sense having 
them if they're going to be 
locked." 
And while complaints about he 
arena focused on the inadequate 
ice time for users and need for a 
second sheet, one resident 
maintained building that sheet 
should not be the city's responsi- 
bility. 
"Hockey clubs should do what 
the tennis club did: take the bull 
by the horns and do something 
themselves to raise the money," 
was the comment. 
(It should be pointed out the 
city did provide $42,800 towards 
the Hailiwell Ave. tennis court 
development.) 
Suggested improvements to 
recreation programming included 
more competitive recreation for 
older people and "more attention 
paid to teens and young people." 
Overall, however, "excellent 





TERRACE -- The city's decision 
earlier this year to reduce it's by- 
law enforcement manpower has 
not gone unnoticed by residents. 
And they're not happ with the 
results. 
This department got one of the 
lowest ratings from residents with 
only one in ten people completely 
satisfied with the service pro- 
vided and less than 40 per cent 
giving it at '3' or better. 
Similarly, only one quarter 
thought he city's by-laws were 
being effectively enforced while 
15 per cent gave a flat 'No' to 
that question. 
Not surprisingly,, therefore, a 
clear majority of 60.3 per cent 
said the city should increase the 
level of its enforcement effort. 
However, while comments 
showed parking problems to be a 
major concern for people, respon- 
dents rejected by a three-to-one 
margin the suggestion installing 
parking meters might be the solu- 
tion. 
Although there is significant pub- 
lic dissatisfaction with the poor 
condition of the existing animal 
shelter, only 30 per cent of those 
asked to rate the service it pro- 
vided answered with a '2' or 
lower. 
When asked what the planning 
department should be concentrat- 
ing on, motorists' frustrations 
with negotiating the city's in- 
creasingly busy streets showed. 
Close to 60 per cent said city 
planners should be focusing on 
improving traffic patterns within 
the community while 40 per cent 
wanted to see greater attention to 
providing more parking spaces in 
town. 
Assisting the construction of 
towniaonses and seniors housing 
development to ensure a more 
varied housing stock was a 
priority for just more than half the 
respondents while 35 per cent 
suggested planners should be 
making it easier to achieve in- 
creased community services uch 
as day care centres and youth ser- 
vices. 
Processing development applica- 
tions, a major time consumer for 
the department during this past 
year's construction boom, was 
ranked as important by barely a 




The Start is for people 
learning how to read. 
Mill Money 
Orenda Forest Products 
wants to build a pulp and 
paper mill. 
It wants to build the mill 
south of  Lakelse Lake. 
The company has al- 
ready spent $2,5 million. 
Other companies have 
also spent $2.5 million. 
But Orenda still needs 
to raise $400 mill ion. 
And the provincial 
government must still say 
it is OK to build the mill. 
All o f  this means 
Orenda has a lot o f  work 
left to do. 
It had wanted to start  
building the mill this 
year. 
The  company now plans 
to start next year. 
The  mill will provide 





They are confused. They are 
lonely. 
They are terrified, hopeful, 
and forgotten. They are in- 
nocent. 
They are children, 70,000 of 
them in British Columbia 
alone, living in domestic ter- 
rorism, victims of family 
violence. 
They are experiencing the 
most insidious form of child 
abuse - whether or not they are 
physically abused they are un- 
dergoing profound psychologi- 
cal abuse - watching their fa- 
ther beat heir mother. 
They are becoming part of 
the dishonest conspiracy of si- 
lence. 
Every day children witness 
family violence - they are 
seeing and hearing women 
being slapped, choked, kicked, 
bitten, punched, burned, raped, 
threatened, attacked with 
knife.s, guns, sticks, fists, belts, 
bottles, words. 
They are learning aggression 
and submission, learning to use 
violence to try and solve prob- 
lems and acceptance of that 
violence. 
They are in a high risk area, 
a war zone - their homes have 
been transformed into prisons. 
Eighty-four per cent of those 
children are less than 11. Be- 
cause their mothers are bat- 
tered, themselves emotionally 
abused and neglected they may 
not be recognizing the abuse 
and neglect heir children are 
suffering. 
Studies have shown that chil- 
dren who grow up in a violent 
home are likely to have behav- 
ior problems and adjustment 
difficulties. 
Transition house workers and 
teachers are seeing an increas- 
ing number' '~f~'v'~r~; ~v!61ent 
children. Children are having 
difficulties at school, they are 
'acting-up', are shop-lifting, 
are vandalizing communities. 
Boys tend to be violent in 
their own marital families as 
adults, girls are inclined to be 
passive, both believing aggres- 
sion and violence a legitimate 
part of a relationship. 
• Young men lack responsibili- 
ty and respect, young women, 
confidence and self-esteem. 
Alcohol and drug counsellors 
report extremely high numbers 
of their clients as coming from 
a battering home. 
There is evidence that wife 
battering is related to the future 
criminality of the children and 
particularly to criminal behav- 
ior involving violence. 
Almost all serious adult per- 
sonal crimes assault, at- 
tempted rape, rape, attempted 
murder, kidnapping and mur- 
der - are committed by men 
and women who as children, 
experienced the trauma of 
watching their mother being 
assaulted. 
Children learn through what 
they see and hear and although 
a wife-beater may be a product 
of his environment, his be- 
haviour cannot be excused -
the violence must stop. This 
circle must be b~oken. 
Dec. 6 is the anniversary of 
the murder of 14 women by 
one man in Montreal 
The Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre has white 
ribbons, for the week of Dec. 
1-6, to symbolize support 
toward the ending of violence 
against women. 
They are available by call- 
ing the centre at 638.0228. 
By CAROL SABO 
Carol Sabo is a co-ordinator 
with the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre. 
are sad. They are 
I 
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What a gas 
TOOLS OF THE trade held by Rudy Koopmans, Joe Piattonl 
and Dick Skogstad are what's needed as they and others 
work toward B and C class gasfitters' certification at North- 
west Community College. The course now has a room of its 
own and students have been busy setting it up. Donations al- 
ready made and those that are coming will help provide prac- 
tical experience in the years ahead. 
T S CE-- oOo, den u,o OU T Society is looking for donations 
for its Christmas goody bag 
campaign. 
Each year Juanita Hatton and 
the society distribute the bags to 
the needy Christmas Eve.. ,, . .... ~ ..... , . . . .  
Sh~ needs for d~natO~.~(~i~'~ 
go~3dy bags and for items'that ~a'n. :,~;~&bo tt;~;on~thi~d ~oi,, ~"7.30 
be raffled off to raise money for people Who USed to Work for the 
food to be put in the bags• 
Donations can be made to the 
Golden Rule Goody Bag account 
at the Royal Bank. Hatton will be 
out selling raffle tickets within 
the next wo weeks. 
Her phone number is 635-5731. 
Being competitive is the key to 
business urvival in the 90s and 
ites also the subject of a luncheon 
tomorrow. 
That's when Richie McCloy, 
executive vice president of the 
Chartered Accounts Institute of 
B.C., speaks to the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce 
beginning at 11:45 a.m. at the 
Terrace Inn. 
The cost is $13 and attendance 
should be confirmed by calling 
the chamber office at 635-2063. 
Doug Jeffrey is the new Grey- 
hound commission agent here. 
He took over from Dick Bowen 
the beginning of the month. 
Jeffrey retains his existing busi- 
ness, Skeena Mountain Aviation 
which runs the Shell refuding 
depot at the airport and takes care 
of baggage handling. 
"I just needed something dif- 
ferent o do," said Jeffrey of his 
new venture. 
He's lived in Terrace since 
1969. 
A local certified general ac- 
countant has been honoured by 
the Certified General Accoun- 
tanta Association of British 
Columbia. 
Margaret Lorimer was given the 
J.M. MacBeth Award of Merit 
this fall in recognition of service 
and participation with the north- 
west chapter of the association• 
Lerimer became active with the 
chapter in 1978 as a student 
She has since been a director, 
vice chairman, chairman and edu- 
cation chairman of the northwest 
chapter. 
Two friends and former co- 
workers have joined forces once 
again. 
James Thomson and Jack Kelly 
have open Carpets PluHh, a fall 
service carpet and flooring com- 
pany, at 4552 Ketth Ave. 
They met while w~rking ~geth- 
er for Coca Cola here in 1980. 
Although they went separate 
ways in the mid-1980s the idea 
for a business brought hem to- 
gether once again. 
The business employs one full 
time and had time emolovee. 
Pulp mill spending 
at $5 million mark 
TERRACE - -  Approximately 
$5 million has been spent in de- 
veloping the Orenda Forest Pro- 
ducts pulp and paper mill project, 
says its vice president. 
Frank Foster said just over half 
of that has been spent by Orenda. 
The rest has been spent by com- 
panies doing engineering and 
other work with the expectation 
they'll recover those costs by 
doing business with Orenda. 
"It is a significant amount but it 
is spread around a lot of people," 
said Foster of the monies pent so 
far. 
Orenda has already chosen 
Commonwealth Construction, 
which has had extensive xperi- 
ence with large projects, as its 
general contractor. 
All told the project o build a 
mill producing 171,000 tounes of 
coated paper a year is estimated 
to cost $410 million. 
Work on finding that money is 
continuing, said Foster, in declin- 
ing to make further comments on 
financing. 
The company has hired New 
York-based Kidder Peabody and 
Co. Inc. to put together the 
financing proposal. 
Foster made the comments as 
the company released its 1992 
second quarter financial results 
ending Sept. 30. They indicated a
profit of $432,100 compared to a 
loss of $162,100 for the same pe- 
riod in 1991. 
Foster said better domestic and 
foreign prices for Orenda's pulp 
and saw logs contributed to the ABOU  
now closed Horsnda Bell copper 
mine in Crtanisle have found 
other jobs. 
Most of those have found other 
jobs in B.C. but others have 
spread out across and out of the 
countsy, indicates the mine's 
placement centre. 
The mine closed this past June 
afterore reserves ran out. 
Remaining employees are 
retired, on weekly indemnity pay- 
ments or do not used the place- 
ment service. 
The placement centre remains 
open until next March. 
Sharon Taylor may no longer 
be president of the chamber of 
commerce, but she is still in- 
volved in its affairs. 
Taylor was recently named the 
northwest representative to the 
B.C. Chamber of Commerce's 
board. 
She represents six chambers of 
commerce - -  Houston, Smitbers, 
Kitimat, Terrace, Prince Rupert 
and the Queen Chadotte Islands. 
i~"fhef Ca.ada *~;llg;'ge'T'ana 
Housing Corporation has dosed 
its Teriace office. 
More and more appraisal and 
inspection work is being con- 
tracted out, diminating the need 
to have a presence here, said a 
CMHC official. 
Yvonne Saw said CMHC is 
only doing about four per cent of 
that work now across the country. 
"To maintain a service with a 
full time position wasn't 
needed," she said. 
The CMHC official here has 
been offered a number of 
employment and early retirement 
options, said Saw. 
The provincial govemment has 
limited increases B.C. Hydro can 
charge. 
There's now a rate ca~ of one 
percentage point above inflation 
this year and two points in future 
years. 
Government ministers say this 
'will provide more stability upon 
which customers can make longer 
term decisions. 
turn around. 
During that three month period, 
Orenda spent $408,400 in devel- 
oping its pulp and paper mill pro- 
ject. 
It also spent $125,700 in forest 
engineering and $352,400 in road 
construction to log its forest 
licorice up Hwy37 in the 
Meziadin area. 
Orenda went into the spring 
hoping it could break ground at 
its site south of Meziadin Lake 
some time this year. 
Although it does have approval 
in principle from the provincial 
government, i  does not yet have 
final approval and does not yet 
have all of its financing in place. 
The company needs to have a 
study done on the underground 
water supply it wants to use ap- 
proved by the province. 
And a socio-economic study 
looking at impacts and op- 
portunities of the mill on area na- 
tives has yet to be completed. 
Orenda wants to use fibre from 
its own forest licence in the mill 
but have said it will Uade fibre 
with other companies if it need 
be. 
Foster said Orenda is heartened 
because of a recent upswing in 
the demand and prices for a kind 
of paper one step below the type 
it wants to produce. 
"The producers have put on a 
six per cent price increase and the 
manufacturers are at capacity," 
said Foster of SCA paper. 
"It's about what we expected," 
he added. 
Foster said purchasers are after 
quality but that price remains the 
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3rd Prize - $500 
The Terrace Youth Ambassador Society Is still looking for 
contestants, male and female who are 17 to 21 years of 
age by May 1993. We welcome all the confirmed sponsors 
and merchants who have donated to the scholarship fund. 
We would like to invite other merchants and/or individuals 
to join in the effort to help Terrace put its best foot forward. 
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS: 
1st  Pr i ze  - $1500 Tim Hortons 
2nd  Pr i ze  -$1000 Wayne Braid $250 





Persona l iU / -  $100 Elan Travel 
Effective Speaking -or First Choice Travel 
Ta lent  - $200 Skeena  Broadcasters 
CONFIRMED SPONSORS: 
- Elks - Glass Slipper Bridal Shoppe 
- Kinsmen - Skeena Mall 
- McDonald's - CFTK-  AM59 
'Ter race  Shopping Centre 
Frank  Foster  
key factor in buying decisions. 
Somet imes  a small bus iness  
needs  a s i lent  par tner  
At the Federal  Business I agemenl SCl||inars,,rl'|'ovide 
~yot t  ,,villi the services' of Development Bank, wc ~ ' 
can help you start or a l)l'O','cn professional.~ ,- 
brow your own business. .]us! cal l  us and s~ e " 
We offer loans and venture [ what we can do' for yonr 
capital; we conduct man- I business. 
Paul Williams, Manager 
635-4951 
LaBam ueoffrese. COMMr I ' I 'E I )  TO Youn S I ICC I r ,  SS  
serv[res i arts lea deltX 
langue, offiHenes. ~ )  
Federa l  Bus iness  Banque f6d6ra le  
Oeve lopmentBank  dedeve loppement  ~ Canal 
BIG BROTHERS OF  CANADA 
, WANTED!  " 
A BIG BROTHER 
FOR MARK 
Doug is: -8 years old 
-would like someone to talk to 
-likes outdoors, fishing, animals 
,; -wants to be a doctor or scientist 
635-4232 
PEPSi LEARN-TO-SKi: 
MOUNTAINS OF FUNt 
PINT-SIZE PRICE(14.95)! 
* - '  - i ) 
//,/o, ?~., , ., ~.':~.. , . : . .  - 
" :] i:" ~] .!. ~,i - : . i  " : ~1~ PEPSI LEARN-TO-SKI 
~: ...... . PACICAGE INCLUDES 
• " " " COMPLETE SKI EQUIPMENT 
. RENTAL, BEGINNERS' GROUP 
" LESSON AND FULL-DAY LIFT 
TICKET 
MOUNTAIN OFYOUR CHOICE: 
IN SMITHERS: WINTERLAND SKI 
& SPORTS; 
FAMILY SKI & SPORT 
IN PRINCE RUPERT: VERT ICAL  
A SK I&CYCLE 
IN TERRACE: ALL SEASONS 
SOURCE FOR SPORTS; SPORT SHAMES WORLD (THE IIEVI IIOME OF WINTERLAND SKI) 
PEPSI LEARN-TO-SKI 
MOUNTAIN PROGRAM DATES: " !' ii:i"::: 
PEPSI LEARN-TO-SKI PROGRAM DECEMBER 4 TO 1 8 AND 
PAnTICIPATINa SKi AREAS JANUARY 3 TO 31 
..... " . . . . .  Gn ,e  the y, l f t o f  sl rt, 1, 
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER ' 27  
~:::!~:,-.,E~P'..iO 3C_%'0.I,3 ~i 5'( 
SAVINGS ALL DAY! 
SUPER SPECIALS 
, ALL EVENING! 
i 
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of December. 
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Laundry Detergent. 12 litre box. 
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RIGHT TO LIMIT 
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I ¥ " ~ u ~  o .-'C:~,~s~s~ f I 
I ..I., AT THE -~,.~r., .,.....,.,., .~h ' ~ I 
! = '+'++-'+"-W"°%'+~t':': 'il 
| ~ ~ ~ ~  '+.'.+-- :~..~., " ~ FindltAIl... ~/ 
/ +~W//,, "~" : ~ ~.~,~ At The Skeena Mall! ~I 
MIDNIGHT MADNES~ SPECIALS .  
+h +,  o r+ +r  . s - ,  + ,  "+ °+ '+ ,  Reg, $S9.99 ~ 1  Rgure 8Train Set Treacherous Tower l 
L= 49.99 e. ~-~- ,~ J~ • *49.95 *39.99 ! ' 
8:00 - 9:00 P.M., " '! 9:00 - 10:00 P.M. 
little tikes Party Kitchen & Worl~hop tittle tikes Big Toy Box & Basket Ball ' j .  
ll' Reg, $129.99 ~ Re9' ~99'99 '~" '~ '~"~- -  ~i'~ 
~99.99 e , . ~  $79.99 " .~~.  i I 
t ~ ++o.,,:oo+. ~ ~  ,r . +_!', ~ i.._.~g,&q&+ 'l little tlke~ Laundry Cerltre & Ea+' ~  . :[20% OFF~n,,++o,+ ~.~ __  
" "  =69.g9~., :=m~rmw20% O+F# +era, ...... . ° r~c+~,'rqc, F . 
M i dn  igh  t 
Madness  
Spect   cu la r  
SHOES 
L Terrace's Family Shoe Store 
G!FTWRAP PRICE 
10.30 P.M. - MIDNIGHT 
• LITTLE TIKES ~e toys ~ ~l~,iO / 
that last. Our entire in-store ~ '  ! I '  ~ I~I~ 
se~ecu°~' ~ M i U 
• V-TECH ELECTRONIC "~" ~"  " " 
EDUCATIONAL TOYS OFF REGULAR 
Includes Socrates, Videopainter, PRICE 
Electronic Battleship. 
. '~rJ'~'=1~ ~-~;~. + , , m ~ Ii TOSHIBA__C'EARANCE_~ . . . . . . . . . . . II KONAMI'sNINTENDO"TEENAGEMADNESSMUTANT NINJA 
I 4 HEAD VIDEO CASSP.Tr~ HP..UUHUI:H I ,, ,, , 
II. On.screen programming II .a~-r TURTLES+0r the IN TIME OR AXELAY' 
I `'threm°te SRQQ qR 1'~==++ SRQ qR 
~o I ,Reg,$499,95 i= '=VV "VV I . Reg. $79,95 V1/F  'V~f  
P.M.- 10:30 P.M, I ~ " 
~ ~ 0 /  TOSHI BA CLEARANCF--- HO(~ KEY CARE) S PEC-rACULAR 
• ALL BOXED R ~r~,,,-,,,, o-"-- -...,...,.,~x 
CHRISTMAS CARDS D U  /O  COMPACT DISC AM/FM STEREO RECORDE . . .= .  ncr~ ' ,+  ,O'+DECK,91.,92 $/!1_Q O~ , 
UPPER , $~tt n~ 
. ALL "RFI" " "  " " " 
I ~ .~O '9 .95 .r=,, CHRISTMAS.  OFF REGULAR . so. +,89.9+ SC0RE"m-"r:, 
TOSHI BA CLEARANCE 
MULTI.CHANNEL CORDLESS 
TELEPHONE WITH TWO-WAY INTERCOM 
.+0.,,,+ +99.95 
NINTENDO MADNESS 
SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT 
. SYSTEM Includes'Super M='lo . 
w+.°+,  14 m5 
ULV=-mO SPORT PAGES 7/'=1.00 
3" H0CKEY BINDE R =4.99 
OLD DUTCH St) ¢II• 
POTATO CHIPS 200 g. box, ~-- =~ 
PEPSI & 7'UP 
,,,.,+~=.=,=k $O 10 = l~Im per cu~omr h.' , .  n ~ l~U+ deposit 
GENERAL FOODS SF) d'~lni 
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE f-- • ~ 
~I I JB  ~ STORE HOURS:  
Mon. p,m. 111141 1 ~ -Sat.: ............ 9 a.m'-9 
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MIDNIGHT 
MADNESS SPECIAL S 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 27 
CHRISTMAS WREATHS 
~ & CENTER PIECES $, -,~_~ - . , ~"  - -  - .... : .... ..... i.iii..::.-=,=;~. Sculptured Nails, 
"' I " '  ~l ,  ~u~' ' ' '  ,.,,,," ,1~:.: . ... • Thin & Natura l  
: . , ! ,  ,11,,,, ......... ,,,,,,,,,,,l.,,l~....,....., . . ..... ,-'-..: ..................... ,,, .NoPo l l shRequ l red  20% 
i ' , i;~ '", "'"~ I~!',..,,,., .. . :.,,--,,--,,....-", • Hand Flied '., .q;,, ,h[I,]i=;li: :; ;'~':1,!1,;I II iiigP . . . • Free Demo's  i~,, : ' : ' i i :  ...... t , , Nov. 27-Oeo.  15 
~ .  w - 
OR.AME.TS II jEwE,,ERY I 
MIDNIGHT ~ THE CHRISTMAS STORE 
MA D N E S S ' :  [ Skeena Mall 635-7612 
SP EC I AL  ~ I sET o~ 4 G~SSES U SET OF4 CO~EE I 
~ 1  MODUM. Reg. $10.98 I MUGS Reg. $10.98 I 
I ROOSTERS...............,....'..."...........40% OFF 
I I i I F -  I '  II | Regular  pr iced I J ~  DAN|ELS  CHOCOLATES 1 
I ALL FISH / DRY GOODS l It ~o,.=~,.oo il ~oo,;x.,,o,t~,~,custom~r I 
I ,p.m-1, p.m. / 'P'm"M'd night ' [ ~~~_~=O0 .[I L 19.00",~ j 
r ~  w! v ,  ,== ,,.;.638-1864 w v ~,:,;=Z °°''~' :,~:. 
On Friday, November 27th 
Erwin's Jewellers 
Pay's the Taxi 
Friday, you will get a discount equivalent o the GST 
and PST on all regular and clearance priced 
merchandise. 
DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY 
FOR EXTRA CHRISTMAS 
SAVINGS, 
= ,~ality and Value Today and 
Everyday. 
skeena Mall 





15% OFF EVERYTHING 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY 
I II I I I  
0 PLUSH TOYS....................20 ~OFF 
I ENTER TO WINI ]B 
LARGE SILVER BEAR | 
- -  - -  Retails for $76.98 
GEMMA'S GIFTS AND 
COLLECTABLES 
Skeena Mall 635..5577 
I 
P , ,  
i 
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Don't blame poor BLACK 'S  
'for their poverty S 
TERRACE - -  Poor  people  don ' t  d°~l;ebYyb~:~'~; but can ~ FUR 
cause poverty but they are often ' and finding 
blamed for it, says an anti- allies, shesays. 
poverty advocate. 
Dealing with that blame is one 
of the biggest challenges facing 
the poor, adds Pam Fleming who 
works for Vancouver-based End 
Legislated Poverty. 
This makes it important for 
poor people to organize and work 
together, said Fleming who was  
in Terrace recently to give a 
workshop. 
What's needed is an increase in 
the minimum wage to at least 
$9.05 an hour to bring the work- 
ing poor up to what is considered 
necessary for a reasonable stan- 
dard of living and increasing wel- 
fare rates, she said. 
"There's been an increase in 
poverty, directly affecting women 
and children, while the corpora- 
tions make the profits," said 
Flenfing. 
"Poverty is time consuming. 
You walk instead of drive. All of 
your thne is spent just getting 
food, shelter and clothing. It 
doesn't leave a lot of resources to 
do anything else," she said. 
And while the middle class may 
feel it is doing fine, added Flem- 
ing, she pointed out that the aver- 
age Canadian worker pays 35 per 
cent of the tax load while corpo- 
rations contribute 12 per cent. 
"There's a small group of 
people not paying their fair share. 
We need a balanced and fair taxa- 
tion program," said Fleming. 
"Personal responsibility is 




but nobody has asked why the 
rich ~ the people of privilege 
why they don't pay taxes," she 
continued. 
Fleming feels the number of 
working poor will increase be- 
cause of the free trade deal with 
the United States and with the 
prospect of a similar deal involv- 
ing Mexico. 
Dealing with the poor can't tx 
Fleming's philosophy is based 
on the idea that every person 
deserves the right to food, shelter, 
clothing and health care. 
And although she does not ob- 
ject to charity efforts uch as soap 
kitchens and food banks, she feels 
they mask the symptoms. 
"People resent having to stand 
in the lineups and rely on the 
whims of charity. There should 
be adequate incomes so people 
can choose their own food," said 
Fleming. 
Fleming's group, End Legis- 
lated Poverty, pushed for the 
creation of school unch programs 
such as the one now covering 
Clarence Michiel and E.T. Ken- 
ney schools. 
But even the amount of 
bureaucracy involved in setting 
up the programs and running 
them can work against the people 
they are intended to help, she 
said. 
"Only low income people are 
the experts on poverty. They have 
to be involved in the implementa- 
tion of any programs," said 
Fleming. 
f INTRODUCING OUR "~ 
Every Sum~ay from 10:00 am til 2:00 pm I 
FEATURING... EGGS++BACON++SAUSAGE 
WAFFLES++MUFFINS++HASHBROWNS 
FRESH FRUIT++ and of course our 
F. OODI BARI ~ 
over 60  i~ms of ealads and d~z~rCs , 
CHILDREN UNDER 10 ~3.99 
= ," TERRACE LOCATION ONLY | 
l ~ a t f~ I F, t , I  ,~ t i t  [• 
,~6LA ELS~A~NUE J 
OF PRINCE GEORGE THIS 
TERRACE - -  The Kitsumkalum 
band here is benefitting from an 
• infusion of money for alcohol and 
drug and family violence pro- 
grams. 
It's included in $623,000 given 
by the provincial government for 
programs concentrating on north- 
- west  nat ives.  - , -,, ;- ,~ ,.~ 
, ,  ',~This is new money. It's to put 
'~ ,~the. money~ into the regions ~,and 
here, specifically for the 
abdflginai ..: community in . the  
northwest," saidLouise Kilby of 
~ the Smithers Dze I K'ant Friend- 
ship Centre which is administer- 
ing the programs. 
Kitsumkalum band is getting 
$58,030 for drug and alcohol 
work  and, $4,000 for  fami ly  
violence work. 
Just over half of the $623,000 is 
going toward drug and alcohol 
programs and the rest to family 
violence. 
All told, 60 projects are getting 
money in the northwest. 
Let The Performance Begin 
Subaru introduces it's first full fledged all wheel drive luxury 
performance coupe. 
Just ask Fran Hollis of Terrace, proud new owner of a 1992 Subaru 
SVX-Coupe. Fran is pictured above accepting the keys to her new 
car from Thornhill Subaru Sales Manager Ritchie Mallett. 
Offering outstanding performance, coupled with safety, the SVX 
Coupe is surely attained excellence. 
Test Drive Yours Today/ 
~ .  =,,~,o,o,, 635-7286 
SUNDAY, NOV, 29 
FROM 10:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. AT 
THE COAST INN OF THE WEST 
Black's Furs of Prince George 
has been surving B.C.'s Interior 
for 14 Years. All Garments 
Come With A Full Guarantee. .4 
With Over 
250 Fur & Fur Lined 
Coats & Jackets 
Fur Lined Jackets From $375.00 
Fur Jackets from $900.00 






will pay the 
GST & PSTI 
If You Have An Old Fu" 
Coat Bring It Down & 
Trade It In On A New 
One! 
Black's Furs 
Is Bringing A Selection ~ 
OF At Least 50 
Pre-Owned Fur Jacketsi ~".:-~J~'~"?,~::-. >Y~CI:/: IY :?  
& Coats 






10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
BLACK'S FURS 
OF PRINCE GEORGE AT 
THE COAST INN OF THE WEST 
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THEY'RE BACK. The drilling crew which succeeaea in ]ma- 
ing an underground water source for the city returned last 
week to ensure the reservoir was still accessible from the 
location where it is anticipated the pumphouse needed to 
feed the water into the city's water system will be constructed. 
Still gushing 
TERRACE -- Drillers were 
back in action again last week 
as the city continued efforts to 
boost its water supply with 
well water. 
The latest work was a 
follow-up on drilling done ear- 
lier this year. 
Then, after comisg up dry 
Several times, the Industrial 
Drillers crew finally struck 
drinkable water in late May, 
just off Frank St. and between 
Hwy. 16 and the railway line. 
However, that location was 
not suitable for the required 
pumphouse. 
Therefore, engineering direc- 
tor Stew Christensen ex- 
plained, last week's drilling 
was carried out to ensure the 
source of water could :'still be .. 
tapped from the north side of  
the highway. 
Although the two sites are 
just yards apart, Christensen 
pointed out there were dif-. 
ferences in the results. 
Where the original drilling 
had hit water at 98ft,, it was 
not encountered until the 140fl. 
mark this time. 
However, the initial flow in- 
dicators are just as impressive. 
Christensen said the driller had 
described the well as the most 
productive source he'd come 
across in 40 years on the job. 
Christeusen cautioned the 
city would not definitely know 
whether that's the case until 
further tests determine just 
how large the sub-surface 
reservoir is and how quickly 
the water level draws down un- 
der pumping. 
He said a 48-hour pumping 
test would be carried out this 
week toiearn more about the 
quantity available. 
Noting the eventual 
pumphouse would likely be lo- 
cated on what is now Skeena 
Sawmills land, Christensen 
said the city was in the midst 
of negotiating a land exchange 
with the company. It wants to 
dose Frank and Green Sts. 
Kemano politics blasted 
Biologists pressured for 'politically compatible' results 
is going to take something like 85 
By JEFF NAGEL 
TERRACE - -  Politicians tried 
to hide behind their scientists in- 
stead of admitting they made a 
political decision to give Alcan 
most of the water in the Neehako 
River, say two retired federal 
fisheries biologists. 
Don Alderdice studied the 
billion-dollar Kemano Comple- 
tion Project for four years in the 
mid-1980s and says helbdieves 
the government was not inter- 
ested in the facts but in finding a 
justification for giving the com- 
pany what it wanted. 
"They didn't want to hear what 
we had to say - -  no matter how 
true it was," he said in an inter- 
view last week. 
Alderdice was one of three De- 
partment of Fisheries and Oceans 
biologists whose names appear on 
a 1986 memo leaked last month. 
It indicated they wouldn't present 
the evidence their bosses wanted 
if called to testify in a court case 
between Alcan and DFO over 
how much water should remain in 
the Nechako River. 
"We were told to support he 
minister and tell the truth. And 
we couldn't do both at the same 
time," said Alderdice. 
They never testified because an 
out-of-court deal was reached in 
1987 giving Alcan the rights to 
all but 12 per cent of the natural 
flows of the Nechako. 
Opponents of the billion-dollar 
hydrodectric project have long 
claimed that Nechako Settlement 
Agreement was a political deal in 
which government officials gave 
Alcan what it wanted - -  against 
the advice of their own scientists. 
And that opinion is shared by 
Alderdice and other former 
biologists. 
"They wanted the whole busi- 
ness to look like it was on the up 
and up," Alderdice said. "But it 
was just window dressing. When 
we provided information to them 
it never saw the light of day." 
Gordon Hartman, another 
retired DFO fisheries biologist, 
said pressure was put on some of 
the scientists by senior DFO offi- 
cials to furnish research that was 
"politically compatible" with the 
:goals.of the fisheries minister. :~ 
He said he could not understand 
at the time why the minister ap 
patently wanted lower base flows 
in the Nechako than the DFO re- 
search team was calling for. 
"The minister wanted lower 
flows," Hartman said, "and the 
people who were trying to carry 
out political instructions were 
zmage Is Everything 
Dennise has lived in the Terrace area for 
the past 16 years. With 3 years 
experience in hairdressing, she received 
her formal training in Pdnce George. 
Dennise feels that coming from a large 
"There won't be enough water to float a salmon. 
They're going to leave about 12 to 14 per cent of the 
original pre.Kemano flows. And that is just atrocious." 
trying to rationalize a lower set of 
flows," 
The deal eventually reached 
gave Alcan minimum flow re- 
quirements that were less than 
half the levels the scientists fixed 
as their absolute minimum, he 
said. 
"It was only later that we began 
to realize that we had been used 
as window-dressing," Hartman 
said. 
"What went on was just 
deplorable," said Alderdice. 
Alderdice labels Alcan's claims 
about its multi-million-dollar plan 
to minimize the damage to fish 
stocks ' 'absolutely untrue." 
He predicts the number of 
deciding what type of review to 
hold. 
"A public inquiry would give 
Alcan fits," Alderdice said, 
"because the truth could come 
out.' 
Some of the damaging informa- 
tion that might emerge includes a 
DFO-sponsored survey of some 
50 North American streams to 
determine at what point biologi- 
cal damage begins to happen 
when water flows are reduced. 
That study, Alderdice said, 
found that, on average, damage 
begins when 30 per cent of a 
river's water is removed or 
diverted. 
"When you realize that Alcan 
to 88 per cent - -  that's a heck of 
a long way from 30 per cent." 
More than anything else, Hart- 
man says he objects to the 
politicians ducking responsibility. 
"Political people should listen 
to the technical people, make 
their decisions, and then be 
publicly accountable for them." 
Hartman also worked for DFO 
on the Oldman River diversion 
project. 
He contrasts the federal govern- 
ment's role in that case-  in 
which Ottawa took the Alberta 
government to court to force a 
full envbonmental review--with 
its handling of Kcmano, where 
cabinet passed a special order ex- 
empting Alcan's project from the 
Environmental Assessment and 
Review Process. 
'"[l~e public deserves to know 
why their government would be- 
have so differently." 
returning chinook salmon in the 
upper Nechako will fall from pre- 
Kemano levels of 5,000 a year to 
between 200 and 400 if the pro- 
ject goes ahead. 
" I f  they go ahead with Kemano 
II, that signals the end of the 
chinooks in the upper Nechako 
no question about it," Alder- 
dice said. "There won't be 
enough water to float a salmon. 
They're going to leave about 12 
to 14 per cent of the original pre- 
Kemano flows. And that is just 
auocious.,, 
Alderdice says he hopes the 
government will agree to a pow- 
erful public inquiry - -  with the 
power to subpoena witnesses. 
He said other biologists still 
working with-DFO are too scared 
to talk and will only do so if they 
are given the protection of testify- 
ing under oath. 
Premier Mike Harcourt last 
spring agreed to a public review 
of the project and cabinet is now 
. .  . .  -.: • : ".-: 
The Red Cedar 
Massage Clinic 
Michelle Strumecki, R.M.T. 
located at Hairbusters in the Skeena Mall 
Tuesday 10;00 a.m.-  5:00 p.m. 
Thursday 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Friday 2:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
Saturday 12 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
635-2432 
I I  FOR AN APPOINTMENT 1 
J W e ' L ~ - e ' ~  e ~  e'%Z ~Fe '~ e~"v~"  e~o*-~-,n 
' AT  
McEwan GM in TerraCe 
. . . .  1993 FULL SiZE EXTENDED UAB 4X4 ~"~:~"~'. family has enhanced her ability to ~- ,~ , communicate well with others, she invites • ' GVWR, H.D. Front lad Rear Sh~k, H.D. Front SlXlngl, all her clientelle, new and not so new, to ~ i~menger =eetin$ H n. 6~0 lb. 3:73 Axle Rlltlo, 305-VS-F.,F.L En~ne, OO'k  
drop by the salon for their personal AM/Fg~lStem,  Tachomnter, S~, 
Cold Climate Pacl~, Deep l"InlM Windows, 
consultation, s#~ Front Bench Seal, md much ~.  
_ _ _ , STOCK # 93016 
- I 
4652 LazelleAve. 635-4997 
....................................... . ............................. .,,,~' 
o Come 
' " "  _ .  The  ......... ;'
, g 1993 GMC SONOMA PICKUP 
2,$ Bre Fuel InJect~l, Full G~ge Patinae, AM/FM conette w/4 Premium Speaker=, TintM 
=8 99500* 51kCY' With  Us  ~ ~ whed'rdmRIngs, ssp.,=.l~l r ~ E~O~ / Cup " " ' ~ I L ~ L ~  ~' (Transpod C~m~la Rating), #ua much more, 
WATCH FOR THESE EVENTS COMING THIS  MONTH:  
GREYCUP SUNDAYON THE BIG SCREEN, I IT'S NOT TOO EARLY TO BOOK FOR 
BRING YOUR BUDDYAND WATCH RESERVATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS 
THE GAME AT THE BACK EDDY I PARTIES OR STAFF DINNERS 
11am 12midnight 11am 1am 11am 10pro 
CHEV- GEO, OLDSMOBILE, PONTIAC, BUICK,, CHEVROLET TRUCKS, GMC TRUCKS 
* net of rebatee 
I l l l l l  UMITED TIME OFFER 
I ~ OUT OF TOWN 
I R ~ lA~l  a aa"~l l~  [ ]  [1~ t~l [ ]  CUSTOMERS PLEASE 
/ IV IL ; r . .wc i l  i I= Ju_B  cA co,,ECT 
Ter race  1 • 635  4941 
I .~_ , .~ . , - -~  ~ ~ DEALER NO, ~3 NI Rmmtng O,&C. 
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LETTER S . ~ t - i . 
. . . . . . .  a ised  
: . . . . . .  °Good idea r 
e s There also could be a hidden 
The a3ninruai flooding of Lakelse ;~F~th;~i se::doLce:n~ 2nd~;  benefit. A local piling making in- 
Lake properties i a problem that recognize that any dredging dust~y could develop. And look- 
Dear Sir. 
I, Danny Bushman, don't 
like the way that people in this 
town are treating me. Just be- 
cause I am handicapped they 
won't hire me to go to work. 
I have experience running 
jumping jacks and I have run 
power saws and jack hammers. 
I went to Dawson Creek for a 
year and a half• I had a job 
working for the Dawson Creek 
Society for Community 
Living. I cut grass with a lawn 
mower and in the winter time I
went shovelling show. Then I 
went to the college up there 
and took a course on landscap- 
ing. 
I haven't received very much 
help since I moved back here. I
applied for a job with the city 
here in Terrace. They won't 
hire me because I haven't got a 
driver's licence. 
I am a hard worker. I also 
wrote to Mike Harcourt. He 
wrote back to me. l ie told me 
'~ go to Manpower and look 
on the job board. I go every 
couple of days. And I still 
haven't got a job. 
Danny Bushman 
Terrace, B.C. 
doesn't want to go away. Lake 
residents claim that Herman 
Creek Fan at the lake outlet is 
blocking the water flow and caus- 
ing flooding of their properties. 
They would like it removed• 
On ' the other hand local 
fishermen are strongly opposed to 
any dredging in the river• They 
argue that any river disturbance 
would be harmful to fish. 
Luckily for them the experts are 
on their side. Water hydrologists 
say that removing the fan will do 
very little to solve the flooding 
problem. The federal Department 
would cause fish habitat damage. 
They will not approve any stream 
work that may harm the most val- 
uable river in the Skeena system. 
And so the sides line up and the 
confrontation continues. But does 
it have to? Can't some reasonable 
solution be arrived at'/ 
One such solution may be to 
use pilings to raise flood prone 
homes. Around the world, when 
confronted with annual flooding, 
this is a common solution. Rais- 
ing homes would stop both flood 
water damage and the threat to 
fish of dredging. 
ing further if locals became ex- 
perts at flood proofing the tech- 
nology could be exported around 
the province. 
In the long term, some financial 
assistance for home owners to 
raise their houses would prove 
less expensive than annual flood 
relieve. 
Instead of non-productively 
arguing, it is time for some co- 
operative problem solving. What 




More education., not less 
Dear Sir: 
Apparently the only option for 
the University of Northern British 
Columbia in acquiring the operat- 
ing expenses that it requires will 
be taken at the expense of the 
citizens in the north. 
UNBC hopes to take away the 
option for northerners of obtain- 
ing the first two years of a univer- 
sity education at a community 
college and to give the colleges 
another administrative c n~'e, ac- 
cording to the Nov. 11 edition of 
The Terrace Standard. 
In 1975, northerners were given 
the option of taking their first 2 
years of university courses at 
community colleges. Prior to this 
time, the only option for north- 
emers interested in a university 
education was to leave the north. 
Now UNBC is asking us to go 
back to the pre-1975 days. The 
only option open for northerners 
will be to take university courses 
at a university. So much for in- 
creased options, smaller classes 
and much lower tuition costs. 
In the last few years, univer- 
sities have started to ot'ter courses 
in the north for northemers. 
Northerners are now starting to 
obtain univemity degrees without 
having to leave the north. 
Perhaps it is time for the north 
to consider having univer- 
sity/oolleges as has happened in 
other parts of the province. 
Northerners need more op- 
portunities for a university educa- 





OUT WITH the old and in with the new is taking place on the 
old Skeena bridge until the middle of next month. Dave 
Brandon of Yellowhead Cons~'uction of Smithers is cuffing 
bolt heads holding large timbers in place• They'll be replaced 
by new railings acting as a buffer between pedestrians and 
traffic. The bridge is closed until the work is done. 
1 
, , % 
Panasonico 






~ CALL DISPLAY 
° PHONE , 
p'~: • Compatible with BC TEES 
Call Display Service. 
Handsfree Spea~grphonq~ ~-;,: ,i ..,. 
• One Touch ,Aut~niad~:'3J~Jal~r:k 
s1997 
SYSTEM WITH PHONE 
• Fully Digital- 
Requires No Tapes. 
• "rime/Day Stamp. 
• Deletion/Saving of 
Individual Messages. 
. a l "  ~ t '~  t "~ f~f '~ 
AT&T-1323 
ANSWERING SYSTEM 
• Remote Access to Change 
or Receive Messages. 
• Digital"Messages Waiting" Display. 
9 • Announces the Time/Day of 
, Each Message. , 
CORDLESS PHONE 
:'~ ~.Clarity .1 ]t~s :~ ' : ~" 
10 Cl~annds 
• Advanced Flexible 
Antenna. 
• Up tol,7 Days,, 
' Use Per Charge'. , 
V A PANASONIC-3860 
CORDLESS 
SPEAKER PHONE 
. 10 Chanr :Is. 
• Upright Design. Retractable Rubber Antenna. 
. Sound Charger" Sound Quality. 
e229.. 95 A 
, PANASONIC KX-T3710 
: EASA PHO~ CORDLESS - 
-.:. ::i; Sound.,Charger Noise Reduction. 
" i ~. . . • 10 Channels Remotely 
?i',:~:', " ~ Accessible. 
": : • ~l  . Retractable Flexible 
' . : ~ Antenna. 99 
- -  No GST 1 
is our gift to you. 
Visit the Ph0neMart before December 25, 1992. 
On top of giving you terrific holiday sale prices, 
we'll also pay the GST on all our retail products. 
Think of it as our present to you this holiday season. 
7 : 
AT&T BIG BUTTON PLUS 
• 3 l,arge Emergency Number Buttons 
(Programmable). 
• Enhanced Receiver Volume Control. .: 
SOI~ 
~ '~ SONY IT- BASIC PHOI 
3 Single '12mch 
Dialing Buttons 
. H,mdset Volume 
Conl rol. 
• F.Icctn)nic Hold 
~64. 99 
smcro 
jmr~, - ,~  SANYO 




• 10 Channels. 
• Super Compander Ill
Noise Reduction, 
• 10 Number Memory. 
Last Number Redial, 





• Handsfree Speaker#tone 
Convenience from Base Unit. 
s189. 99 
" ~ I 0  Channel Selccllnn. , 
PHONEMATE. 
'~z~"  A PHONEMATE-3950 
ANSWERING MACHINE 
• Integrate d Telephone will19 Number Memory. 
• Multifunction l(emote Access -'.,ii : 
to Answering Unit. 
• Call Screening Capabtltly. ,
Mm'Not  • Be (.~m,patihlu W{t h | ~ , ¢ t e l T ' h ~ i  ! . 
s99. 95 . 
PftmlelViart c 
. ' -"7 
::::", 
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0 i:;O(l( i;Q o inventm 
Genuine Precious 
Gem Stones ~ 
and Diamonds 
Set in 14 karat gold 
Ruby & Diamond 
0.35 .TGW. Reg. $I049 95. .SALE '699" '  
Sapphire  & D iamond .`<`  ..... ' " 
0.35 TGW. Reg. $I049.95..SAM~'699 e~
Emerald & Diamond ' _ . . . .  
European Safe  & ::i~:'.~-~.':J~:,~ 
Secure  Ear r ings  ~ ~<,~.,: 
I0-14 karat !~ 
Unbelieveable 
Pricest! 
Genuine_ ~'~ l 
Marqu is  , ' ::, 
Cut  ~ ..... ~' 
Cent re  
S tone  
Surrounded with diamonds. 
Sct in 14 karat gold 





_81295.95 .. SAL~ ..~ 
Karat  







: ,  , : / ,  :/ iii I : / ~ 
• . •,~,~i: ~ 
has been reduced upto: /~: 
.~,#'~Diamond Earrings 
~.~\~SPECIAL! 14 karat gold 
0 02 carat TW 
" 9e 
Reg. $68.00 SALE ,29  
0 05 caratTW -~-. 
• • ' 99 
Reg. $99.95 SALE '59  
0.10 carat TW __  ^ 
~, "" ,,' Ca.rters has 
Something Special for you 
- -~  ~ 10 karat 
GOLD 
CHAINS 
Sa~e u~to  
10 KARAT TWISTED SERPENTINE 
7" Bracelet ................................. . . . . . . . . .  ,PAP $17.95 SALE $9.99 
16" Chain ............. . .............................. PAP $35.95 SALE '$1 7.!)9 
18" Chain ........... ; ...... ..,., ................... PAP $39.95 SALE $19.99 
20" Chain .................... , ....... , .............. PAP $43.95 SALE $21.99 
22" Chain ....................... . ............ ; ....... PAP.S47.95 SALE $23.99 
10 KARAT FLAT SERPENTINE 
7" Bracelet ......... ,.,,...~.,.. ....... .,..,...;... PAP $22.95 SALE $9.99 
16" Chain .............. i....: ....... .. ............. ,PAP $35.95 SALE $17.99  
18" Chain .................... ,; ................ :... PAP $39.95 SALE $19.99 
20" Chain ........................................... PAP $44.95 SALE $21.99  
22" Chain ........................................ . PAP $49.95 SALE $23.99 
Entire Inventory of 10 karat and 14 karat chains : 




Turbo race c,,.. 
O. 15  carat  TW'  0 30  cara[ ' l~V ................ 
Reg. $249,95 SALE ' I49  ~a R;g: $665.95 SALE '399  e~ 
0.20 carat ~ .... 0.40 Carat .TW~ .... =~-a  
Reg;,.8349,95' SALE 1 i~ @@ Reg. 81189.95 SALE '~99 ~ 
0.25 carat TW . . . . .  0.50 carat TW _~¢~¢~ 
S INGLE I TR IPLE  
HEART HEART 






10 karat gold 
SALE 
Or'e°t" 77 Cultured 
F EARL EARRING 
Reg. 630.00 ......... SALE 
4 == s 19  99 
Reg. 836.00 ......... SALE 
mm ' 39  ~ 
Reg. 660.00..~ ...... SALE 
6 mm .-+, O" 
Reg. 875.00 ......... SALE 
'7 mm S79 °9 




Grade A Cu l tured  Pear l s  
6-6.5 mm 18" strand 
Reg. $1395.95  999 
SALE .............. 
MINI  ' 
D IAMOND 
10 karat gold 
N:DISPLIIV: 
CART ERS . , . . . . .  , . . . . .  _ • 
Diamond R ing  ~ r ~ ~  
14 karat gold ~ ~ 
o:25 carat "~' : ~ "  
Reg.$]I39,95..SALE ' 699  ~ i .o0 .... .  carat  TW 
0.50 •carat TW - - ,~@b Reg. 
Reg, $ ]929.95 ..'SALE =~:~:~:~ $4595.95 
__ 0.75 carat TW . . . . . .  S.AL_E . . . .  
Watches 
and C locks  







Bulova 2.year 99 Citizen 5-year 
Guarantee SALE_ $__49. ...... Guarantee . . . . . . .  
Pure Elegance 
Ill "~ I t 
14 k t  go ld  ~, ' ,~  
pendant .  
Genu ine  cent re  
s tone  sur rounded 
w l th  d iamonds  
Reg. 8869.95  ..... SALE 
Match ing  14 k t  
gold ear r ings  
Reg. 8449.95 .... SALE 
Available with emerald, ruby or blue 
~g'!'~;~i i!i,:! ~i:: i : ~7~i'! ~WL ii~ :•.::i • :!:'::::::  ~::':+, ::;;.::~':~:<~':• :~  • :; 
~a~/irl, gS[~!i,i The 
:' '::.~ :.: Ann iversary /~,  ! 
....... ~ i D iamond /~/  
Band ~ 
10 karat g01d 
0.10 carat  TW 
reg. $349.o5....sAL~ * 199 oo 
14 karat gold 
0.25 carat  I"W 
Reg. $1224.95 ..SALE 5699" 
0.50 carat  TW 
Reg. $1539.05 ..SALE 8999 o= 
0.75 carat TW . 
Reg. $2429.95 SALE ~ 1499 °~ 
:m:'L .~• ¸ ~,::-":" L :4 
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What's up I M°rrissey 
The Terrace Standard o f -  
fers What's Up as a public 
service to Its readers and 
community organizations. 
This column is intended for 
non-profit organizations and 
those events for which there 
is no admission charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item for What's Up be sub- 
mltted by noon on the FRI- 
DAY preceding the issue in 
which it is to appear. 
For contributed articles, 
the deadline Is 5 p.m. on the 
preceding THURSDAY.. 
We also ask that all submis- 
sions be typed or printed 
neatly. '
NOVEMBER 27, 1992 - The 
Skecna Valley Car Club will 
be holding its Regular Monthly 
Meeting at he Terrace KinHut 
on the corner of North Sparks 
and Halliwell. At 7:30 p.m. 
Call Dour at 635-4809 or 
Larry at 635-4793 for 
info. 2p31 
NOVEMBER 28, 1992 - The 
annual bake sale and bazaar of 
the Skeena Valley (Fall) Fair 
Assn. will be held in the Ter- 
race co-op store from 11:00 
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. For info 
phone 635-2607 evenings. 2p32 
Ill I l l  i l l  Ill i l l  
NOVEMBER 30, 1992 - 30 
Year Reunion for Thornhill 
Elementary School.. Monday 
from 1 to 4:30 p.m. Everyone 
is welcome to attend. Join us 
for cake and freindship, 635- 
5082. 2p31 
liil ill I l l  Ill I l l  
DECEMBER 5,1992 -United 
Church will be holding ~e~ 
~L-'hdstmas bazaar on Saturday 
a t2  4p.m. Knox United 
Church, 4907 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace. Everyone Wel- 
come. 2p31 
DECEMBER 7, 1992 - 7:30 
Skeena Parent Advisory meets 
in the Skeena Secondary 
School Library. The students 
council will present their plans 
for the year. Everyone is wel- 
come to bring questions & 
concerns. Call Wands 635- 
2895. 
TERRACE VOLUNTEER 
BUREAU for Volunteer Op- 
portunities to suit your needs 
& time available. Contact 
Lovina Tyler at 638-1330. 
Mon-Fri, 8:30 - 4:30. 2p30 
EVERY WEDNESDAY from 
8-8:00 pm. Terrace Narcotics 
Anonymous "Steps to 
Recovery" meets at the 
Skeena Health Unit 
auditorium. 2p30 
EVERY WEDNESDAY - Ter- 
race Ladies Kermodei Lions 
Club meets at the Inn of the 
West. For times and more info 
contact Dorothy Bartsoff at 
638-8183. 2p30 
i l l  i l l  Ill I l l  Ill 
EVERY THURSDAY at 
7:30pro Overeaters 
Anonymous at Women's 
Resource Centre. Call 635- 
6446. 2p30 
EVERY WEDNESDAY at 
7:00 pm in Sexual Assault 
Centre. Female Survivors of 
Sexual Assault/Abuse. Please 
contact Loreen 635-4042. 2p30 
EVERY MONDAY Terrace 
Co-Dependants Anonymous 
meets from 8-9 pm. Call Karen 
638"-0707. 2p30 
EVERY MONDAY at 5pro 
Teen Survivors of Sexual As- 
sault/Abuse meet in the Skeena 
Health Auditorium. Bee, 635- 
4042 or Tonee, 635-4822 
(please contact first) 2p30 
ANONYMOUS: Monday 
8:30pro Angli~n Church; 
Tuesday 8:30pm Catholic 
Church; Wednesday 7:30pm; 
Thursday 7:30pro Hospital 
Psych Unit; Friday 8:30pro 
Kermode Friendship Centre; 
Saturday 7:00pro Hospital 
Psych Unit; Sunday 7:00pro 
Hospital Psych Unit (mens). 
glory set 
to begin 
By STEPHANIE WIEBE 
H 
EADMASTER 
Julia Faysle says 
her boarding 
school is a rock in 
the foundation of British edu- 
cation. 
Her students disagree. They 
see it as a haven for witches, a 
stepping stone to romance and 
a potentially explosive war- 
zone. 
They may be right. 
When the musical-comedy 
The Utter Glory of  Morrissey 
Hall hits the stage at REM 
Lee Theatre this week, local 
audiences can decide for 
themselves. This family show 
ldcks off the fortieth season 
for Terrace Little Theatre, 
with three evening per- 
formances and a Saturday 
matinee. 
Terrace Little Theatre pro- 
ductions are known for their 
award-winning success at zone 
and provincial drama festivals. 
Close to forty young actors 
will be taking to the stage for 
the production. 
The play, set at a girls' 
boarding school in 1947 En- 
gland, shows a mischievous 
spirit of youth I bursting 
through the mundane business 
players add a hint of romance 
and nostalgia to the boisterous 
school antics that leads to all- 
out war between the students. 
Actress Mary Ann Lawrence 
plays the headmistress. That's 
the lead role, but Lawrence 
says she's definitely not the 
star. 
"The kids are," she says. 
"Their  energy level is just 
phenomenal." 
"It's outstanding. When 
we do a production this 
size, we touch so many 
homes." 
Lawrence, a Terrace teacher, 
says those kids represent only 
part of the wide range of talent 
stocked in this community. 
She notes the many hours of 
rehearsal, costume preparation 
and set work involved. 
" I t 's  outstanding. When we 
do a production this size, we 
touch so many homes." 
"Ter race  is quite a com- 
munity," she adds, "and it's 
going to be a great show." 
Audiences can see The Utter 
Glory of  Morrissey Hall at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre November 
26, 27 and 28. Tickets are on 
of edueation, sale at Erwin's Jewellers 
Outa~umbered by  youngsters (Skeena Mali)~and the Bank of 





THEY'RE CLEAN AND COOL:  Students like 10.year-old Kristale Askew at 
Thornhlll Elementary School completed a set of posters for their "Clean !n 
Cool program, which promotes a healthy drug-free lifestyle. Other poster 
contest winners included Darcy Levesque, NIc01e Glover, Chdsta Lambrlght, 





• /,; / ! : "2.; , 
• / ~, . . . .  
] 
Flipping out 
DAN MOHR displays deft touch as in preparing pancakes for breakfast as part of drug and al- 
cohol awareness week. The breakfast marked the official start of the wool( and Was Ii0sted by 
:' Mohrandbther native public administration students taking courses at~KltsLirnkaJuhn viltage. 
There were als0 bakesales, a hot dog sale and non-alcoholic ddnks served at gr~eW stbres~ 
• . . . .  ~ ~ ,' . . . .  "i , 
Healing of spirit 
won't be forgotten 
Philip Stewart is a Grade 10 student at 
Skeena Junior Secondary School. 
The following is a written assignment 
he produced after attending the Septem- 
ber Rising Spirit H workshop. 
From Sept. 14 to Sept. 18, speakers ex- 
amined personal, family and community 
healing. 
Topics included alcohol and drug 
abuse, physical, mental and sexual abuse 
and grieving. 
The workshop was sponsored by the 
Kermode Friendship Centre. 
By PHILIP STEWART 
I went through a number of changes at 
the workshop - -  all for the better. 
I got a better outlook on people. Before 
the workshop I basically disrespected most 
people. Yet during the workshop I began 
to see all of the values of different people. 
I see that all people's pirits are the same 
in value, no matter how old or young, big 
or small. No one has the right to look 
down on other people or to judge their 
people. 
I found this workshop to be a source of 
counselling. It had a way of calming you 
down yet keeping you going in life. 
This workshop somehow was able to 
strengthen my self esteem and got me 
more enthusiastic about a lot of things like 
my community and this is just by listening 
to them speak all that they know. 
This workshop made me really lookat 
myself. Rather than seeing all of the nega- 
tives about myself, I see whatI am good at 
and I almost immediately stopped feeling 
sorry about myself and started really 
facing and dealing with my problems. 
For the past few months I have been 
studying my culture, but now I see it in a 
whole new perspective. You see now I see 
it as I am part of my culture and not some- 
one who is along side, looking on. 
When I was listening to the speaker, I 
just felt that I was studying too hard and 
not being part of the native culture. 
• Another change I made in my life is I am 
trying to quit talking about other people 
behind their back and to be a better friend. 
I guess I quit doing that because of what 
one of the speakcis said to us, " i f  you 
want people to stop talking about you, you 
have to stoptaikhig about people." 
One of the best Changes Ihave made is 
to change disrespect into respect. One of 
the speakers said that If you want to 
smoke, you have to respect the tobacco r 
Jt 
Philip Stewart 
it will disrespect you by giving you heart 
problems. 
He said that you have to respect all 
things or you will be punished by the 
creator .  
At this workshop I became part of my 
culture by participating in all of their 
teachings. 
One of the teachings that I participated 
in was the smudging - -  it was very inter- 
eating. 
The smudge smells a bit like how a 
forest smells when burning. We used our 
hands to awing the smoke to our body. 
We smudge to cleanse our body and our 
spirit. We rub the smoke over our head to 
cleanse our spirits. We swing the smoke to 
our eyes to see what we do wrong so we 
can make it right and to see what is going 
wrong with Mother Earth. 
Then we do the same to our hearts to 
help get rid of the hurt and pain which 
may be there. 
We swing it to our legs so they may take 
us in the right direction, wherever we want 
to go, 
All In all the workshop was quite In- 
fluentlsl and overwhelming. 
It Is an experience that will never be 
forgotten. Itwill stay with me foreve:, un- 
til the end of time. 
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I Around Town I O/vCHANNELIO 
Scouts to g:05  p.m. ' I n .day ,  DeTrt~bev~lt Zo;:(VI ' 
sell Xmas trees °~a~l 
"CHRISTMAS TREES! ... Get Wednesday, December Z 
your Christmas trees herel" 
That's right - -  the Terrace area 8:05 p.m. - "Together We Can Know The 
Scouts are back in action again• World" ~ Creating art with 
They're cutting Christmas trees 
next week and they'll be selling 
them from Dec. 11-13 and from 8:05 p.m. 
Dec. 19-23. 
They'll be at a parking lot 
downtown on Lakelse Ave., sell- 7:05 p.m. 
ing weekdays f~om 5 to 9 p.m., 
Saturdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
and Sundays from noon to 5 p.m. 




Make that another $1,000 for 
the CT scan drive. 
That's the amount of a cheque 
given last week by the Terrace lo- 
cal of the Nisga'a Tn"oai Council 
to the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation. 
On hand to make the donation 
was local vice president Martin 
Adams to foundation board mem- 
bers Sandy Sandover-Sly, AI 
McAlpine and Dr. Alex Enriquez. 
The council also gave a $1,000 
last year to the CT scan drive, 
said Adams• 
He said the money was raised 
by holding bake sales, raffles, 
dinners and bingos. 
The Nisga'a Tribal Council 














More scenery and more Irains 
are promised this Saturday when E 
the Skeena Valley Model Rail- 
road Association holds a public 
show. 
The association has a large dis- 
play of numerous tracks replicat- 
ing the length of the railway sys- 
tem in the n~,Y&wesL 
It's locat',:d in the basement of t~ W 
5110 Agar,.next door to the Red ~k 
and White store. 
The public's invited from noon ~ 27 Col 
to 4 p.m. 
Potluck at 
the Legion 
THE LADIES AUXE,LIARY 
of the Royal Canadian Legion ~ 
Branch"13 is holding a pot luck 
supper at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, 
Dec, 1. 
It'll be followed by a monthly 
meeting at 7:30 p.m., so all mem- 








needing help with 
Christmas events, 
call the bureau. 
VOLUNTEERS - 
who wish to help with 
Christmas events, we 
welcome you to come 
in and register• 
Contact: Lovina Tyler 
phone 638-1330 
4506 LakelseAve. (across 
from Totem Furniture) 
your child. 
Thursdny, December 3 
Terrace Figure Skating Club 
Exhibition 
Friday, December 4 
Northwest Review ~ A pro- 
duction by the media communi- 
cations class at Skcena Jr. 
Secondary. 
Midget Hockey: Terrace vs. 
. Kitimat. 
Sunday, December 6 
. Faith Full Gospel 
Community Carol (Live fxom 
Terrace Pentecostal Church) 
Northwest Cooks! Karen Shea 
joins host Doug Smith 
Northwest Zone Volleyball 
" Championships: Terrace vs. 
• - . ~timat. 
-~i Monday, December 7 
The Facts of Lice: Treatment 
and Prevention 
Tuesday, December 8 
The Facts of Lice (repeat) 
Midget Hockey (repeat) 
Wednesday, December 9 
"Together We Can Know the 
World'S - -  Moving Forward 
with Music 
Thursday, December 10 
Recycling Society annual 
general meeting 
Friday, December 11 
. :' Northwest Review ~ A pro- 
duction by the media communi- 
/ cations class at Skeena Jr. 
~ ~,'i:~,,~ ~: ": Secondltry. 
, December 13 
Faith Full Gospel 
Northwest Cooksl Ron 
Langddge joins host Doug 
" - ~-  Smith 
Shar e The Memory 1 
gith A Gift Portrait ~ 






• $2.00 sitting fee for each subject in the portrait. 
• Special offer background and poses our selection. i • Personality portrait, props, scenic, white, black and Christmas 
backgrounds are not available in the special offer. ~ 
• Adults and family groups welcome. 
• One special offer per family. 
• Portraits aken before December 8th will be available for Christmas 
By appointment 0 ly for your convenience, Offer available only at SEARS Catalogue 
Stores on the dates Indlcatod below, Call today for appointment. Use your SEARS Card. 
SEARS, 4615 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Phone 635-6541 
Tues, Dec. 1/9:30 - 5:15 Wed., Dec. 2/9:30 - 4:30 
your money's wodh ... and more ® 
TM 7/'adema/k authorized for use In Canada 
Enjoy a Tan all Year Long... 
Sessions, owned and operated by Wendy Lavole, 
offers state.of-the-art tanning with two WOLFF 
System tanning beds that will keep you suited in a 
deep golden tan. 
The tanning beds are in tastefully decorated 
private rooms to ensure your comfort and privacy. 
To help your tan along, Sessions offers a large 
selection of indoor tanning products. Prices for 
tanning are $45.00 for 10 sessions. 
New to Sessions are the Nordic True and 
Stepper, also situated in a private room, will help 
you tone up and slim down while offering a great 
cardiovascular workout. Price for this sen/ice is 
$35.00 per month with unlimited use. 
Open 6 days a week, 10 am to 6 pm weekdays 
and 10 am to 2 pm on Saturdays, Sessions offers 
its ellentelle a relaxed, friendly atmosphere so you 
can get the most enjoyment from your sessions. 
Gift certificates are also available. 
_3992-A Old Lakelse Lake Rd. 635-3071 
K NWOOE' 
WE DARE YOU TO COMPARE! 
TNJ Sound Systems guarantees you the most for your 
home entertainment dollar Kenwood guarantees you 
clarity and high performance above alli 
Full Entertainment System Unbeatable Sound and Looks 
Kenwo~l Mini System 
• 200 watts, double auto t ~~,,.====1_ reverse cassette * 20 watts x2 
• 5 disc CD carousel • One touch CD 
• Electronic Equalizer and recording 
spectrum analyzer • Electronic 
• 1 touch high speed CD equalizer with 
recording spectrum 
• 3 way speakers analyzer 
• Remote control • Double auto 
• ~tand optional reverse cassette 
V-X792M * CD 
• Wireless remote 
• Wake up timer 
VD 30o Big sound for only... 
KENWOOD999 °° KENWOOD 799 °° 
Complete Home Theatre System 
KENWO-OD1 
• High power 0olby '" 
200watts, 
• 5 disc carousel CD 
player 
• Double auto-reverse, 
doubte record cassette 
with Dolby B&C 
• 3.way speakers 
• Su,round speakers 
• Stand included 
• Completed controlled 
by wireless remote 
K-604OMS 
29900 
Perfect for the Home or Office 
Includes: 
P0dable 1 bit CD 




adaptor plus active 
speako,'s, Une 18,2, 
sub.woofer, pre.out, 
magnetically 
shielded, 6 watts 
• Player and speakers 
PCS.5 
All for Just.., 
KENWOOD 29900 
Talk to the Good Guys at TNJ Sound Systems today 
about the Number I name in car audio KENWOOD! 
• We guarantee the best quality Installs In the northwestl 
• You name It we'll Install It. 
• Full Insured shop, ~: :~ ........ '~:w,...,,,.,,;~,~:s ~ ,,.~.~. ~. ~ . .... :. 
*LF[Jliy ~'ulpped shop. • ........ , . . . . .  • ', " . . . . . . . .  = . . . . .  " 
• Technician trained by Mobil Dynamics  of Toronto on h~ncl at all times, 
. Custom designed Sub boxes and  bullt In our own shop, 
• With 1 bit, high power (50 watt), RCA pro-out, clock 
. And one of the best suspension systems on the market. 
KDC-67R 
KENWOOD 38900 
KRC-640 Cassette-Receiver with 
CD Changer Control 
• 60W total max.; 15W/oh at less than I% TBD * "[her Prevention 0iN 
Chassis • CD trad( repeat/icon • TM.t00 advanced tuner wtth ANRO V& 
CRSC. 18 FM/8 AM pre~d= • Auto memory • Pdorlty Radio Preeet. Do,by 
B NR • Tape Advance • 4~peaker output • 2 ohm= Cal~bib / • 
6peeker/preout fader. Preout 
KENWOOD 39900 
AM/FM Auto Reverse Cassette 
Deck & Speakers 
• Set.rate bass & treble wlth loudnue clock, We-out, 24 wat~ max. KILO,. 








New Digital Signal Processor 
The ultimate in car audio let Kenwood 
and TNJ Sound Systems take you to 
the concert, stadium, church, jazz 
club or dance halll Right in your own 
car or truck. 
KAC-921 Stereo/Mono Power 
Amplifier 
• 300X1 max power • J 80X2 roax power • 100X2 oontlnuoul * fan cooled. 2 
o~,~b~ Reg.  57g.00 Save  150.00  
42900 
sou. .  
Systems 
TALK TO THE GOOD GUYS TODAY! 
Downtown Terrace, 
4721 Lakelse Ave. 
Across from the 
Slumberlodge 
Phone 638-1200 
WE DARE YOU TO COMPARE, THEN YOU WILL SEE 
AND HEAR WHAT'S TAKING THE TOWN BY STORM! 
DON'TKE NWO OD B  THE LAST ON YOUR STERE BLOCK TO ~VE A 
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MUSIC 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thursday (9 p.m. to I a.m.) and 
• ~, Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) at George's Pub in the Northern Motor 
Inn and every Friday night (7 p.m. to 1 a.m.) at the Thornhill 
Neighbourhood Pub. 
Upcoming: 
• THE NORTHWEST SINGERS perform their 10th anniver- 
sary concert at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday, Dee. 5, in the Terrace Arena 
banquet room. Tickets $13 at Gemma's Bathroom Boutique. 
• LAURIE THAIN comes home to put on a concert at 8 p.m. 
Friday, Dee. 11 and Saturday, Dec. 12 at the McColl Playhouse at 
3625 Kalum St. Tickets are $12 at Sight and Sound. 
THEATRE 
• TILE ITITER GLORY OF MORRISSEY HALL, a musical 
comedy produced by Terrace Little Theal~e and directed by Norah 
Ferguson, plays the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Nov. 26-28. Showtime 8
p.m. each night, plus a 2 p.m. Saturday matinee. Tickets are $10 
and are available at Erwin's Jewellers, Skeena Mall, and the Bank 
of Montreal. Call Carol at 635-3426 for more info. 
MOVIES 
• 1492 with Annano Assante and Sigourney Weaver plays at 8 
p.m. in the Tillieum Twin Theatres tonight and Thursday night. 
Also playing until Nov. 26 is Night and the City with Robert 
DeNiro and Jessica Lange (7 p.m. only) and Clive Barker's 
Heliraiser HI (9:15 p.m. only).. 
Sta~ng Friday: 
• A RIVER RUNS THROUGH IT opens Friday, Nov. 27, at 
the Tillicum, playing at 7 and 9:15 p.m. Also new on Friday is Pas- 
senger $7 with Bruce Fayne at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. 
, ET CETERA 
• NINE-PLUS-ONE is the name of the group show at the Ter- 
race Art Gallery from Nov. 7 to Dee. 3. Artists featured are Betty 
Demmitt, Donna Orr, Flicks Humphrey, Randy Penner, Maureen 
Worobey, Tirso Morales, Allan Soutar, and guest artists Dave Nehr- 
ing and Wally Humphrey. Gallery hours are noon to 3 p.m. Tuesday 
through Saturday; 7-9 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday; and 
124 p.m. on Sunday. 
• JOANNE THOMSON's paintings are featured for the month 
of November in the foyer of the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. On the upper 
floor, theatre patrons are t~eated toa show of watercolours by local 
artist P.J. VaaI.Henke for the months of November and December. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax to 638-8432 to add 
yo~ event o the Standard's free entertainment listings. The 
?~d~llne is 5 pzn. Thursday for the foUowing week's pape r, 
'" ~ ~  
O0 0 
0 0 _ .  
e 
Is it a REAL  
@ 
, @ 
COLOURFUI.: Art gallery visitors check out the new display in the ga lery mmur,ng a 9~uup ot nine 
northwest painters. : ? : 
Image Is Everything 
Trish has been a resident of the Terrace 
area for the past eight years. 
Specializing in bobs and streaking, Trlsh 
feels that her talent in braiding and updo's 
are part of her personal style that sets her 
apart. 
"Irish welcomes her friends and family to 
stop by Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays 
for their appointment. 
TRISH / 
:i:/' '¸ I;• .¸ • :: ,!. 
Use Your Emergency Department Wisely 
Your hospital EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT is organized for sudden, serious health 
problems. The hospital has a fixed budget, however, and unnecessary use of the 
emergency department diverts resources from other areas of the hospital. It should not 






F INANCIAL  DIFFICULTIES? 
,Call us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
(604) 564-1111 
Toll Free: 1-800-663.5103 
DEL01TTE & TOUCHE INC. 
#800 - 299 Victoria Street 






OR OFFICE IS 
MADE EASY... 
when you choose Creative 
Options to cater for your 
business luncheon or party. 
Call our oflfice for a complete 
price list. No job is to small. 
Creative 
Options Inc. 
Contact Linda Pelletier at 
635-7884 
4652 ~a.zelleAVe."-~ ~"~ '.~i: ~ ? ~,., 
" i 
' . )  , :7 - ;  :(• 
.... / •2 :~us ica l  romp for : l  
ESNER's and NAGLE JJ 
Doctor's Office Versus Emergency Visit 
If you have an ongoing medical problem that has not suddenly affected your well 
being, you should arrange to see your doctor in the office or in your home. If you are 
seriously injured or are suddenly taken ill, the EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT is 
where you belong. 
_ • . 
What If You Don't Have a Doctor? 
Plan to have a family doctor before an emergency occurs. 
Family doctors' office numbers in Terrace are listed in the Yellow Pages of your 
telephone directory under "Physicians & Surgeons". 
The EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT staff cannot recommend the name of a doctor to 
choose. 
When It Really Is An Emergency 
Wl~en you have a real emergency, bring the patient to the EMERGENCY 
DEPARTMENT promptly, using ambulance services if necessary. 
EMERGENCY patients are assessed on arrival and those with serious and/or life 
threatening problems are seen first. The hospital does not have staff physicians, 
unlike big city hospitals, but in a real emergency "on-call" doctors are available. 
Appropriate Use of Your Emergency Department 
Ensures That Our Doctors and Nurses Can Treat You 
Promptly In A Real Emergency! 
TERRACE HEALTH 
CARE SOCIEIY 
iNTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
~ILL$ MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
Director NORAH FERGUSON * Producor CAROL ZUCCHIATTI * Set Deslgn TRUDY WARD 
"Stage Manager ANNETTE CANUTE * L.Ighting GARY MILLS * Sound GRAHAM MAGUIRE 
• Musical Director PAUL LORETTE * Piano JOSE COOSEMANS JANE 
SPARKES * Costume Design MARIANNE BRORUPV~ 
NO MBER26 27 ' • O '  
Three evening performances at 8 pm and One matinee at 2 pm Saturday 
REM Lee THEATRE, 
4932 Straume Avenue, Terrace .... i 
I0 at Erwin Jeweller's Skeena Mall and Bank of Montreal 
POSllR OUlON ~ Bm~vp Or i~ 
"4  ;~  • 
i:i.~,!. ~ 
I 
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Newspaper Advertising is 
"CONSISTENCY" 
Your Advertising Message is at your customers fingertips 
when they want to see it. If it's not in print your message is 
just floating in the air. 
Business Directories ads - $22.00/week 
Contact the Standard at 638-7283 
I 








4818 B HIGHWAY 18 WEST 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 11.8 
- '~k .  '~  AND BALLOON SERVICE 
"~![J~ W Fun W MaGic "k Balloons 
~~ ~ ~- Top Quality Flowers .k Balloon Bouquets 
• l i  . Decorating ~r Costume Delivery 
Bus: 635-6312 Home: 835-7819 Fax: 635-4166 
~1~ Heather Graydon 
~ ! 3309 Kalum Street, Terrace . 
,~ ~. '"we Add a Sparkle of Magic" 
B USINE ;S OF THE 
WEEK 
-..a-hield Repair/Replacementsl ,~t ' f  ~, , l l l l lUO 
,.~" iI" , " ,~  ~,!~, • Auto Glass | 
~ i  * ICBC Replacements | 
"'-: i • Mirrors | 
.... " .:i • Windows | 
.~ • Sealed Units ~ I 
" '  : "  C S GLASS LTDJ 
• - - ~ ~ ~  i 3720 River Drive Terrace | 
~;/~' 638-8001, in Kitimat 632-4800| 
mmmammmmm 
Sdcil '  
Large Selection Costumes for all 
occasions Including: 
for Adults and Children. HaSowean ~ , ~ d / ~  -Easter 
" ~'fo~w - Christmas 
• ~ ~ , i~, .  Riverboat.Days, 
, - . -Rose Schibli 
• ~ _ ~ Z ~  535-4763 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638.0241~( 
.eLL FREE-  1-800-661-2676 
i 
CLEANING SPECIAL 
Carpets In Any 
Three Rooms... 
GREAT RATES ON 
FURNITURE UPHOLSTERY 
49.95 
FOR ALL YOUR CLEANING NEEDS 
Terrace & Kitimat Building Maintenance 
Insured 635-6772 Bonded 
CANADA LTD. ,,.~ Northland 
t.,l~,~ Communications Ltd. 
.... " Mobile Radio Sales & Service 
No. t4 -  5002 eohle 638"0261 
a'-h " -- " . . . .  ' when y0ug0i ave it, We'll ~! i t !  
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
l 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.. Terrace 
Direcfors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
e,o.=' Ca=",,"t~s 24 HOUR 
& monumO" Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smi thers  635"2444 




MOBILE HOMES LTD. 
1992 MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY 
General construction meets or exceeds 
all CSA and provincial 
construction and safety codes. 
*Trades Welcome 
*Sales & Listing Service 
*Single & Double wldes available 
3117 CLARK STREET 
TEL: 635-4949 FAX: 635-2245 
Victor P. Hawes, 0.,. 
OPTOMETRIST  
#1 - 4748 Lakelse Ave. Appts.: 638-8055 
Terrace, B.C. Fax: 638-8087 
V8G 1R6 Modem: 638-8697 
I : 
COMPUTER CONFUSION? 
Help is just a call away... 
Languages Spoken: IBM & Macintosh 
• Hardware & Software Installations 
• Repairs Training 
• Computer Accessories 
C L:.- % b= U '" ~-% 
BKllD]l~lJ BBl~ l l l l l  I ( l ; l i l l  l i  !1]!~ n~"la 
D O N S U T T I S 63s-4000 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry- Renovations 
"No Job too Small" 
Seniors Rates 
3678 Juniper St, : Malcolm Simons 
Terrace, B,C, Ph, 635-7724 




Brenda McEwan's  
Family Haircare 
'Back to School Specials" 
Designer Perms 
= Advanced Cutting • Makeup 
CALL FOR YOUR NEXT APPOINTMENT 
SKEENA HEATING SERVICES I 
Bonded "A"  I 
Class I 
Gas Fitter I 
For all heating installation service. I 
Industrial, commercial and residential. I 
CALL STAN HOLLAND | 
Ph.; 635-7979 I 
Fax. 635-2208 J 
I ": 
635-5918 
Skeena :a l ley  
Cl in ic  ~ Video I! 
I Audio.Video-Computer Repairs 
202-4716 Laze l le  Avenue Ter race  635-7762 
l 
Curley and Margaret look bac 
A local pioneer couple 
celebrated their 50th wedding 
anniversary in a special 
ceremony here on Oct. 3. 
Cur ley and Margaret 
Casey were married on that 
same day back in 1942 in her 
parents' home on Lakelse Ave 
where the Royal Bank is 
todayl- -  built by her father 
Will Little in 1918. 
Curley arrived in Terrace on 
a troop train on March 28, 
1942 With the Fifth Royal Ca- 
nadian Field Engineers. 
At that time Margaret was 
working at Riley's Drug Store. 
i Dr. Mills, who was going to 
meet the train, told Margaret 
:he'd pick the most handsome 
soldier on the train and bring 
:him to her. And he did. 
They  immediately fell in 
love and were married later 
that same year by  Rev. 
Druyry, with Curley's best 
:friend Cpl. Peter Anderson 
serving as best man. 
Curley was a medical 
sergeant with the engineers 
the  first active service unit in 
Terrace in 1942. 
~ While here Curley worked 
with Dr. Mills and Mrs. Sher- 
wood and Mrs. Mills at a loca- 
t ion on 4600-block Lakelse. 
• Curley was transferred to 
Petawawa, Ont. and then the 
couple lived in Ottawa until he 
Was discharged in 1943. 
i They returned to Terrace in 
1944. Curley worked as as- 
sistant freight agent for CN 
Rail for a year then worked for 
Mr. Pohle at the mill at 5- 
Mile. (At one time he was 
even a cookl) He was also a 
f irst aid man at Salvus for 
Pohle, 
Curiey was injured, how- 
ever, and worked in a grocery 
store in Smithers for a year, 
then went to work • for the Dis- 
trict' of Terrace, where he was 
the first full time employee 
a kind of Jack of All Trades. 
He was first foreman then 
superintendent for the men 
~,: ~,;(;~.:, . . . .  . ~,~ 
, , "!~:(~,, • , . : 
I~  " 
~: • ,  • , 
YOUNG COUPLE: Ma~rgaret and Cu~ley Casey pose for a photo the year they met and got married 
-- in Terrace in 1942. They celebrated their 50th anniversary last month. 
"Here 'n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
the old Fargo truck ~ was 
bought by George Me.Adams. 
Curley left to work for 
Columbia Cellulose as fire 
patrolman and later as fire 
working outdoors, warden until 1982. He retired 
was also a volunteer ",, ' ...... , ..... ,' ~."" He , ,~ to wo k.:only, ~the~,summers 
i fr6m Ffi:e ci~ief Jim Smitit:::~ ~:: Th~ he went on to teach fire 
volunteer fire chief from 
1950-59 before becoming the 
first paid fire chief. 
Back then the fire hall was 
on Lakelse Ave. where the 
Worker's Compensation 
Board office is located today. 
There were ~three paid 
firefighters - -  Dick Green~ 
Cliff Best and Bert 
Roseboom ~ with Curley as 
chief completing the staff of 
four. 
The fire truck was a war as- 
sets crash wagon bought by 
Gordon Temple of Skeena 
Hotel. The second fire truck 
• CLEAR 
THE AIR 
1~ ~ Reduce air 
~ \ ,  pollution 
~-/n@~.  from residential 
~--~:~ wood smoke 
and auto emissions with tips 
Terrace: from the Association. 
Bill (Ruthie) attended the 
University of Alberta and is : B.C. Lung Associntion 
now employed by the Alberta Box 34009,Station D 
Govemment in recreation. Vancouver, B.C, V6J 4M2 
They have two daughters. """ '""~"'~"""""""""""  
Mike.- (Cathy) graduated . . . . . . . . . . .  ' : ; :  . . . .  : . . . .  
froni:U.BC'as a" registered' for- '-- r " " . . . . .  "" x' . . . .  
ester. They live in Golden - - -~-  -[ 
with one son. 
Patrick (Sue) is a Canadian 
Helicopter pilot flying for the 
Coast Guard out of Prince 
Rupert. They have four chil- 
dren. 
Tom is unmarried and is 
changing careers after having 
done a lot of travelling. 
A few longtime friends 
gathered together to share 
some memorable tales. 
Many wishes were send by 
special telegram to Margaret 
and Curley Casey. 
They now live at Twin River 
Estates. 
courses at Northwest Com- 
munity College . . . . .  
Cufley and Margaret have 
four boys - -  the first two sons 
born in Smithers because there 
was no hospital in Terrace yet. 
Margaret Little (Casey) was 
born Dec. 21 in the house they 
were married in. Her parents 
were Will and Margaret 
Little (Will was half-brother 
to George Little). There were 
seven children in the family 
one brother (John, who died in 
a Japanese prisoner-0f-war 
camp) and six sisters. 
All four boys graduated in 




MAZDA PICKUPS MPV 
: 'II 
Blow through winter's worst with performance 
winter radials from Kal Tire. We feature 
Yokohama's A633 and Y847 designed to chew 
through snow and maximize grip. 
1 Covered by Kal Tire's Exclusive 
Customer Protection Policy 
at No Extra Charge 
Y633 Steel Belted 
WINTER RADIAL 
F.07108 s3 
185/60R14 ................ 108.83 
195/60R14 ................ 114.65 
205/60R14 ................ 125.00 
215/60R14 ................ 130.25 
225/60R14 ................ 139.88 
195/60R15 ................ 124.92 
205/60R15 ......... ,..,.132.55 
215/60R15 ...... ,....,,.~141.32 
195/65R15.,..,,.,;",.125.48 
205/55R16 .............. .201.83 
225/50R16., ...... ,.;,..220.29 
Now Save Like Never Before 
On All In Stock 1992 Mazda's 
PRICED TO CLEAR AT 
DEALER INVOICE 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 25, 1992 - Page B5 
BUYING A COMPUIER ~ 
WE WILL SEND YOU A FREE BUYERS GUIDE 
T()-liELP You MAKE AN INFORMED DECISION 
PRO-TIP:Buy 4Meg of Ram 
with your System it will run 
indows better and save you 
oney if you try to upgrade 
   ; c,798-2491 
PKO-It_A~ M COMPUTERS 
 h r i s tmas!  pecialsl L 
 av.y,p en LP-510 LaserPrinter 
9105 Printer 
I I; i W v i 
' i 
, . .  
It 
 YOKOHAMA Performance Radials 
NOW YOU'VE GOT CONTROL 
Y847 Steel Belted 
WINTER RADIAL 
F.0759 e2 
145SR12 .................... 59.62 
P145/80R13 ............... 61.62 
P175/80R14 .............. '90.31 
P185/80R14 .............. *95.54 
165SR15 .................... 87.12 
P235/75R15 ............. 121.25 
165/70SR12 ............... 72.37 
P165/70R13 ......... ,.....77.15 
P175/70R13 ............... 85.95 
P185/70R13 ............... 91.98 
P185/70R14 ............... 95,23 
P195/7OR14 ............... 99.09 
P205/70R14 ............. 106.03 
' Wh i le  quant i t ies  las l  
• O"~" t 
"dB 
i ' i  
k Fur' "~ . ¢¢¢¢oo  
j.¢O'O "~ 
KALOTIRE 
IF WE SELL IT . . .  WE GUARANTEE IT! 
Quality -Selection - Price PLUS 
Mechanical Services INCLUDING Brakes - Shocks - Alignments 
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
4929 Kelth Ave. ,  Ter race ,  B .C.  
635-61  70  
Why Go Anyplace Else 
CALL  or  SEE  US F IRST  
Page B6 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 25, 1992 
Weather Watch Information Line: 635-4192 Consultations: 635-3224 
LAST . Max. Min. Snow Rain Sun • According to Statistics 
WEEKS Temp. Temp. (cm) (mm) Cnrs) Canada, 50 per cent more 
Nov. 7 6.8 3.6 0 0.4 *** Canadians own air con- 
Nov. 8 5.9 0.1 0 0 *** ditioners than own snow- 
Nov. 9 2.8 -1.5 0 0 *** blowers. 
Nov. 10 4.5 0.6 0.6 9.2 *** OA norma~ healthy adult 
Nov. l l  2.5 0.1 TRACE 0.2 *** inhales 15,000 to 20,000 
Nov. 12 1.1 -0.2 7.8 TRACE *** 
Nov. 13 7.4 0.8 0 14.2 *** litres of the atmosphere 
Nov. 14 8.1 4.4 0 8.2 1.2 each day. 
Nov. 15 6.4 3.8 0 0.8 0.2 • The rotary snowplow 
Nov. 16 5.1 1.9 0 0 6.6 (from which the feeders 
Nov. 17 4.3 1.9 0 0.6 0 snowblower and .Zamboni 
Nov. 18 3.9 1.2 0 0.6 0 were developed) was in- 
Nov. 19 3.5 0.5 0.8 9.2 0 vented in 1869 by a Toronto 
Nov. 20 3.2 1.3 0 1.4 0 dentist'. 
* Sunshine program interrupted by airport consh'uction. * 
LAST Max. Mln. Snow Rain Sun 
YEAR Temp. Temp. (cm) (ram) (hrs) 
Nov. 7 2.9 0.6 2.4 30.2 0 
Nov. 8 4.1 1.1 0 1.6 0 
Nov. 9 7.3 2.6 0 21.0 0 
Nov. 10 6.5 2.9 0 15.6 0 
Nov. 11 8.5 2.1 0 50.4 0 
Nov. 12 6.7 1.6 0 9.2 0 
Nov. 13 " :4 .6  2.1 0 3.2 0 
Nov. 14 4.9 2.6 0 10.2 0 
Nov. 15 5.5 2.2 6.0 81.2 0 
Nov. 16 2.7 0.1 6.8 0.4 0 
Nov. 17 5.1 0 0 3.0 0 
Nov. 18 5.7 2.9 0 1.0 0 
Nov. 19 4.2 1.3 Trace 24.2 0.4 
Nov. 20 3.6 -0.2 0.2 6.6 1.8 
Q 




Phone Elaine 635-3018 
Ph:o.ne Diana 638-8576 
P h_one,~/Jfllan 635-3044 
Our hdst~'w~ill bring giftsand 
greetings, along with helpful 
community information. 
From the Royal Canadian Legion Br. 13- Terrace II !i 
The Canadian Red Cross Society 
SAFE IQE COHDmOHS 
15 on WAU(I~/SI(A11~ 
20 an SKAWNG PAR11ES 
25 on SNOW~)BILES 
TOLSEC CANADA INC. 
~ v ' . f ~  ~!'~",';;~'~".~ 3238 Kalum St. W . ~  
v  .2,4 :: 
~l l~, - '~ l l l  EC200-105! 
638-0241 , 
Thank you to all the Businesses and Organizations in Terrace for 
showing that you do REMEMBER. 
And to all the citizens of Terrace for your support and 
Remembrance on October 31 during our Poppy Campaign. 
Toronto Dernirlo~ Bank 
Wayside Grocery 
Cedariend Tire 
G~$ Slipper Bridal Shoppe 
Coast Tractor 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Loomls 
Ulsty River Books 
Fie]rwaves 






Ber=nn'sOpecal . .- 
Terraoe Truck.&Diesel . 
Llndsay'e .CaJla6e 
Twin River Be~c 
Terracs BaMere 
,~/srd 
. Pana0ot~t~u8 Pizza 
Norltmst Spedalty Foods 
Terrace Interiors 
pb..~ Hut 
Lunch Box Dell 
PhaOniX Publishing Comm. 
R,C.M,P. 




Terrace Flowers A La Cede 




B.C. Tel Phone Mad 
Cmmpt~ Brown & Arndt 
Swi~yMumer 
Stem Yah Restaunut 
Close Up Business 
Skmma Beerh~ne Store 
Sandman Inn 
ReJnbow Inn 
Royal Cax~dien Legion Br. 13 
Downtown Uom 
ndependent Order of Foresters 
leg Uquld Air 
Hair GalleP/ 
Terrace & District Credit Unlon 
Northwest Consdldaled 
Non~'s Auto Rnlshlng 
Leonard's Excavating Ltd, 
Pa~/'s ca~e 
Colour Your werld 
Terrace Euo 
A & W ('l'he Mall) 
:. Terrace Equipment Sales 
Carye Shepherd 
Terrace Travel 







"i'homhill Motors Ltd, 
Terrace Star~:imd 






Order of the Royal Purple 







West Point Rentals 
Fabdc Boutique 




~ 's  Hair Design 
Terrace Chrysler 
Wild Duck Motel 
Government ofB.C. 
~nga 1st Scouting Group 
747 Squad rc~ ~, 




Lucky Dollar Bingo Hall 
Red Caq)et Vending 





Ev's Men's Wear 
Terrace Video Stop 
Rea~yWodd 






. BkerAuto Sup~ 
Spee Dee Pdnters 
Golden Flame 
Tals~ & Co. 
Centre] Rowers 
images By Karlene 
Personal F~ 
CK 85 Order ofthe Eastern Star 
The Bks 
Happy Gang Centre 
All West Trading 
Skeena Rent-A-Car 










Burdette Distributors Ltd. 
West End Chevron 
River Industries 
Ladles Auxll[a.,y to Br. 13 
Rebekah's As~odatton 
k 






Coast Inn of the West 
9lock Brothers 






Sight & Sound 
Mr, Mike's 
Terrace Radiator 





McAlpine & Co. 
Electronics Plus 
CFTK 
Rs/M~x of Terracs 
Chamber of Commerce 
KJnette Club 
Clty of Terrace 







McKay's Funeral Service 
Gim's Restaurant 
Terrace Rec Centre 
Terrace Inn 
Janitors' Warehouse 
Copper Mountain Electronics 
Kalum "[ire 




~,()( .~:L -'~ ,v .  
:=,,~ ~'~j . . . . . . . . . . . .  :. :.~,~ 
Thank you to all the members of Branch 13:~;h0 came out t6 
help make this a most successful campaign and to the Air Cadets 
who assisted on October 30th and 31st. 




Baby's Ntme . . . . . . .  
Jay Herbert Reginald Chutes 
Morven 
Date & Time of Blrthz 
October 23/92 at 1:$2 am. 
• W eisht, 8 Ibs Sext Male 
Parentst Ian Jay Morven Tanie 
Plseida Percival 
Baby's Nmne: 
Colten Karl Glewe 
Date & ~e of Birtht 
October 24/92 at 5:35 a.m. 
Weight, 8lbs 10 oz Seat Male 
parents= Alfred & Mellesa Glawe 
Baby's Namer 
Shawn Allan Barnes 
Date & Tnne of Birtht 
October 27/92 at 8:28 n.m. 
Wdght, 8 lbs 3 oz Sea Male 
Parents:Brlan & Yvonne Barnes 
' ir Bubytu Nmne: 
Joseph Reginald Dantels 
/ ..... Date & Tune of Birtht 
i ' N0vember 1/92 at 3:42 p.m. 
: :~ Weight 8 ibs 4 oz Sez: Male 
• : :~a~t  Randy and Alice Denials 
i !Brother to Peter and Aveline 
Denials 
' : '  Baby's Namer 
i Joseph Reginald Danlels 
Date & "lime of Blrtht 
November 1t92 at 3:42 p.m. 
' Wdghtt 8Ibs 4 ozSexa Male 
ii Pareniss Randy and Alice Denials 
i Brother to Peter andAveline 
. : : : :  Danieht 
Baby's Nenet 
Joshua Pierre Dmjardins 
November 2/92 at 2:47 pan. 
Weight, %006 lbs Sext Male 
Parents: Pierre & Ruby Desjardins 
Baby's Nmet 
Cheese Thomas Stark 
Date& "lime of Birtbt 
November 2/92 at 12:35 a.m. 
Welghh 7lbs 8 oz Sea Male 
Parents= Cindy Slark 
Baby's Namer 
Brandon Paul Howard Graydon 
Date & Time of Dir~t 
November 2/92 at 11:49 p,m, 
Weight= 7 Ibs 14 oz Sex= Male 




Date & Tune of Biflht 
November 2t92 at 3:08 a.m. 
Weisht* 7 Ibs 5 oz Sex: Female' 




Date & Time of Biriht 
November 3/92 at 8:30 a.m. 
Wei8ht* 7 Ibs 9 oz Sext Female 




Date & 'flume of Bkth= 
November 6/92 at 4:13 n.m. 
Weight; 8Ibs 13 1/2 oz Sum Male 
Panents= Jane & Sheldon Morven 




/ARY BY LOCATION 




, ow P.iCSS 
~I~SUPERIOR 
~L  CHAIR 
CO. 
/ : :  : ¸7¸,¸ ::,'::,! ~'"~ BAUHAUS 
DBasset~ 
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: Men-Wed & Sat: 10 am - 6 pm: 







The following is an excerpt 
from Son of the Forest by Bill 
Graham. Written in simple style 
and set in large type , the story is 
about Simon Gunanoot who was 
charged with murder in 1906. He 
lived in the forest for 13 years un- 
til he gave himself up in 1919. 
The booklet is one in a series 
entitled Tales of Northern B.C. 
printed for beginning adult 
readers by the College of New 
Caledonia. 
: By BILL GRAHAM 
A single shot rang out in the 
forest. 
A man fell from his horse and 
hit the ground. An hour later an- 
other shot was fired, and another 
man fell dead. It was early on the 
morning on June 19, 1906, near 
the town of Hazelton, B.C. The 
forest became quiet again, but in 
a few hours people would find the 
bodies. 
Who had killed the two riders? 
A great police manhunt was 
about o begin. 
The police asked questions. 
One of the riders had been in a 
big fight in a bar the night before. 
He had fought with a man named 
Simon Gunanoot. The police be- 
gan looking for Simon Gunanoot. 
Simon Gunanoot was a great 
hunter, trapper and marksman of 
the Gitksan people. He lived in 
Kispiox, near Hazelton. 
His name meant "Little Bear 
Who Climbs Trees." 
Simonwas a very strong man. 
He could walk 50 miles in one 
day through the roughest bush. 
He was also a rich man. 
He worked hard to get his furs 
and he always sold them for the 
best  price. He owned his own 
store in Kispiox, and he owned a 
big ranch with many horses. 
On June 18, he stopped to have 
a d/ink at the Two Mile Hotel. In 
those days there was a law 
against Indians drinking in pnb- 
lie.. But Simon told the manager 
he was as good as any white man. 
He sat in the hotel bar for many 
hours. V~nen the hotel closed the 
~ansger locked the door, but the 
men continued to drink inside. 
They drank all night. 
Simon sat with Alex 
MaCIntosh. Alex had just got out 
of jail and was drunk. 
They got into a big argument. 
Alex told Simon he could sleep 
with Simon's wife any time he 
wanted to. 
Simon hit Alex. Alex took out 
his knife. He cut Simon's check. 
Simon leR the hotel mad. He told 
people he was going home to get 
hisgun. He said he would " f ix"  
Alex Macintosh. 
In the morning Alex Madntosh 
rode away born the hotel. 
Along the lxail through the bush 
someone shot him in the back, 
two inches fzom the spine. The 
bullet went through his heart. He 
died at once. 
That  same morning a man 
named Max LeCiair died. Max 
was also riding a horse and was 
also shot in the back, two inches 
from the spine. The bullet passed 
through is heart. 
Both bullets entered low and 
came out high. 
Both men were shot by some- 
one who was lying on the ground 
as they rode past. The one who 
killed them was a very good shot. 
The police charged Simon 
Gunafioot and his brother-in-law 
Peter Himadam with murder. But 
they could not find the two men. 
The police arrested Simon's fa- 
' t  her -  a man named Nah-gun. 
They put Hah-gun in jail. The po- 
lice thought Simon would give up 
because they had his father. 
When he was in jail, old Nab- 
gun asked to use the outhouse. 
The outhouse was on an outside 
wall. 
The guard waited outside. 
Simon's father took some boards 
off thewall and escaped. 
The ~police were very angry. 
" - -SEAL ING A DEAL ,. 
I 
':)~t:!" ~ ~'.~; ~ ~" : ' . . . . .  
," " 'V : "  
; ~ • 
it.,,:~L,,. 
ii ¸, 
! . . . . . .  ! ~~ 
-%-~ . . ~ ' .1 , . :  : ~ , ,  +,~ . .~ 
FLAG OF APPROVAL flies at city hall as the B.C. Lung Association's Christmas Seal campaign 
gets underway. Mayor Jack Talstra was on hand with local lung association director Elaine 
Johnson to kick things off. The goal this year here is $5,475, a five per cent increase over what was 
collected last year. There's a $1.5 million province-wide goal this year. 
== - .=~,~¢:I¢.~Ir~ I~J t~  ~ - ,  ~ . . . .  "'* "r~- ~J~t~'~J$'= 
~ "vRP':~. "¢.1 ;,.~,.~,~,O~.~T~;'~'V~'AI~'~.~=~,'I~ 
MYTH" Women secretly wish to be sexually assaulted. 
REALITY" Many men and women have fantasies about 
being '~aken" sexually or being swept off their feet Jn a 
moment of passion. However, there is an important 
difference between fantasy and rape - a woman is in 
con#el of her fantasy, she is not in control of rape. 
TERRACE VICTIMS ASSlSTAN CE' PROGRAM 
638-0333 OR 638-1111 
PBS PERSONNEL 
Specializing In Temporary 
OFFICE ASS ISTANCE 
Secretarial- Medical Steno- Reception 
Word Processing - Bookkeeping 
Qua l i ty  Staf f  Hour ly  Cont ract  
635-2104 
305.4722 Lakelse Ave. "l'illlcum Theatre Building, Terrace B.C. V8G 1R6 
~--~ IMPROVING 
¢ '  i YOURODDS 
,, I A~N~ 
~, I  CAI~A'S 
"~ I ~1 KILLER. 
• Box 22, 
• Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
V8G 4A2 Accepted 
Maj0rie Park Your donation Is 
638-1167 tax deductible 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please 
send your donation to the address above, along with 
the name of the deceased, your n~me and address 
and the name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
acknowledgement card. 
"  )ur Source For B.C. 
Government Legislation 
AND SELECTED MINISTRY PUBLICATIONS 
B,C. Ministry of Energy, Mines & Petroleum Resources Publications and Maps 
B,C, Ministry of Education Curriculum Guides & Resource looks 
B.C, Ministr~ of Forests Reports, B.C, Legal Manuals *Trade Manuals &Codes 
Topographical Maps * Nautical Charts 
Other Selected B.C. Ministry Publications 
Selected Federal Legislation & Publications 
Exclusive Distribution Outlet for B,C. Acts and Regulations 
• Special Order Service for Federal Government Publications 
Mall Orders: Prepay by cheque or credit card : - 
Phone & Fax Orders: Pay by credit card-.; 
, 
~,~ 546 !, 
__~ i ~ 
, /N  
.,=/7  YATES ST., VICTORIA, B,C, V8W IK8 
'~'~ ' " I ~ ALL MAJOR .... ~ (604) 386-4636 II CREDIT CAROS 
FAX (604) 386-0221 ~! ~CCE~ED I 
.~ Ye.s. I Please send me a Free Catalogue! 
Company: Contact: ' 
Address: 
City: " " Prov: Postal CO~h: __ . _ .~  L 
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Asthma ' 
f f  , 
su  erers  .- 
un i te !  
Puff, wheeze, gaspl 
I f  that's how you sound, help is 
coming. Pr°fessi°nan' I IN , 
Sharon Crawford is issning a " Truck I ~'~ i! 
call for asthmatics of Terrace to Mount  ~ I  
unite. Allan Oa. nner. 
She's forming the Huff and 
Puff Asthma Support Group and 
the group will hold its first meet- 
ing on Wednesday, Dec. 2 at 7 
p.m. in the l~rary. 
The group will exchange in- 
formation on dealing with asthma 
and particularly children with the 
condition. 
For more information call 
Sharon Crawford at 638-0417. 
" OO%t~E IS4 
TH E :~; LUNG ASSOCIATION 
h ,o  
~04" POUR DO G` 
CARPET CLEANING 
* Free 
~ Estimates v , , ,  
', • Reasonable 
~ ,,, Prices 
i ~ ~O Efficient 
% Rotary 
°' 
OTHER SERVICES PROVIDED: 
• Fire & Water Damage Restoration 
• Odour Control • Pet Odour Control 
I C~ PHONE 
~ '635-3558 I 





~c'klh~l!!~'h~ii~ Clinic viii' 
' !  open a new location in 
' Terrace on November 30. 
Services will include new 
dentures within 24 hours and 
same day service will be 
provided for relines, rebases 
and repairs. 
Appointments can be made 
now by calling the number 




#206 4650 Lazelle Ave. 
(Credit Union Building) 
---~ " Terrace 




We are seeking o cashier who can contribute to an 
efficient and profitable parts & service department.  
Duties Will Include: 
• Telephone Answering 
• Work Order Completion 
• Customer Relations 
• Personal Communlcatlons 
We offer salary and an excel lent benefit package,  
Reply immediately to: 
Larry Reinboldt 
HOSKINS FORD SALES 
Phone: 847-2237 Smithers, B.C, 
= mm mm imm m | im mmm m mm mm mm mm mm mmm mmm mm mm mm m Im m mm mmm m mm Imm mm ~ 
I er  
, Get a [ ]  : , ]u  _ a lzsz , l~  
I 
I Kelowna or Kamloops 
Whether you're shopping for the perfect Christmas Gift, 
looking for that Perfect Get-Away Special, or dreaming of 
Downhill or Cross Country Skiing, Stay 'n Save Motor Inns 
presents you with the Ideal Package. 
ANY TWO NIGHTS FOR $89 ~ 
[based on single or double occupancy] 
[subject o the applicable taxes and availability] 
Must be consecutive nights - Valid until March 31193 
Enjoy spacious, tastefully decorated rooms 
with Free Sports and Movie Channels. Hot Tub, Sauna, Exercise 
Facilities and Family Restaurants on site. 
~ ~ ilr'--'C H 17llRST CLASS, , .FOR LESS" 
CALL  1-800-665-0298 FOR RESERVATIONS 
° Clip this ad and present it upon check-in to receive your special package 
Kelewna - 1140 Harvey Ave. • 862-8888 
Kamloeps - 1,325 Columbia St. West, 374-8877 
' m mmm m mmm m ml  m m m  .m mm mm~m IN  m mmm--m mm m= m m~ mI  m mm m mm n m~ 
BUS SCHEDULE FOR 





• Bus will operate weekends and holidays 
• Cost is $7.00 per person or $5.00 one way 
• Bus passes: - 10 trips $50.00 ($20.00 saving) 
- 30 trips $150.00 ($60.00 saving) 
Pick up times: 
7:50 a.m. Northern Motor Inn 
8:05 a.m. Inn of the West 
8:10 a.m. McDonald's 
8:15 a.m. Sandman Inn 
9:00 a.m. Shames Mountain Ski Area 
Return from mountain" 
4:00 p.m. Leave Shames 
4:45 p.m. Sandman Inn 
4:50 p.m. McDonald's 
4:55 p.m. Inn of the West 
5:10 p.m. Northern Motor Inn 
Highway Tours Ltd. provides charter buses from Prince Rupert, 
Terrace and Kitimat to Shames Ski School. 
We have: Courteous, reliable and safe drivers- liability insurance, 
$10,000,000.00. 
Coaches are washroom equipped. 
Official Carrier 
Highway Tours Ltd. 
Bo=I I i  
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Breast milk is still the  
best food for your baby 
D 
ID YOU KNOW 
that breast milk is " 
still the best avail- 
able food for your 
infant during the first year of 
life? . . . . . . . . . . .  
If you are planning to get I 
pregnant or a re  soon to 
deliver, remember that breast 
feeding can be a highly 
pleasurable and rewarding ex- 
perience. 
Most mothers learn the art 
successfully. In the Skeena 
Health area there are many ex- 
perts who are willing and able 
to assist you with the techni, 
que. This group includes your 
physician, pre-natal in- 
structors, Community health 
nurses, obstetrical nurses, lac' 
tation consultant,members of 
the La Leche League, and 
breast feeding clinic 
educators. A registered 
dietitian is available to answer 
questions about the composi- 
tion of breast milk and what 
you can eat while nursing. 
The first fluid to flow from 
your nipples is a yellow,highly 
nutritious liquid called 
colostrum. Breast milk follows 
in a few daysl Both are easily 
and rapidly digested. 
Breast fed babies will have: 
*Lower incidences of 
respiratory and infectious dis- 




Courtesy Skeena Health Unit 
*Fewer intestinal diseases. 




*No over-feeding because a
baby will stop nursing when 
she or he is full. 
Avoiding such foods a curry, 
spices, shellfish, or garlic is 
not necessary although certain 
foods may flavor breast milk 
and make it unappealing to a 
particular baby. If your baby 
seems to react to a specific 
food, it is easy enough to 
avoid that food, and re- 
introduce it when your child is 
older. 
It is important that you 
watch you infant for fussi- 
ness,rash and a change in 
feeding habits. These symp- 
toms should be reported to 
your physician or local health 
authority. 
Coffee, tea, chocolate, many 
soft drinks, some foods, and 
many drugs contain caffeine. 
If your baby becomes wide- 
eyed, overly active, and will 
not sleep, you may need to 
SERVICE ADVISOR 
Needed: 
A service-oriented individual to join a growing 
autornobi le dealership, 
We are seeking g Service Advisor who can 
contr ibute to an efficient and profitable service 
department  i : 
Duties Will Inc lude;  
.~ :, , Customer Relations 
. : : %  . . . . . .  ~ ~. ~ , ! - . ! ,  ~ ..... ,~ ........ Warranty Ad~ nls]r, atlon. ~ ,, ....... 
; : : .,,:. F:@~sonaECommun ca] ons :~. ' 
, Write-up i: 
We bonus and  an  excel lent 
benef itpaCkage'  If you qualify reply Immediately to: 
: Larry Reinb°Idt 
HOSKINS FORD SALES 
Phone: 847-2237 Smithers, B.C. 
Lumber 
Remanufacturing 
The Select Standing Committee on Forests, Energy, 
Mines, and Petroleum Resources has been authorized by 
the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia to examine, 
inquire into and make recommendations with respect to 
the.a~,ailabi!ity of lumber to remanufacturers in British 
Columbia!and in #articular, to consider: 
1) the lumber supply requirements of the 
remanufacturing sector; and 
2) the barriers or impediments to increasing the 
supply of lumber to the remanufacturing sector. 
The Committee would like to hear your views on these 
matters through aseries of public meetings being held 
throUghou[the proVince. These meetings are intended to 
provide theMembers of the Committee and the public an 
opportun t~t6 engage informal and informal discussions 
about aiiasPe(:~s of lumber supply to remanufacturers. 
Public meetings will be held in the following locations, 
on the follow ng dates in 1993, 1:00 p,m. to 8:00 p.m.: 
Victoria: Monday, January 11 
Ladysmith Tuesday, January 12 
Comox Wednesday, January 13 
New Westminster Thursday, January 14 
Kamloops : .  . ~ Monday, January 18 
Revelstoke Tuesday, January 19 
Castlegar . . . .  Wednesday, January 20 
'Penticton Thursday, January 21 
Williams Lake' Monday, January 25 
Smithers Tuesday, January 26 
Prince George Wednesday, January 27 
To appear before the Committee, to determine meeting 
facilities in your area, or  for further in format ion,  
x~v~,ltV¢ 4sseA. please contact: 
• ~.  : . t ]~, j . :  ~ ~;J- Mr, Craiglames ; ~~,z .~ ' . ; '  " 
.... ~=,¢,~,,=r : C erk ofComml,ees 
. . .T~. '~I .~~ Room 224 ' Parliament Buildings 
. i ~ .~f f~ '  victoria; British Columbia 
.": !a" co~, ~ V8VIX4 
Mr, Co(kj: ~vans, ML& . Telephone: (604) 356.2933 (collect) 
cmur#e~°n ,: ~, Facsimile: (604) 356-8172 ' 
.,ltr.l?dc'onmy, tltLA,' : • : . . . . . .  
Dept~ty Cltattperson " : 
1 I _ 
consume caffeine-free produc- 
ts. Drugs can be passed 
through breast milk and be 
harmful to your baby. 
Alcohol should be 
eliminated from a breast feed- 
ing mother's diet. Blood al- 
cohol rises almost immediate- 
ly after drinking and passes 
into your breast milk. 
Nicotine in cigarette smoke 
is a toxic drug. It interferes 
with the let-down reflex and 
can reduce the amount of 
breast milk produced. Second- 
hand smoke increases your 
baby,s chances of respiratory 
illness. 
Marijuana poses a different 
risk. Animal studies have 
shown that structural changes 
occur in the brain cells of 
newborn animals nursed by 
mothers whose milk contained 
cannabis. 
If your newborn is feeding 
properly every two to three 
hours, producing from six to 
ten wet diapers per twenty- 
four hours, has regular bowel 
movements, and is gaining 
weight, she or he is getting 
enough breast milk. 
| ,{i 
We Are Pleased To Announce A 
Meeting For All Aboriginal People. 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1992 
7:00 P.M. 
The Highliner Inn 
815 1st Avenue West • 
Prince Rupert, B,C, 
Come and learn more about economic assistance 
programs that are available to yo~ 
Mr. John Rivard, an Economic Development Consultant, and 
Mr. Art Mercers an External Delivery Officer for Business 
Development Programs from the Tribal Resources Investment 
Corporation (TRICORP), will describe the Aboriginal Business 
Development Program (CAEDS), explain how to apply for it, and 
answer your questions. 
// . Z 
.... .,, / . . . . .  












: .Spadous Family Living on 
:over 3300 sq. R of  qualify. 
Over 4 acres just 5 min. from 
town.  
i A~active 6 bedroom, two 
floor design with bright floor 
:plan, large country kitchen, 3 
bathrooms and a family room. 
'Excellent craflmanship, 4 
years young, double garage 
:and natural gas heat. 
Many, many extras, must be 
iseenl Call Ric White at Realty 
!World 1 638-0268 or at home 
:635,6508.,.~ ," . . . .  ......... 
~ ~ k~'~,,.:-, - , '  . 
' ~]ii: 
Thank you for your suppod 
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........ ..... • ~ : . ~  ~ , ~ : _  
, . : . -  
VIEW-SIN SENSATION 
Hilltop emc. home.iWood/stucoo. 2 
flmldeces; ~forl~:! dining< memo: 
drcular drive, 3 BR/5 poe & 4 pc 
baths. 2-car garage fruit trees 
patio -Quiet street -Sauna -Gas 
Heat. Close to nature trails, pool, 
arena and curling rink. $165,000. 
C, edlOIga Power 635-3833. MLS 
BACK TO BASICS " 
Leave the hussle and busels of.city 
life and enjoy nature at its finest, 
230 acres Codarvele farm, 35 
acres fenced hay tielda. 2 1/2 miles 
of river frontage might me.ks a nice 
Rshlng Lodge or RV Park. Seven 
Sisters Society has several hiking 
trails In ares. 19 year old, 5 B/R 
home Is on school bus route. 
Green house end several out 
buildings. Cell Diana 635-6236. 
SPLENDID BEACH 
Lekelse Lake Waterfront A-frame. 
Expertly positioned on 10.30 acres, 
In secluded .serenity. Formal DR.,3. 
BP,/4 Pce& 2 Pea'baths & sh0Wbi : 
off sauna, lush garden, large view 
dock. Approx. 324' lakefrontage, 
several outbuildings. $348,500.00 
Vsrne Ferl~]uson 635.3389. 
ROAST CHESTNUTS AT 
CHRISTMAS 
In the flraplsca of this 6 bedroom 
home In Thornh]ll. Dn a lot 91x204 
you get a garage, large eundeck, 
wood shed and greenhouse. Inside 
a dining room, galley kitchen, large 
IMng room for entert~nlng end rec 
room, galley kitchen, large living 
room, for entertaining and rsc 
room. For $97,500 get moving with 
Brenda EXC. 638-1721. 
EXCELLENT STAR'iER $53,900 
Nice family home on quiet street. 
~Over:~1100iiq~it. ne~ly renovated, 
3 B/R mobild with N.G. heat & 
fenced yard. Bonus: 1S'x24' wired 
shop. Call Dennis 638.8093. MLS 
THORNHILL MOBILE 
Beautifully mdntalned rnoblle with 
expando IMng room. IJ~rge kifchen 
In front features bay windows, 
island, eye level oven and built-in 
china cebine¢ "l'hrse big B/Re end a 
very large bathroom with soaker tub 
and asperato shower stall. Also 
roomy porch, sundeck and fenced 
yard. Hurry on thb onel MLS Call 
Diana 635-6236, 
JACKPINE ACREAGE 
Good eulxIivislon potential or 
farmland. One of the few areM In 
Jackplns Flats that boasts large 
pockets of soil with very few rocks. 
Fairly flat with one reed already 
approved and dedicated for 
subdivision. C,~I Diana 635.6236 
for more Infe. MLS 
L.W, CLAY 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
4805 Davis Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Telephone: 635-5533 Fax: 635-9063 
Office Hours 1 2 noon to 6 p.m. Daily. Including Saturdays. 
Evenings by appolntmenL 
I I Pmpe~ Transfers, Modgages, Mo~e Homes, Wills, E~. 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 
Quick action required for you to pick your own colors and flooring. 
Be ready to move in by Chrislmas. With the low interest rates now 
available, your monthly payment could be as low as $415 per 
month. All the comforts and advantages of new construction: 
- 2x6 Wal l s  
- R40 Ce i l ing  Insu la t ion  
- "Euro"  K i tchen  Cab inets  
Sunsh ine  Ce i l ing  
- Covered  Park ing  
- Paved Dr iveway 
- Ba lcony  Of f  Master  Bedroom 
All units will be strata title. 
$71,500 
= 4428B4428A $69,500!5141j. tO00 
4430A $71,5o01L ¢1ao nnn 
4430B $70,500J '~ . . . . . . .  
Great for the first time buyer or investor. Call Erika at RE/MAX today 
for the complete details. 
HANDSOME STYLING 
Split entry with mtn view. Great 
family area, warm fireplace, 
mother-in-lawsuits, 5 BPJ3 Baths, 
-bulit4p microwave, foncng,, large 
'trees, large view deck. PLUS *Gas 
heat *Carpeting Lot 140'x165', 
Work Room. $138,500.00 Verne 
Ferguson 635-3389. 
2.16 ACRES 
Your own reheat 25 sin. from dty 
centre. Qualify for Northern 
Residents Deductions. $24,908. 
MLS. Olga Power 635-3833. 
SUPER STARTER ON DBL LOT 
Mobile home with large addition. 
Interior has been renovated. 
Includes 4 appliances. Adjacent lot 
could be sold or built on by new 






' ,:tl i ': i::. i i : . . ,  
RIc White 
635-6508 
Once In awhile we list a real 
bargain. This Is itll Where else 
can you find a full banement with 
re¢ i~om + workshop, 3 bdrms up 
+ specious kitchen with ~ting 
me.  Aleo features a large 
enclmed aundsok + carport. All 
this b situated on a quiet street 
on the aouthelde of town. Call 
S ine  for more details today 
MLS. 
'~.'i " W~W FENCE YOU IN 
Alm~t two acres of level land to 
develop and build your dream 
home,: Birch tress In the beck 
cleared In the fronL G~es lo~ of 
pe~en~ for your family, For 
further Informagon call Doug at 
638-1715. $27,500 MLS 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (19 
j ~ ~ ~  SPACE GALORE 
~ ~ ~  In this impressive well kept 6 
~ ~ ~  bedroom home situated In the 
• " . . . . . . . . .  south aide. Economical natural 
OU~/LI~II=U . . gas heat. Garage and double 
Attractive family nose in the paving gives you lots of parking 
Ks~ Es~tes. clo~. to hospital apace. 2 bedroom In-ta w suite b !  
and schools. Lots of features you bright and cheery. Usted at 
will love Including a skylight In the $139,500. Call Joy./Shella 
main bathroom, and a four piece 
ensulto. Fenced beck yard w~ "GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY" 
fruit trees and garden area. For s to own your own business Fully 
i # ' "~ private viewing call Doug. Listed equipped restaurant with liquor 
st $118,500. MLS license end cabaret Ilcence for 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNffY 
A chance to grow with this 
business. Your own convenience 
store, laundromat and 3 bay car 
wash. A separate home is also 
Included for rent or your own 
home, For details see Doug. 
$300,000 EXCL 
74. 1/2 acre property on the 
ocean on Shlngte Bay, Include an 
older 3 bedroom home. "1"his 
excellent Investment Is In 
Sandepit Clueeh Charlotte 
Islands one of the newest tourist 
area of B.C., a hot spot for 
Salmon fishing. Ll~ed at ont~ 
$12g,500 MLS (open to any 
reasonable offer). Call Joy or 
Shells for more Information. 
r6) LTD. 
~'  ~\ :  ' "  ~' ~: I 
QUALITY HOME 
built In a quiet area on e no-thru 
street. 2x6 cone~uction, 4 bdrms, 
3 b~e 2 family rooms, oar 
cabinets In large kitchen, eating 
area, separate dining room, bay 
window In living room. Home Is 
on double lot that can be 
subdivided, good garden soil and 
lots of fruit ~ees. Call Wands for 
appointment to view $154,500 
MLS 
SECLUDED ACREAGE IN 
TOWN 
this two acre parcel ie located on 
Terrsce'e south side st the end of 
s dead end street. Ideal location 
to build your own home or a 
multi.family complex. For more 
Information call Dave asking 
$60,000 MLS. 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
I i  "e:= , :  "*~TtiJI 
PRICE REDUCED 
on this 1100 sq. ft. home. 
Situated on a landscaped chain 
llnk fence lot. ~la home has 
many updated features. There Is 
2 bedrooms, a separate family 
room, plenty of storage. This 
home would make a great starter 
or retirement home, Price 
reduced to $61,000 MLS. Call 
Dave NOW. 
GREAT FAMILY HOME ON 
~UM STREET 
Vaulted ceiling and fireplace with 
5 bedrooms do}dShells. MLS 
NEW USI~NG 
3 bedroom condominium with full 
basement located In town. 1 1/2 
b~.  Great ~=uter home. Asking 
$46,900. MLS. Cell Dave. 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNrlY 
for the naturallstil Enjoy nature at 
It's finest, 500 km North of 
Terrace. Log house re~aurant, 
10 cabins, over 30 campsltse, tlre 
shop, g~ pumps ere. on beautiful 
Tstogge Lake. Summer & Winter 
resort. Call Shaila MLS 
MOVE BEFORE CHRISTMAS 
into this cozy 3 bedroom 
Horseshoe starter home, Natured 
Gas heat, new roof and a centred 
fireplace, $86,500. Shells EXCL 
COMMERCIAL LEASE AND 
LOT 
Good Exposure, good location, 
good pdoe. Shells MLS 
NR$ PKOMIS .OI,'.S KVICE 
SUNDAY NOV. 29 
1 p.m.- 3 p.m. 
3811 Marshall Street 
JUST LISTED 
:1-3 Lot In the Horseshoe. 
Sultebis for revenue property. 
$19,900 MLS. Phone Derlck for 
details. 
14X70 MOBILE 
$19,500 MLS. 3 bedroom 2 
b~rcom located In Stewart. 
Could be moved to Terrace on 
your lot. Ask for Derlck for 
de~lls. 
// 
John Cunle Joy Dover :" 
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Home P lan dho A secon me 
~.~=~ ; ~ '~ .  ~ at beaut!ful Babme Lake 
~ "~~ ~~i  from as httle, as $20,000.. 
• ~ - ~ , 
. ~ /~ ~ , - "  "-" : "-" ~"~'~ ~"~" ' -> '~:~~I  i: 
13-0 X 16-6 ~1 
-- UP --LA~ t 
i,o,E. ! 
pORCH 
~ ~ ~ ' ~  
" , Longest natural lake in B.C.  
_~ r~ Eye-Catch ing  House Plans Available Through oL~st~antwohouzsddve~omSm[thezs'a~zt, 
[ ~ . I.ocal conveniences in the town of Oranlsle. 
+,W~o Open Staircase . A~ ~o~ f~ .~c~.  " 
• 
Width'-40w-O" , For de~ or appoint, menU, call 1-697-2201 
l ' ° ~  ~ "  ~" Depth-" 44'-0" or write to: H0~i~g, Box 2000, Gnudsle, B.C. V0J lW0 
Main Floor: 1080 sq. ft .  
,,o.,,.oo, Second Floor:. 761 sq. f t .  ,~,,~,o,,.+~,~,,,s,~o 635-6273 . . 
This stziking tzaditionsl home 
as much to offer the prospec- 
. j 
tire home buyer, Its low area 
means economy in construction 
and its ovezall width makes 
it suitable for many of today's 
neurzowet lots' A large porch 
at the front door w~ provide 
ample protection from the i we athez...and' once inside k 
O[ e"thO front door the bea l l tk t 'u ] .eye .  Thosta~combination W|11 atChldtche .YOUr ,, : I~ J l  
nook and family z0onz c.0ates ~ ";'~" ~ Pf~400t~Zmf;eei~°~!i ~;  ~e~ a spacious and comfortable family living and work space. • i~! 
A few short steps away from 
this area, you wLU find a con- 
venJent utility area with adJa- i 'i:!i Poeom, g room, kit en end 
cozt powder zoom. paJntod, n .  loof, :ra~l~ry COMMERCIAL i i n ? 
• i~ Westhome ! WespIon *~2 UILDIN Iv, 
~, .;.~., .. 
n ~, , 




Senior Cit izens receive 
1 0% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday. 
7 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.. 
Saturday 8 a.m,. 4 p.m. 
SundaY 8 a.m.. 3 p.m. 
located in 
the  






4735 Hamer EXCL $199,900 
dl 
real estate\ W. .~.  | 
• 635-7068 
dick evans 
~ i ~ ~':. ~:....,~,q 
i :  I;~'% ; :~: i :  I 
LOTS ARE SELLINGI 
All The Ones Left Are Priced 
Under $29,000 
Choose your lot NOWI 
i~i~"""! ~ ;~ ~ :~i~i~i~ii~;+~ 
4734 Halllwell MLS $? . . . . .  
i 
~3~, .  .......... 
~ ~ : 2 "  ~; ;~*: .:,, :' 
4813 Loan MLS 
Log Home l
Acreage MLS $124,500 
$82,S00 
2107 Pear EXC SS4,SOO 
JUsT uS'rED 
5244 Mountain Vista MLS$139,500 .' 
~!~,JUST~ " " ,, .. 
4780Loen EXCL $11e,s0o 
roB . i ,  m 
~. J  ,4 U I  C~ tltAQi'~ 
THINKING OF SELLING? 
Century to popular belief, "houees DO 
SELL WELL In the winter'! Call m, 
no ~llg~onl I'd be very pleased to 
share some ideas with you on how to 
market your home, JOYCE RNDLAY 
638.1400 OR HOME 635-2697. 
S k i p p i n g  b r e a k f a s t  
robs concentration 
With our hectic lifestyles, 
breakfast becomes the meal that 
many people don't eat. Children 
learn their eating habits from 
their parents, so they may also 
skip breakfast. 
There are lots of important rea- 
sons why children (and adults!) 
should eat breakfast. 
An immediate benefit for break- 
fast eaters is decreased irritability 
and behaviour problems in class. 
Eating a good breakfast helps 
even out blood sugar levels which 
helps improve their attention 
span. 
Long-term benefits of eating 
breakfast eem to include a lower 
risk for being overweight. This 
flies in the face of the commonly 
held belief that skipping a meal 
will help people conlzol their 
weight; 
In fact, meal skipping makes us 
overcompensate later on. This is 
why breakfast skippers seem to 
have a hard time controlling eve- 
ning binges. 
To make matters worse, those 
extra calories consumed late in 
the day are more likely to be 
stored as fat than calories con- 
sumed during the first half of the 
day. 
Worse yet, skipping breakfast 
robs you of energy for exercisel 
So breakfast skippers actually 
tend to eat more calories and/or 
store more fat than breakfast 
eaters. 
O~,erweight adults have a 
greater isk of developing heart 
disease and diabetes, plus they 
have to deal with societal 
prejudic e. Give your kids a head 
i! 
start from thesc problems by in- 
stilling good breakfast habits. 
Ideally, a family should sit 
down and eat breakfast together. 
But we can't all be the Waltons. 
The following ideas can help 
you break your fast: 
Breakfast should include foods 
chosen from at least three of the 
four food groups: 
• Milk, yogurt, or cheese. 
• Toast, bagel, cereal, or other 
grain foods. 
• Meat, fish, poultry, eggs, or 
alternates like peanut butter. 
• Fruit, juice or vegetables. 
Typical breakfasts like" juice 
and cereal with milk fit the bill 
nicely, but don't feel stuck in 
choosing them. A slice of cold 
pizza, rice pudding with peach 
slices, "egg-burgers" with juice, 
or a bowl of beans with a glass of 
milk will work. And how about 
leftovers from supper? 
Quick snacks for breakfasts on 
the run (or on the busl) include a 
muff'm with cheese and half an 
apple; a hot dog bun spread with 
peanut butter with a peeled 
banana inside; yogurt with 
pineapple chunks and rolled oats 
stirred in; deli meat on: whole 
'wheat crackers and a tin of V8 
juice; or an extra halfa sandwich. 
Use your imagination! 
If your kids all seem to arrive 
for breakfast at different times, let 
them choose their own meal from 
a breakfast buffet with cereal, 
fruit, nuts, dates, raisins, and 
yogurt. Keep everything in a tray 
and top it off from day to day. 
Some kids just can't face the 
prospect of eatfng first thing in 
the morning. For them, try a 
shake made with milk, frozen 
f~uit, and a dollop of yogurt. Then 
send them oat the door with some 
crackers. 
Eggnog (made with raw eggs) 
shouldn't be used because of a 
slight risk of salmonella. 
I hope this helps get you to start 
the morning off on the right side 
of the breakfast table1 
As for the lunch bag blues, 
maybe breakfast will prevent he 
gnawing hunger that leads to 
many complaints. 
I f  not, call the Skeena health 
uniL We have a new fridge poster 
with lots of different lunch ideasl 
Gerry  Kasten is a nutritionist 
with the Skeena Health Unit. 
A 
: i::::~fiPi¢=nf This  is one of our new 
: t . . .ss=~,~., ,  ,~ designs. Many innova- 
Rancher tlve plans are now avail- 
" - " ' .  _ - able in our NEW l~meh- 
: ::Designed for = p lan eatalogne for  
~__~- - .  1,..,.4. $9.58 including postage 
~Or l l~ l  L .UL  • i and handling and 7% 
By M. Tynan GST. 
At the an le we've Please make all the- 
i .  " g!e . ques, money orders, and 
saown you, me mam . . . . . . .  
is on the side and vua  or Mas~ertsara au- 
garage entrance is up 
front. Both sides, fmished 
~ ~br ick  hod siding, and 
:~b0as!ing feature windows, 
could be considered the 
ifr0nt of the house, making 
design ideal for a 
corner  lot home. 
I nc lud ing  the loft, this 
i : plan offers 2005 square 
• t'eet~ o f  •finished living 
i/i '~i~ea; efficiently arranged 
i~:~ t0 provide a comfortable 
living :environment. An 
':!i bpen plan layout for the 
kitchen/family room 
creates  a country kitchen 
i Style atmosphere. The 
: :k i tchen  offers plenty of 
/ i !~pboard  and counter 
ispa~ii! a pantry, and a 
i;~ bayed out nook, and the 
: fami ly  room has a fash- 
i i ionable comer bay 
: : :w indow'  : The sunken 
room, do~ one 
• t the dining area 
a cozy gas 
: :.'~i: urclaau¢ :and a boxed out 
:!:; w~dow seat. 
: : :  master bedroom, 
i ] i ke  those in larger homes, 
has a three piece cnsuite 
in Closet. 
the loft could 
third bedroom 
space for a 
me office, or a 
~s room, 
• lens tor NB-539 may 
obtained for $395 for 
package of five com- 
p le te  sets of working 
and $39 for each 
:add i t iOna l  set of the 
same plan. Allow $15 ex- 
to  cover the cost of 
i postage and handling 
(B.C. residents add ap- 
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I ,  Pay no tax Nov. 28 - Dec. 5 
2, Try o Free coppuccino coffee 
3. Taste a Free expresso coffee 
Come in and try our Espresso or Cappuccino coffee 
FREE, Saturday, November 28 to Saturday, 
December 5 and enjoy 13% off all merchandise. 
Northern Light Studio 
4820 Halliwell Avenue, Terrace 638-1403 
I 
EST.AT 
thorizations payable to: 
Terrace Standard Plan 
of the Week 
13659 - 108th Avenue 
Surrey, B.C. V3T 2K4 
CFNR RADIO  
:,.,BINGO . . . . .  
IP ' a~~:O:i ;!i :: ih!: ! ~llk~ol;O" I 
Morven of Terrace, Rhoda Seymour of Kitselas, and Della Scodane at Northern Native 
Broadcasting. In New Alyansh at the New Aiyansh Co-op Store, in Kitimat from Darelene 
Starr, in Kitimaat Village from Roberta Grant, in Greenville from Ron .Sampare, In Git. 
wlnkslhlkw from Merci Moore. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
~ 1  basement  v iew home.  II 
L ~ n  a d master  bedroom are II 
~ r a c e .  To v iew this II 
execut ive home call Christel .  
C a. j ly21 W,..tman 3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B,C, 63526361 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
COMFORTABLE AND 
CLEAN 
This 123(64 1967 Melody Mobile 
Home has two bedrooms and two 
~Idltlone for storage and entrance, 
It b very affordaEe tt $11,000 
MI.S, Call Ted tndayl 
LAKESHORE 
PROPER'rY 
"rhh~ year round I lkuhore home 
Iocat~ on Lakeloo Lake i= a gem 
of a ,roperty. O0 I~  of lake 
fronts ). SlmHow be,,~h ~ b 
ore~t r young oldklr~l, Home iii 
298 . ft. on the rrmln floor with 
3/4 I0 mmont, Two bodroome. 
Hardwood floom. Call JIm.MLS 
MOBILE HOME 
Located In the Pine Pad( Mobile 
Home Polk le thb 1~83 14x70 
Manco MaJmdic. Three 
bedroom=, Natural go,= heat. 
Four appIlancee InckJded. 
A=klng $27.900 MLS. 




This 4 bedroom home In the 
Horcashoa le just what you m 
Iooklng for nature g= heat cavort 
and a full basement, Also, It is dose 
to echoole nd downtown eh0pping, 
Besides being dean and w~l 
maintaJned, you can also ol~Jn Air 
Mles when p~Ing  through Ted, 
635-5619. $97,500, EXCLUSIVE. 
JUST USTED 
/~mctlve I~ht Indu~110t on Kelth 
Ave, w~ 32f ft. of frontage and b .6"/ 
of an acre, Call Gordle Ol~on for 
more Infon'n¢lon. Pdced at $'~,900. 
MLS 
PEACE AND QUIET 
If you're lookk~ for oomb/IMng wd 
w~t a 0hop and hem, 3 rental unlt~ 
to help wtth the mortgage on 2,e7 
acre only a short diet=tea from 
town, this Is Ihe pleca to take e look 
,,~ Call Shaunca for more Infurneeion 
tedayl MLS, 
Jim Duffy Gordon Olson 
63S.e688 638-1945 
GOOD STARTER 
-12(x) re:l, P,.' .70x132 lot 
.3 bedrooms .N/G fireplace 
A~klng $89,900 MLB 
EXQUISITE ELEGANCE 
This beautiful elegant 5 bedrooms 
home In¢ludee 3bathe, fatuity room, 
dining morn, living room, 3103 eq. ft. 
of quality flnlehlng for those who 
went he wn/best. Call SheJnca for 
more Info~a~lon. ~65,000 MLS. 
SPACIOUS BUNGALOW 
This 10 year bungalow ~le home 
has 1400 eq. ~ of apadou~ IMng 
ma to offer your famlh/, l~tchen 
offers oek cablnds with built.ln range 
and oven. Three bedrooms. 1, 1/2 
bathe. Pet basement. 1~x20 
garage-workshop, Call Jim about 





.12Xe8 mobile .12)Q8 addition 
• fireplace .-=hop 
A~klng I;53,600 MLS 
~ ~ ' : ~  l~  :! ~,~ 
NEW IN THE HORSESHOEI 
A new home in ~ Horseshoe. 3 
bedrooms, attached garage and e 
large shop ~ just a fo~ of ~ 
features of t~  lovely home, Llded at 
$138,000, MLS, For more 
Irdom~on, call TED howl 635-5619, 
BUILDING LOT 
120x131 lot zoned R5 for Multi. 
dwelling, City water and sewer 
available, S~tah~ for 4, 5 or 6-piece 
Located In the Kaith Edatm area on 
dead end street. Asking $34,500, 




An excellent etador or retirement 
home, this 2 bedroom, 12x68 
mobile homo on concrete with an 
attractive 11xlg tee room Is a 
must to see. Natural gas heal and 
on It 80x120 very nicely 
landscaped yard combine to 
make this a very atlraotlve 
package. Call Shautme for more 
Infatuation. S55,000 MLa. 
KEITH ESTATES 
.1o55 ~I. ft. .3 bedrooms 
• N/G heat .60'x132'lot ~ki m~rs.~ 
NEW SUBDMSION 
Large lots In Phase I of Uplands 
Subdivision now reedy for now 
n o ~  Call Gordle Olson a,'xl 
ask about Vendor flr~u'clng and 




f ~,~ ,~ .~." 
Ted Garner 
NO ABOUT IT? 
MOBILE LIVING 
Check out this 14x70, 3 bedroom, 2
bathroom well maintained mobile at 
a reasonable pdce. Call Shaunca for 
more Inforrnai[on,'$29,gO0 MLS, 
LOTS OF EXTRAS 
~ ,~ -7bedrooms .3/4 basement 
heat -Imlaw euita 
Call Ham MLS 
CHEAPER THAN RENT 
Immaculate 4 bedroom 14)(70 
mobile home with 2 well 
oomtructed add,lone and a 
covered sundeck. For more 
Information and your appolntmonl to VIew call Gordle Oh.on. Plkm¢l 
i t  $33,OOO. M In 
John Nagy 
635.9312 
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The New Home of Winterland Ski • McBike • Runnerland • Discount Golf & The Racquet Centre 
. . . . . .  , , , , _ , , r  . .  ~ . - -  - - -  - 
Door  Crashers  II  ii - 
 .r,0u.tom.., I 
Sat., Nov. 28 ONLY I ~ ~ ~  "°°' ~ ,~ 
Doors Open 8:30 a.m. I / ,~ , ,~  - ~ ~ ~  
Assorted Downhill Skis $~)d~O0 I ~ ~  %:~-~ | ~ ~ ' i  ?~:~ 
Reg. to 280 - Now ..................................... ~¢~ 
Assorted X Country Skis $~tt00 I ~i, ~!:~ 
Reg. to210 Now ..................................... ~'~ I 
Adidas Classic SuperStar $~,~95 
Runners, Reg. 79.95 ................................. ~-W 
.Hi Tech Jr. Rosario $t 095 
Reg. 39.95 ................................................. I .  ~ ur~ ~'~ 'S  
Avia 907 Basketball $~j~tt95 .u ner' Reg. 74.95 ................................................. ~ ,~ Amcs Trail L,te 
Mens or Ladies, Reg. 134.95 ................... $99  00 
Prince Badminton Racquets $~95 Adidas Torsion Select $1RO00 
Kevlar Reg. 80.00-  Now ...................................... ~--~ Reg. 99.95 ................................................. W~ 
Rossignols top giant slalom that will Assor ted  Jackets  $oetO0 'Av la  Indoor  Cour t  $39o0 k.ep you ehaaO of the pac~. _." Reg. to $260 - Now ........................ ; . . . . . . . .  ~- - - ;~  
~00 FREE GIFTS WITHALL PURCHASES Mens or Ladles, Reg. 59.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Reg, $675,00 .40 Save 40% Now 
Gol f  
Blizzard V20 l~  GRAND OPENING SPECIAL 
Absorber  (FOR THE GOLFERS ON YOUR CHRISTMAS UST) 
UJt'ra smooth and easy turning ski for [ 
the skier looking for the best at a 11 Piece Master Track 431 STainless Steel - 
,great price !~ ~ Perimeter Weighted, Made In U.S.A., Top 
' s~o.oo Quality Tournament Set $~l~#tO0  , , .o ,o 390oo r . . . . .  
~," Save 40% F I : Reg. $580 - Now ................................... ~,,=:~,,, 
All Golf Accessories, Carts, Bags==_ ,., ,,,, 
~Fisgher RC4 Ball Machines, etc. All .................. ~U°//o OTT 
Vacuum The Racquet  Centre A tr,~e skier's ski, tested and proven 
quality; Only ski with a 3-year 
warranty. A ski without limitations Top Brand Names: Ektlon, Prince, Head, Victor, Black Knight, 
and remarkable turning 
characteristlcs. 
Reg. $599.00 35900 
Save 40% Now 
Kastle Super SLM 
A national team slalom ski thafll turn 
On a dime and makes skiing dreams 
come true. 
,., 32500 Save 50% Now 
Kastle RXR & RXS 
Recreation performance skis. A top 
quality wood core with titanal and a 
high performance racing base at a 
price that Is 
impossible to beat, 
Beg, $540.00 "~ ~t '~OO 
Donnay; ,Wilson, RossignoL 
All Tennis Racquets 
& Tennis Balls.... ......................... 50% o f f  
All Squash Racquets ~rt0Z 
&Accessories .............................. ~t, /70 o f f  
All Racquetball Racquets ~lr~oz 
&Accessor ies .............................. ~ ;v  ~O off 
All Badminton Racquets ~lr~o/. 
&Accessor ies .............................. =-v  off 
Truckload of Ski Jackets =99oo 
& Parkas, Reg. to 450 All ......................... 
Warmups & Ski Pants =3900 
Reg. to 250 ................................................ 
Raichle 170 
Rear entry at ~ 13900 great price. 
Reg. $195.00 Now 
Nordica 483 
4 buckle performance heel 
at an affordable price, t 9 9 0 0 
Reg. $275,00 Now I 
Salomon SX12 Mini 
The best fitting jr. boot on the market with 
a 50% guaranteed Irade in 
value at any time. ~ ~ 0 0 
Reg. $135.00 P~ 
- Now. ~.~.. 
Salomon SX92 
,oa~E~u'pe'"~ee°rboo, 299  00 
Reg. $650.00 Now 
Technica, Raichle 
& Lange 
Ski Boots ~0o/_ 













See the new K2s, 
Rosslgnol & Burton 
Boards now in Stock! 
rtu~, .Surf w/binding 
1 onlyl ' 199o  
Reg. 595.00 Now 
• I Men 'sRecreat iona l  
Lad ies '  I ~ 
• " <:" "-~"-~,.~-..~F "~. , I  ~,~. Recreat iona l  .~ ,~ .~~ ~ . 
• I ~ - ~ ~  ~, Kastle carbon 600 
* Tyrolia Mega Pro or Kastle air I ' ~  ~ skis 
carbon skis I ~ ~ ' ~  ~. Geze 55 or Quadrax 
* Sal 557 or Tyro ia 540 binding ,m~Ir, jB [~;~ ~/? 5 bindinas 
* White Fischer poles " I ~,;'~- .~l. Ski ex err' Dies . , ,.~ P P , 
Mountandhotwax I I ' t  ~ .Mountandhotwax 
i .;~" 
Reg. $522.00 . [ ~ r ~  ~7 Reg. $547.00 
49 373 O0 O0 Now 
Asst. Back Packs .............. 30% off 
Asst. Fanny Packs ...... , ..... 30% oft 
Asst. Shell Pants ......... ,... 50% off 
Asst. Gloves ........ , ......... , . , . ;19.99 
Asst. Turtle Necks ............ ,.... 9,00 
Jogging Suits .................... 30% off 
Asst. Jackets. Large selection of 
brand names like Sun Ice. Europa, 
Nevica and Jupa. All at ......... 99.o0 
e Shop Servic, 
~'" ' :' " e.  • ~"  ~',~ :~: ...Sp,eczal ~, ::.:. i: 
Tune Up Special 
Giant-Rlncon 
21Chm-Moly Main Frame & Fork. Shlrnano 
100 GS Components, 21 Speed I:kt#d Fire 
Shtftem, Qulke Relate Hubs & Seal, Nk 
Rims, Reg. 450. S.le 
s369 °° 
Assorted Cycling "l'-Shlrts $1 5 00 
Reg. 25.00 -Sale ........................................................... 
Yokota Awhanee 
Mtn Bike 
21 .Speed Shlrnam 200 GS Components, 
RapH Rra Shilters, Full Chro-moly F~,  
Top Tube Ca~ RoUlng, O~k Release 
Axles & Seat, Ata~ VP.20 Rims - S=de 
s429 °° 
Hot Wax Special 
hog: 7.00 Now 3 99 McBICYCLE SHOP 
t I I " 4712 Kelth Ave, 
~ ~ l l r # j ~ o #  " H  ~ ' P H &  H ~p '#Y O I I  ~ l l~;# i  B r ~p41'~rHA HPH~d~ ( H O Y  I J  In The New Kelth Ave. 6 3 5- Mall9Next to United 5 5 5 Buy&Sell 
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If you write for a newspaper you are [ 
bound to have a salvo or two fired at 
you via the Editor. 
I've had a few bricks thrown at me. 
The Forest Alliance, the forest in- 
dustry lobby group fronted by born- 
again, ex-union chief Jack Munroe, 
has taken exception to my opinions. 
I've had angry letters from indignant 
sportsmen who objected to the philos- 
ophy I espouse in my scribblings. 
I've dodged arrows from other good 
people whose reading of my work has 
convinced them my cranium is stuffed 
with cotton batten. 
This is fair comment: I have my 
space, the editor gives my critics 
theirs. 
Thus, when I sat down over lunch to 
read a letter sent this paper by Greg 
Taylor of the North Coast Advisory 
Board, I steeled myself for the worst. 
But it was not to be: here was Greg 
Taylor, an advocate of the commercial 
fishing industry and employee of the 
Northern Processors, writing about 
how much he enjoyed my piece about 
the Copper River steelhead originally 
caught in the commercial fishery, 
released and later caught by me in the 
Glory Hole. 
"Rob Brown's steelhead," he wrote, 
"is a celebration for those of us who 
believe that 'northern solutions to 
northern problems' can allow for both 
economic prosperity and sustainable 
fisheries. "~ 
I agree that gillnetters and seine boat 
operators should be required to release 
steelhead as a matter of course and a 
condition of license. 
.... Ialso agree.with Greg when he says  
the catCh:aKd2release program is not 
the total answer to the problem of 
steelhcad interceptions. 
We have to keep our perspective: 
the gill net is, after all, a lethal tool 
designed to kill fish. 
So we should not be surprised when 
nets, manipulated by men whose 
livelihood is inextricably linked with 
the number of fish they can kill, cause 
the incidental demise of a lot of coho 
and a lot of summer steelhead. 
Similarly, nobody would seriously 
contend that the number of steelhead 
released last summer is anywhere near 
the number that were killed in nets. 
And, given a crew with more experi- 
ence that anyone lse on the planet at 
catching and releasing steelhead had 
only 6 of 49 fish it released uring an 
Environment ministry's radio tagging 
program survive to spawn, it appears 
unlikely many of the 400 released 
from the steelhcad barge this' summer 
will do so. To date only 19 of them 
have been recaptured by sportsmen. 
At best, catching and releasing steel- 
head from nets can only be a small, 
expensive part of a much larger initia- 
tive. 
That initiative would see the reduc- 
tion of boats through area licensing 
followed by the reduction, and 
eventual phasing out, of fishing in the 
mouth of the river -- areas known as 
statistical sub-area 4-12 and 4-15. 
Such a program would have to ex- 
plore the use of experimental harvest- 
ing techniques like weed lines, their 
use rigorously evaluated by indepen- 
dent personnel. 
Because information must be plenti- 
ful and accurate if a fishery is to be 
successfully managed, new methods 
of data collection, like mandatory ob- 
servers on a sampling of boats, must 
be implemented. 
Fishermen and processors must 
report non-target catches accurately 
and receive stiff fines if they do not. 
We must also rethink and 
ren~gotiate the Canada/US Treaty, 
especially since it now seems clear 
Alaskans are having a large impact on 
Northern BC salmon stocks. 
Native in-river fisheries have to be 
controlled too. There are simply too 
many gill nets in the Skeena nd they 
are presently impervious to regula- 
tious, 
If  the natives believe they can be 
successful stewards of the inland 
fisheries once again, then let them 
prov e it by demonstrating principles 
of conservation a d wise use. 
Prior to its commencement, I char- 
scterized the gill net catch-and-release 
program as a step in the right direc- 
• tion; I still hold that opinion. 
: But,-It is a very small step. 
Caledonia may have had to settle for a 
14th spot finish in this year's Senior 
Boys provincial soccer championship, 
but coach Joe Duben says they can hold 
their heads high. 
"They played beyond my expecta- 
tions," he admitted. "It was really good 
soccer." 
And, if it hadn't been for the tourna- 
ment rules, the squad could have fin- 
ished much higher, he added. 
Duben was referring to the goals for 
and against system used to break ties 
from the opening round robin portion of 
the tournament. 
Cal had ended that in a three-way tie 
for second in their group. However, 
goals surrendered in the first two 
matches resulted in their being relegated 
to fourth and last even though they had 
beaten Alpha, the team awarded second 
under that same system. 
To add insult to injury, Alpha went on 
to finish sixth overall. 
Cal's misfortunes continued in the 
game .to decide 13th and 14th, he added, 
maintaining poor officiating resulted in 
the 1-0 win to Westsyde. 
Twice, Duben explained, Cal players 
had broken through Westsyde's defence 
only to be hauled own by the goalie. 
"He never even looked at the bali ei- 
ther time," Duben said of the keeper's 
action. 
Not only should Cai have been 
"They had a lot of trouble getting 
settled own," said Duben. "And by the 
time they did, they were three goals 
down." 
Cal then had to face the Mount 
Douglas Rams from Victoria, winners of 
the 1990 championship and losing 
finalists last year. 
Knowing what they were up against, 
Duben said his team were a little nervous 
at the outset. 
awarded penalties, the goalie should also However, they played through it and 
have been tossed out of the game under kept the game close until the final 15 
newly adopted international soccer ules, minutes when Mount Douglas scored a 
"It should at least have been tied and 
gone into overtime," he said of the 
game. 
All that aside, Duben was full of praise 
for his team, pointing out it was the best 
result achieved by a northwestern entry 
at the provincials. 
Cai had got into trouble early in the 
tournament, falling 3-0 to South Delta in 
its opening match. 
couple of quick goals to seal a 5-2 vic- 
tory. 
Despite the loss, Caledonia emerged 
from the game with bragging rights no 
one else could claim. 
They were the only team in the tourna- 
ment to score twice against he eventual 
champions, he pointed out. 
Terrace continued that standard of play 
into their final round robin match, 
edging Alpha 2-1 to record their first 
victory. 
Having been bumped down into the 
playoffround tosettle 13th through 16th, 
Cal punished Selkirk 6-1 to ensure they 
would at least improve on last year's 
basement finish and set up their final 
match, against Westsyde. 
Recalling the trip back to Terrace, 
Duben said the players were well aware 
of their achievement. 
"They were already planning for next 
year and how well they are going to do," 
he said. 
Although half the squad will be lost 
when they graduate this coming summer, 
Duben said Cal is apparently going to be 
getting some good young players from 
Skeena in '93. 
However, he cautioned, one thing that 
will not change for any northwestern 
representative is having to come off an 
extremely short season and face op- 
ponents who play 10 months of the year. 
Post burns the Bullies 
What a difference a post can make. 
In the case of the Back Eddy Bul- 
lies, it may have made the difference 
between runner-up and top spot in the 
Smithers senior hockey inaugural 
tourney, Nov. 15. 
Having fought back to within one 
with five minutes left in the final, the 
Bullies found themselves robbed of 
the equalizer by a piece of pipe. 
As the puck rang off the post, it also 
tolled the end of the Terrace chal- 
lenge. 
A badly scared Bums Lake team 
promptly reversed the run of play to 
net  a rebound less than 60 seconds 
later then potted an empty-netter to
put it away 8-5. 
It was a disappointing end to a re- 
markable come back for the Bullies 
who were swamped 4-0 in the first pe- 
riod. 
Charlie Porter had got things rolling 
eight minutes into the second frame 
when~ he converted a rebound to put 
the Bullies on the board. 
Burns Lake re-established a four 
goal margin four minutes later but the 
Bullies refused to back down. 
On the power play, Porter struck 
again with a rocket from just inside 
the blue line to thread a tiny gap on 
the Bums goalie's hort side. 
The bit between their teeth, the Bul- 
lies wasted no time in the final stanza, 
striking again just one minute in to 
narrow the gap to 5-3. 
Porter's hattrick wrist shot having 
halved that at 13:12, Giesbrecht kept 
the drive alive by snuffing out a Burns 
Lake counter attack with an inspired 
leg save., 
With the crowd loudly applauding 
the bamburuer, the Bullies narrowly 
failed to equalize when Dan Lind- 
strom accepted a defensive miscue 
and sent the puck net-ward only to 
watch it slide across the goal mouth 
inches hort of the line. 
But Back Eddy was not to be 
denied. A minute later Phil Bradford 
broke over the blue line with a Laker 
in hot pursuit. Despite being hooked 
as he wound up, Bradford followed 
through to deliver the equalizer. 
Bums Lake quickly managed to 
regain the lead, the post ringer fol- 
lowed and that was all she wrote for 
the Bullies. 
Lindstrom, however, was more than 
pleased with the team's performance, 
pointing out Back Eddy essentially 
sent their normal Rec League team on 
to the against a select all-star Bums 
Lake entry. 
EVICTION NOTICE. Taking exception to a Burns Lake forward's invasion of 
his space, a Back Eddy Bully (above) sends a none too gentle message to 
that effect during the Smithers senior hockey tournament final. Down, but far 
from out (below), Phil Bradford watches his shot beat the Burns Lake goalie to 
even the score. The Lakers, however, came back to win the game 8-5. 
PHOTOS BY LORNE CLARKE. 
Go for it! 
CALEDONIA KERMODES 
Senior Boys volleyball team 
begins its bid for greatness 
today as play gets under way 
in the provincial championship. 
Carrying local hopes are 
Shawn Palagian (10), Chris 
Tomas (12), captain Kurt Mul- 
ler (11), Derek Muller (5), Matt 
Soules (13), Bret Overton (10), 
B.J. Hansen (4), assistant cap- 
tain Dennie King (9), Brett 
Kluss (7) and Bryan Fick (14). 
Guiding the team through the 
tournament will be coach 
Shawn Krlenke (back row) and 
manager Tom Hamakawa. The 
Kermodes first target will be a 
top-four ~nish in their group to 




Imagine your worst nightmare com- 
ing true. , .: .... 
Well, that's how young boxers fight- 
ing in the Intermediate 1391b, open 
category must feel now that Joey 
Losier is one of their own. 
The Terracite terrorized the 1321b. 
division last year culminating an in- 
vincible season by taking the Canadian 
national title with a 15-0 points win 
over Carl Brassard of Quebec. 
Although lack of competition last 
season often forced I.osier to move up 
a division to find an opponent, hisSea- 
son he's there officially. 
And he announced his arrival in no 
uncertain terms last month in Prince 
George. 
Facing previous 1391b. champ Job- 
nathan Yellowknees, Losier,; 16, 
delivered a third round TKO to sound a 
warning that's unlikely to go un- 
noticed. 
Next up was a bout to secure a berth 
on the B.C. team to go to January's 
National Intermediate championships 
in Whmipeg. 
Facing a Senior Open Class boxer in 
Vern Trainer of Kamloops, Losier 
made it two off the reel with a unani- 
mous decision. 
And keeping up Terrace,s ever grow- 
ing reputation as one of the province's 
top boxing clubs, local fighters have 
brought home two more titles from the 
Bronze Gloves held in Burnaby 10 
days ago. 
Ben Dilley, a 140 lb. Junior A 
Novice, took Maple Ridge challenger 
Steven Gadsby in a unanimous deci- 
sion while Brian Gervais couldn't find 
an opponent in the 150 lb. Junior B 
Novice class. 
j 
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Ic ing miss ing  f rom - 
Skeena Gold cake 
Pizza and pop, but no provin- parents were on the edge of their 
cials, seals," Summerfelt said. 
That was the season wrap up for In the end, however, it was the 
the Skeena Gold grade 9/10 Jun- Gold who found the extra needed 
ior Girls volleyball team. to edge Smithers 15-13. 
The goodies Were dished out as "They played really well," 
I the Gold celebrated their zone Summerfelt said of her charges, uic; y Ul t:5 playoffvictory, adding the season had been one ~ ~ r g y  Efficient ~ [ 
• ElegantAs Formal DraPes_ . .  k But, with no provincial tourna- of steady improvement. "They nl 
s s  the m a r  mentfor that agegroup, w i n n i n t h e  zo e is a case f beingall had a lot offun too," she victorious Ske na Gold . Beautifu, SelecticnOfSofteaste's 
dressed up with nowhere to go. team consisted of captain Jennifer * Abbey's Non-Stop Warranty 
WANT to address 
I a pet peeve of 
mine and that's a 
general fallacy 
when it comes to 
weight loss. 
It is not weight loss that is 
desirable but FAT lossl 
We are constantly bom- 
barded with advertisements for
quick weight loss diets. If only 
they were true, but they are 
notl 
The body only cares about 
one thing and that is self- 
than our maintenance l vel. 
(Never eat less than 1,200 
calories a day unless with a 
physician's advice.) 
Most of us truly enjoy eating, 
so cut the calories, not the 
food. 
So decrease the intake of fat 
by limiting your consumption 
of: 
* whole dairy products 
* vegetable oils (mono- 
saturated and saturated) 
* red meat 
* skinned poultry 
"I  wish there was," said coach Shepherd, co-captain Sarah 
Raquel Summerfclt, recalling the 
determination Skeena' players had 
shown to take the title. 
The Gold had emerged un- 
defeated from the round robin 
following 2-0 victories over 
Hazelton and the Queen Char- 
lores and 2-1 over Bulkley Val- 
ley. 
After splitting the first two 
semi-final games with Kitimat, 
Skcena dug in to take the third 
and the match. 
That set up the final against 
preservation. It's taken the * fried foods Smithers where, for the first time 
body a long time to accumulate * nuts in the tournament, Skcena 
the excess body fat and it isn't * whole eggs. ..... dropped the first game, 15-11. 
about o let it go easily. * condiments and sweeteners ~ Although that left the team 
Think of the miser and his Increase consumptlonof: ' facing the tough task of winning 
hoard of coins.. The miser will * whole grains (rice, bread, both the remaining ames, Sum- 
only spend his wealth frugally pasta) merfelt said the players decided 
and only if he believes that * fruits, vegetables and they weren't about to settle for 
he'll get easy returns, legumes second. 
Well, our body is a miser * low-fatdairy products And it showed in game two 
too. It will only burn body fat  * skinless poultry which Skeena dominated to win 
as fuel for energy when it feels * white fish 15-8 and even it up. 
no threat of deprivation. * egg whites The rubber game proved a wor- 
No quick scheme diet results Moderation is the key so thy finale to the eight-team 
in the loss of only body fat. don't set yourself up for a fail; tournament with neither side able 
Remember, the body can only do what is comfortable foryou, to shake off the other. ".The 
lose a maximum of one quarter And, whether you choose to 
of a pound of fat (1/41b.) daily, achieve your goal through C a t c h  t h e  
and this is with exercise and  aerobic activity, active play or 
dieting, cutting back your calorie in' ac t ion  on TV 
If a diet promotes a quicker take, you need to be consistent. 
weight loss than 1-2 lbs. week- The body has a short-term If you missed the Caledonia 
ly, it is promoting the loss of memory so don't just skip Senior Boys volleyballers in the 
water and lean muscle tissue as meals: be aware and make zones, or simply want to relive 
the victory, Channel 10 is offer- 
we l l .  valued choices, ing two chances to view the 
With the body's concern To be successful, ose excess 
about self-preservation, we . match. 
have to trick it into burning its body fat and keep it off, you The first is next Tuesday, Dec. 
reserve resources, in other need to create ahappy, healthy 
words fat. lifestyle, one that suits you. 1 at 8:05 p.m., the other Sunday, 
Dec. 6 at 9:05 p.m. 
Moderation' and consistency It takes an excess of 3~00 
are the two key factors. The calories to gain one pound of includesOther Channelthe T rraceFigurel0 spo ts actiOnskat. 
body must do daily aerobic ac- body fat so imagine how hard 
tivity and take in slightly fewer it is tolose that same pound, ing Club's Pop Concert exh~i- 
Each pound is a success in it- tion (Thursday, Dec. 3 at 8:05 
calories than needed to p.m.) and Tri-City League hockey 
maintain its present body self and it take/; many success- action between the Terrace and 
weight, ful steps to go the distancel Kitimat Midgets (Friday, Dec. 4 
If readers have any ques- " at 8:05 p.m. and Tuesday, Dec. 8 A usual trick of thumb is 100 
calories per pound of body tions, I Would be pleased to 
:'wesght to maintain. :L ' , , ,  :: ai~sWer there',Address them to",' 
• For most of us it would not Kathy Co~bett, Terrace Stan' 
be a case of food deprivation dard, 4647 Lazeile Ave., Ter- 
to consume 100 calories less rac~, V8G lS8. 
Weaton, Janine Arnold, Vicki 
Baines, Alison Chase, Colleen 
Clarke, Edna Green, Becky 
Heenan, Candice Huffman, Kylie 
Oman, Robin Whiting, Christine 
Zaporzan and alternate Monique 
Charbonneau. 
Zaporzan was named to the 
zone tournameat's all star team. 
Although Skeena will lose the 
present team when they move to 
Caledonia next school year, Sum- 
merfelt said that would be offset 
by the addition of strong players 
from this year's grade 8 team. 
And the move up was good 
news for the '93 Caledonia Girls 
squad. "They'll have a good crop 
tn  wnrk  ~ i th  " ~he nn inted  nuL  
We are now 
I! • Professional Installation Included . , 
• ........ ;.;.;.;.;.;.~ ~. •..~. ;:;; ~ ;~;:;; ~:;:;:;:; ; . ~ ~:: ;::::: ~::i:i:i:-:i:~i:::: :i:ii ~i:i i:i:i~i~:i i:i:i~:i:::::::~:~{~:~  :,<::~  ~:":',:'.::~::'-:::~,~ ~  ~.  
J ASK FOR SHAWN- OUR WINDOW COVERING SPECIALIST 




IRLY B IRD 
BUILDING ~ T R E I  " 
638-8700 
11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
TERRACE,  B,C. 
SOFA 
IORS & HANDICAPPED DAY 
Thursday, November  26 
and enjoy the many discounts and refreshments 
SKEENA MALL MERCHANTS 
*299 °° 










10% . . . .  






Gemma Bed & 
Bath Boutique 





U nlversal Workwear 
Northern Drugs 











Sheflelds & Sons 10% 










20% of f  photo  f lnhh lng  
The mall has a wheelchair available for your convenience. 
THIS CHRISTMAS YOU'LL FIND IT ALL 
ATTHE 
A & W 15% & free 
coffee all day 
Carlton Cards 15% 
Coles Bookstore 10% 
• Delaney's Refreshment able 
Erwln Jewellers 10% 
Elan Trave l  Refreshment able- 
Realty World Refreshment able 
Flowers Ala Carte 20% 
Franclnes 15% 
Gemma Glffs 15% 
Super Sports & 
Collectlbles 10% 
~lldden Secrets 15% ..... 
Bata Shoes 10% 
Don't Miss The Savings. 
Highest Peaks 
The Peaks Gymnastics Club has 
reached new heights with 140 gymnasts 
reg~tered for the current session, the 
most in its history. 
That's in part because of the introduc- 
tion of new programs such as boys' 
gymnastics, weekday after-school 
recreational programs and Wednesday's 
pre,sehool parent/tota program. 
The next session gets underway Dee. 5 
and continues until the week commenc- 
ing Feb. 20. 
Pre-registration for that took place last 
Saturday but there's another chance 
coming up Dee. 4-5 in the Skeena Mall. 
The  club haS also elected a new board 
of directors for the '92-'93 season. 
They are: 
President: Colleen Froese 
1at Vice-President: Ken Earl 
2nd Vice,president: Veronica Atbuah 
Registrar: Janiee Graham 
Treasurer: Laurel Donaldson 
Secretary: Lorna Sandhals 
Fund Raising: Laura Turpin 
Past i President and Facility Co- 
ordinator: Peggy Julseth 
..... Ticket to ride 
Have raffle, will tzavel. 
'1"bat's the Terrace Bluebaeks Swim 
Club's plan as they hold their first ever 
raffle. 
SPokesman Bob Erb explained the idea 
is to raise money to cover the expeme of 
sending club members to the Junior and 
Senior Provincials later in the season. 
And l~avel is also what the winner of 
the raffle will be doing: first prize is a 
trip for two to Vancouver plus two 
night's accommodation there. 
The next three names drawn will col- 
lect $500 in grocery store gift certifi- 
cates, a video game system and a three- 
month family pass to the local swimming 
pool. 
Erb said the raffle is intended to fdl the 
gap left by reduced bingo revenues. 
Not that bingo is any less popular than 
it was, though. 
It 's just with so many worthy groups 
wanting to use that method of raising 
money, the Bluebacks had their time al- 
location cut back, he said. 
The tickets cost $10 each and Erb 
anticipated selling between 500 and 600. 
The draw takes place Sunday, Dec. 13 
following the I p.m. trophy presentations 
at the club's annual swim meet. 
TO purchase a ticket, contact Erb at 
635'7376; Blueback president Candice 
Kerman or any club member. 
! 
'V  ............ 
\ ,  
7~ 
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BEMEDALLED. Vanessa LeBlanc (left) and Jennifer 
Kuehne got their competitive figure skating season 
off to a fine start at the Prince George regionals, pick- 
if-Make a Fash ion S ta tement  
with Your Windows 
4- /o 
VERTICAL BLINDS 
uP TO 30 /0 OFF 
HORIZONTAL BLINDS 
FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION CALL: 




Images  by  
Kar lene  Is 
p leased  to 
announce  the  
ar r iva l  o f  Mav is  
Jackson  and  
Bunn le  F r iesen  
to  the i r  team o f  
p ro fess iona l  
stylists. 
Mavis  and  
Bunn le  a re  
happy  to  be  a t  
Images  by  
Kar lene  and  
Invi te  a l l  the i r  
c l iente l le  and  
f r iends  to see  
them at  the i r  




Caledonia Kermedes of the bas- 
ketball kind see their first touma- 
ment action of the '92-'93 season 
this weekend. 
The senior boys squad is host- 
ing their Kitimat neighbours from 
Mount Elizabeth Sr. Secondary, 
Hays of Prince Rupert and Qucs- 
nel's Cordlieu. 
The Kcrmodes jump into the 
fray 8 p.m. Friday night when 
they face Corrilicu in the evc- 
ning,s lone game. 
Cal will be back on court at 11 
a.m, Saturday morning when they 
face M.E.S.S. then take a break 
until 8 p.m. that night and the 
final game of the weekend, 
against Hays, 
Intervening match ups have 
Hays taking on Corrilicu at I p.m. 
and Corrilieu against M.E.S.S. at 
6:30 p.m. 
The Kermodes squad is made 
up of grade 12s Kurt Muller, 
Moritaro Oguru, Jon Shepherd, 
Fernando Milhomens, loey 
Watts, Shanuninder Nahal and 
Fraser McKay, grade l ls Suki 
Dhillon, Dale Cote and Chris 
Tomas plus rookies Kenneth 
Foley, Brett Kluss, Jassie Osei- 
Tutu and Dean Beeson. 
Quinton Rafuse is manager and 
Cam McKay is handling the 
coaching duties with assistant 
Scott Armstrong. 
T~e weekend kicks off what 
' will be a busy season for the 
Kermodes and serve as a warm- 
up for the Vanderhoof tourna- 
ment Dec. 4-5. 
Highlights include Cal hosting a 
three game aeries against 
Nanaimo's Wellington Wildcats 
Dec. 31,Jan, 2 and a 10 day tour 
of Nova Scotia beginning in late 
January. 
It all leads to the all-important 
dates of Feb. 26-28 when Cal will 




Victory there would earn the  
Kermodes a trip to Vancouver fo r  ARglO Lazelle 
, . : " - I rV  ~1¢i== 
the March 9-i3 *provincials to be 
held at the PNE Agrodome. l 
635-4997 
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Leblanc, Kuehne 
capture medals 
Vanessa LeBlanc and Jennifer 
0 0 #° 
o o " o 
P 'P  , . 
ing up a silver and two bronze respectively. The 
medals rounded off a strong performance overall by 
Terrace entries which saw most earn finals berths. 
Kuchnc were all smiles last week 
after their trip to the Central-North 
Cariboo regional figure skating 
competition, 
Winning medals will do that for 
you. 
LeBlane took silver in the 
Preliminary 10-under Frecskate 
and Kuehne skated to bronze in 
both the Intermediate Ladies 
Frceskate and Silver Artistic 
event. 
Another Terrace Figure Skating 
club member to put in a fine per- 
formanee at the Prince George 
event was Melanie Kerr. 
She scored top marks in the fig- 
ures section of her Pre-Novice 
Ladies group and went on to 
repeat that in the finals. Kerr 
received a ribbon to mark the 
achievement. 
Terrace skaters generally showed 
well with most advancing to the 
finals of their respective divisions. 
Spokesman Kim Goodail said 
the club and coaches Tanya and 
Leonard Warkentin were happy 
with the results at the regionals. 
She also reminded local residents 
will be able to see Terrace's 
skaters in action on Channel 10 
next Monday, Nov. 30 at 7:05 p.m. 
The following Terrace Figure 
Skating Club members uccessful- 
ly completed Canskate and Can- 
figure badges: 
Heather Bohn, Renee Cockell, 
Miehelle Cote, Jessica Cullis, 
Kayla Goriak and Lauren Simons 
(Beginners); James Bohn and 
Erika Roach (Beginners, 
Elementary); Josh Murray (Begin- 
hers, Elementary, Basic); Tanner 
Hill and Daniel Talstra (Begin- 
ners, Elementary, Basic, Novice 
I); Amelia Epp and Stephanie 
Hulsman (Basic); Amanda Hull 
(Novice I); Stephanie Jaeobs 
(Novice III & IV, Proficiency); 
Keira Almas (Proficiency); 
Danielle Riehey (Stroking I); and 
Jennifer Smith Freeskate II). 
t 
¢ • " . . . . . .  4 1  r .  
EACH 
PLUS TAX 
Every time you buy a bool" ^ * .~..r~......,.~,.. 
Gift Certificates or a Loonc 
Festive Friend a donation 
of 50¢ will be made to 
Ronald McDonald 
Children's Charities of 
Canada. It's a great 
way to enrich the lives 
of special children 
across Canada. 
©1992 McDonald'e Restaurants ol Canada Limited 
McDonald's of Terrace 
4740 Lake lse Avenue ~ff~cq~nrt~"~ 
J , 
g 
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• e Winter  t, rn to c l imb wa l l s  
By KEVIN CHRISTAKOS the sport and allow them to learn 
Rock climbing is one of the the basic skills of tying knots, 
fastest growing sports in North handling the rope and moving 
America. over rock. 
HEADING FOR THE TOP. Although the northwest offers some or 
the finest rock climbing opportunities to be found anywhere, 
winter drives the sport into hibernation. However, local climbers 
want to change that by putting up an indoor climbing wall. 
~," Help open doors for Call 732.t33~ or 
, , E)iabetes 1-800.665-6526 
Please Volunteer . . . . . . . . . .  Oli, llEt£5 . . . . . .  ASSOCIAYIO" DU O =n i l (  
Creative Linens 
CUSTOM MADE BEDROOM ACCESSORIES 
~ se~'ph0ffe~t0 discuss any special need~;'or wishes you have regarding spdcial size sheets (!~cluding king), 
u~3pean pillow cases, duvet covers, bed skirts, elaborate or 
unadorned, to suit your personal preference. 
-Carolyn Ann Clay 
I '~ 4805 DAVIS AVE. TERRACE PHONE 635-5181 
During the past several years it 
has broken away f rom 
mountaineering to become a sport 
on its own. 
And, with the addition of mod- 
ern equipment, echniques and at- 
titudes, rock dhnbing is quickly 
losing its reputation of being for 
bold, fearless orts only. 
In fact, in countries such as 
Spain, France and Germany, it is 
considered a family sport. 
It wasn't much more than a year 
ago that I drove into town. Well, I 
didn't quite make it into town 
right away. 
That's because I looked over 
my shoulder and spotted Copper 
Mountain. After slaloming 
-: Policing : i 
• I l l  inBrius.h 
Co lumbm : 
Policing affects us all " : ' 
Are you concerned about safety in your community and , :  :i 
the qua ity of pc c ng? Do you have deas about how i 
policing could be improved? ,i+~i i: 
Commission of Inquiry examines policing + 
The Provincial Government has appointed The Honour-: 
abe Wallace T. Oppal, a Justice of the Supreme Court of 
British Columbia, to examine policing in the Province. 
We need to hear from you ' 
The Commiss on needs to fiear your views and concerns 
about policing. You can participate by written submission 
or by speaking at one of our community hearings, For 
scheduling purposes, please pre-arrange with the Corn- 
miss on your preference for day or evening time for oral 
presentation. The Commission will visit the 12 municipali' 



























Saanich : :  
Victoria Conference Centre 
central Saanich Cultural Centre 
Hotel Vancouver 
To be Announced 
Italian Cultural Centre 
Kyle Recreation Centre 
Clearbro0k C0mmunity Centre 
Hotel Vancouver 
Her!tage Inn 
Victoria Conference Centre 
Oak Bay Beach Hotel 
Gorge Vale Golf Club .... 
Braefoot Athletic Centre : 
New Westm nster :; Royal Towers Hotel . . . . . .  
Feb, 10 . West Vancouver To  be Announced 
Community hearings in Other locations throughout 
the Province will take place between February and 
Apr 11993, Plan to get involved, Take this opportunity 
to voice your Concerns and ideas, and hear the views 
of others, 
Please send me more Information about: 
[ ]  IssUesbeingstudied . [ ]  community hearlngsscheduie 
[ ]  Guidelines for making submissions :: 
Name: 
Address: .... ....... +' ;: : 
~ ; :}  ::: ::: iP0staI.Code:: • , .... 
Telephone',; : / : :  . . . .  
. . . . .  ' . . . . .  Ma i l  o r  fax  to;" ' " ',: • . 
: Pelldng In Bdtlsh Columbia gommlulon of Inqul~ 
Room 155, 800 H0mby Street, Vancouver, BIG Canada VGZ 2C5 
Tel: (604) 775,1452 Fax: (604) 660-9032 
around Thornhill and dodging a 
few golf balls, I could see that 
Copper Mountain was a real win- 
ncr .  
Donning my binoculars to take 
in a bit more detail, I was sur- 
prised to see -- or not see, in this 
case -- that not many people 
climbed here. 
climbers and slowly these folks 
are establishing climbing routes 
that are just begging for more 
people to tackle them. 
thinking this might be kind of fun 
but it's going to be far too wet 
and snowy for the next several 
months to bother with what is ob- 
viously a summer pastime. 
climber, faced with the same 
problem, came up with a good 
wall is made up of plywood 
For the more experienced, ar- 
ranging different sequences of 
moves can help to bring up their 
skills. 
Above all, it's fun and would be 
something else to do on a blustery 
night. So, let's build a climbing 
wall herel 
Our group already has most of 
the materials o all that's needed 
is a place to erect it. Pretty much 
any solid, indoor wall approxi- 
mately 20ft. x 20ft. will do. 
I f  this is somethidg that inter- 
ests you or you know of a poten- 
tial location, please give me, 
Kevin Christakos, a call at 635- 
4319 evenings. 
Dr. Victor Hawes, Optometrist 
is pleased to announce 
Dr. Daniel Davies, Optometrist 
has joined his practice. 
Dr. Davies offers General Eye 
and Vision Care. 
With a special interest in 
Children's Vision. 
#I-4748 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
OFFICE HOURS: 
9:00 - 5:30 Men. -  Frl. 
11:00 - 4:00 Saturday  
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL: 
638-8055 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
NOVEMBER 1992 PALACE NOVEMBER 1992 
.+++++ I +l 
,,7~r 6 7 J Theatre & Big Sisters 
Coalition • Cadets of Terrace Parents 
for the Ter race  Kermode Terrace For French 
Advancement Minor Friendship Blueback Terrace Nisga'a Tn'bal 
of Education Hockey Society Swim Club ~i-Poverty Council.Terrace Shames ki Club 
I know by this time you're B Parents 9 10 11 12 om,o, 1 ".t Canadian 1 4 Minor I [ ~..t Paraplegic Softlo¢l Royal 
Coalition ' Purple Association 
for the Terrace Kermoda Terrace Kimmm 
Advancement Minor Friendship Peaks Terrace Nisga'a Tr~ Terrace 
of Educatiori Hockey Society Gymnastics Anti-Poverty Council-Terrace Figure Skating 
747 Air c .v  Paraplegic A number of years ago some 1 5 Parents 16 17 18 19 T0.~. on Canadian 21 ~u Coalition Cadets Association 
for the Terrace Kermode Terrace Kinsmen 
Advancement Minor Friendship Blueback Terrace Nisga'a Tn"cel Search 
idea. Take your climbing indoorsl of Ed~_r~t!on Hockey Society Swim Club Anti-Poverty Council-Terrace and Rescue 
Nowadays many schools, Pamnle t ' )~ Skeena t') '7 Canadian t ' lQ Terrace co,,= 23 24 25 ,',., val+ "--Pa.+,~,o . -v~+, .  athletic clubs and private homes 22 forlhe Snowmobile Association " 
have climbing walls. A modest tuvmcer~r~ Terrace Kermode Terrace ', Soccer 
of Education Minor Friendship Peaks Terrace Nlsga'a Tribal Terrace 
sheets with artificial holds bolted ~ Baseball Society Gymnastics Anti-Poverty Council-Terrace Fl~lure Skating Sofd~dl 
to them. 
The holds can be moved around 29 T..=. 30  Little 
making it more or less difficult to Theatre Terrace 
climb the wall. -"~race Minor 
Community Baseball 
Rnnd 
Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Frl., SaL Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
,.oltpm way ,n introduce n¢ot~le4o SMOKE R EMOVAL,+ , , ,  :[ i ' AI ,S~E,CONCESSION 
At the top is a solid anchor with 
a rope looped through it. One end 
is secured to the climber, the Sat. Afternoon Games 
other goes to the ground. As the 
climber moves up the wall, 
his/her partner on the ground 
pulls in the slack. 
The artmcial,~im is an =~ T.V:MONITORS 
oellent way to introduce people:,~ ~ ~' " " '+ '  ' ' , + 
ets face It to the avera e computer buyer one of the most important features is the price. All things being equal, it 
L ", g m At PRORAM Computers ' sense to a more then ou have to for a standard, dependable syste just doesnt make p y Y 
think we have found the t~erfect mixture with the Compucon system, manufactured by Fastech Computers a part 
W:the Karin Electronics group with manufacturing and^~strib.~utionout_l.e.~ "m USA,& C~6s~ystAe;nsAySseTt the l~f iA~ 
HaNG KONG, JAPAN, SINGAPORE & l '~w z~_e~At~U..l.ne ~_ol.npu.cu. ff~o . . . . . . . .  ~o,,stem a head start 
unlit ASUS mother board also with Japanese ram &tloppy ~ves ;  }ms g!v~ me ~..umpu,.~,, o] . . . . .  a winnin- 
q Y other s stems can't reach Cover this with a modem, sleek designer case ann you nave . . S :,! . that many y " . • • • " rtant of all ou still nave 
i combination. Now you can save money wath out sacnfiemg quality and maybe most nnpo , Y 
the support you may need in the future. 
! Ik~IJ l~ JP U ~Ju , -  
++~+ 
386SX33MHZ  o  $1375 
386DX 40 MHZ 64KCach~ $1699 / 
486SX 25 M HZ ,2++:c.oho $1799 L 
1486DX 33 MHZ  28Kc=h $2175 
. . . . . .  . P. -~ r r ' rP"n  d~ 4 , '- I~' 
486DX 50 MHZ 256K Cache $2475 RELAX ! CALL  FOR LOCAL BUS & DX2 CONFIGURATIONS 
DESKTOP OR MID TOWER 
5.25 OR 3.5 DRIVE 
4 MEG RAM 
If you get in trouble we will give you 
the support you need 
by Phone or in person Days or 
SVGA MULTISCAN MONITOR .28 dot pitch 
1 MEG TRIDENT VIDEO CARD 
130 MEGABYTE HARD DRIVE 15 MS 32K CACHE 
MOUSE 
DOS 5.0 & WINDOWS 3.1 PRE INSTALLED 
INSTALL: All systems installed at your location days 
and evenings. 
INSTRUC~i~ION: At time of setup we take the time to 
Lnstruct you in the use of the computer. 
SUPPORT: Personal support and attention days & 
evenings when you need it most. 
SERVICE: The convenience of on-site support no 
need to pack up and lug the system in. 
WARRANTY: No nonsense manufactures two year 
warranty parts and labour. 
i ;OFTwARE: Free software to get you started. 
EXTRA DRIVE 
EXTRA RAM 
MODEM 2400 INTERNAL 
14" NON-INTERLACED 
15" MONITOR 
FAX MODEM INTERNAL 
SOUND CARD 
SYSTEM SPEAKERS 
PANASONIC 9 PIN PRINTER 
PANASONIC 24 PIN PRINTER 














CALL  FOR ALL YOUR HARD WARE AND 
SOFTWARE NEEDS 





Wranglers v Con- 
IDAY~ NOV. 26 
key 
11 Division 
Skeena v Precision 




Prince Rupert). Play 
',aturday. 
:key 
PEP TOURNA.  
,,ins in Kilimat, runs 
tDAY~ NOV. 28 
:key 
Division 
avoy v Timbermen 
Okies v Wranglers 
DAY, NOV. Z9 
~GLES at the Ter- 
;, starting at 10 a.m. 




All Seasons v Inn of 
- Skeena v Norm's 
SDAY, DEC. 1 
ckey 
lal Division 
I Seasons v Skeena 
- Precision v Back 
[DAY~ DEC. 4 
FRIDAY, DEC. 11 
Swimming 
TERRACE BLUEBACKS 
host McDonald's Invitational 
Meet, continues until Sunday 
with trophy presentations at 
1p.m. 
*****  
MEN'S BASKETBALL  
DROP-IN LEAGUE plays 
every Tuesday and Thursday 
evening beginning at 8:30 p.m. 
in the Caledonia gym. For 
more information phone 
Michael Hogg (638-1032). 
TERRACE ROADRUNNERS 
Motorcycle Club welcomes 
new members. For informa- 
tion, phone Ed (635-3489) or 
Karen (635-6495). 
SUNDAY MIXED CURLING 
still has room for full teams 
and individual players. For in- 
formation, call Suzette at 635- 
2523. 
BADMINTON CLUB plays 
every Tues. and Thurs. 8-10 
p.m. and Sun. 7:30-9:30 p.m. 
at Thornhill Jr. Sec. school. 
Newcomers welcome. Contact 
Diane at 635-3564. 
ADULT NOON HOUR drop 
in hockey takes place at Arena 
11:45 a.m.- I p.m. every Man., 
Wed. and Fri. Minimum age 
19 years and limited to first 20 
players each day. 
LADIES DART LEAGUE 
plays every Thursday night, 8 
p.m. at the Legion. Novice 
players welcome. Phone Betty 
(635-4880) or Carla (638- 
2080) for more information. 
MIXED DART LEAGUE 
plays every Wednesday night 
at Legion, 8 p.m. Fun league 
and all welcome. Just show up 
I Minor Hockey to join in. 
I' TRI-CITY LEAGUE: Terrace 
I Bantams v Prince Rupert, one SKEENA VALLEY SNOW- 
I game tonight, the second Sat- MOBILE CLUB meets the 
I urday morning, first Tuesday of each month, 
I 7:30 p.m. at the Coast Inn of 
I TERRACE MIDGETS host the West. 
I Vanderhoof, one game tonight, 
I the second Saturday morning. The Terrace Standard of- 
I SersSportsMenu as apub,  
SATURDAY~ DEC 5 I " lic service to its readers and 
I::~=__L?. ":::_.'L.-~'"~.. . - - "  "Tb- -ff=dkb" ifie- ybll6~[ii~ .... 
I ;I;UUKNAMta~ib: ~zrrs play . ,  t___._ .__. 
l a Skeena Jr. See., Boys at wee~ spa.per, s, .uom~ 
I Thdrnhill Jr. See., both starting must oe m oy ~ p.m. rr=- 




ii ~ ,~:~ 
!:- 
ii!i ;',?:i!i!i!i~i 
.:/~ ii • .:ill: 
i!i!: i 'i!ii i !i i!ilill 
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'; CORE BO kRD 
i~_ k • . " 
Men's Recreational Hockey 
November 12 
~B-uT lders  6 
November 14 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 3 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 4
November 15 
~Rcf in i sh ing  5 
Skeena Hotel 5 
November 17 
Skcena Hotei" 5 
November 19 . 
Back Eddy Pub I 
Precision Builders 3 
Convoy Supply 1 
Inn of the West 3 
All Seasons 3 
All Seasons 
Inn of the West 2 
4 Norm's Auto Refinishing 2 
Recreat iona l  Divis ion 
GP W L T GF GA PTS 
All Seasons 15 11 3 1 87 48 23 
Skeena Hotel 15 7 6 2 77 85 16 
Norm'sAute 15 7 7 1 68 71 15 
Back Eddy Pub 14 7 6 1 78 69 15 
Inn of the West 15 4 9 2 59 83 10 
Precision Builders 14 4 9 1 47 60 9 
Oidtimers' Division 
GP W L T GF GA PTS 
Riverside Wranglers 14 7 3 4 53 47 18 
TerraceTimbermen 10 6 1 3 45 30 15 
ConvoySupply 13 4 7 2 39 50 10 
NMIOkies 13 3 9 1 37 47 7 
Darts 
Wednesday Nil~ht Mixed 
GP W % 
John Hodge 35 24 68.6 
Annette Hiren 27 18 66.7 
Brian Mdntyre 47 31 66.0 
Malcolm Baxter 23 15 65.2 
Bob Bennett 31 19 61.3 
Joyce Bradley 28 17 60.7 
Bill Boteham 38 23 60.5 
FrankRodriques 30 18 60.0 
Keith Norman 35 21 60.0 
John Groot 47 28 59.6 
Rick Johnson 19 11 57.9 
G'gina Ratcliffe 28 15 53.6 
FrankBowsher 40 21 52.5 
Theresa Doueette 40 21 52.5 
Biida Bennett 31 16 51.6 
Art Latimer 47 23 48.9 
Clare Groot 45 22 48.9 
Scott 21 io 47.6 
Joan Magrum 20 9 45.0 
Laurel Mclntyre 47 21 44.7 
Carla Boreham 23 10 43.5 
Joe Botz 23 10 43.5 
Anita Ratcliffe 28 12 42.9 
Sally Ryan 40 17 42.5 
Barb Dugdale 28 10 35.7 
Neal Nordstrom 28 10 35.7 
Betty Campbell 40 14 35.0 
Joe Saboudn 35 12 34.3 
John Doueette 20 4 20.0 
Getting your sport's 
results on to the 
SCOREBOARD is easy. 
Just fax them to 638-8432, 
phone Malcolm at 638- 
7283 or drop them off at 
the office. 
, , , t  
Diabetes 
~;~jil, Please Volunteer 
I /~ I  Call 732-1331 or 




Valley l iry 
Far lne l 'S  
"I ankYou For 
Your Support. 
Everytlme you pour a glass of 
wholesome Dalryland milk 
you're showing your support. 
For Dalryland. And for the 
farmers of the Bulkley Valley. 
All the milk produced in the 
Bulkley Valley is processed by 
Dalryland and sold right 
here In the Northwest. 
That means economic benefits 
for everyone in the region. 
And benefits for consumers,You 
just won't find milk any fresher. 
So the next time you're picking 
up milk, look for Dairyland, 
You'll find Northwest pride inside. 





• Lasts longer, needs 
fewer repairs and costs 
less to service 
• Heavy duty 
• Large capacity 
'Based on Canadian consumer surveys. 








• No. 1 preferred brand* 




• Nobody gets dishes cleaner 
. No pre-washing with iaytag 
. Quiet cleaning 
5 
REASONS. 




• LONG, STRONG 
WARRANTIES 




Hurry In today, while 
~7 the selection Is good_] 
4501 Lakelse Ave. 
CHARGE PLAN 
Terrace B,Cl 
  INAL 
& APPLIANCE LTD. 
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-{ - -  'CALL t 638-SAVE] 
' C T I O N  ¸¸AD . . . . . . . . .  : :  i : ¸: 
 'BUY  'SELL  'RENT  'TRADE 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. . . . . .  
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES:  When a sitat holiday falls on a 
Saturday,  Sunday  or Monday,  the desd l lne  Is Thursday  at 
5 p,m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD,  4647 LAZELLE AVE. ,  TERRACE,  B.C.  V8G 1S8 
All c lassi f ied end classif ied display eds must  be prepaid by  either cash,  
Vlss or Mastercard.  When phoning in ads please have  you  Visa or Master-  
card number eady. 
20 words (first Insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addl- 
lionel Inaertlons) $3.50 plus 9¢ for additional words, $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) Prices Include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS. I 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5, For Sale Misc, 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 









17, Garase Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
19. Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21, Help Wanted 32. Lesal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Travel 
23. Work Wanted 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore nnd to 1, Real Estate 
determine page IocaOec. 
Tbe Terrace Standard remleds advertisers that it is ~galnst ~ PARTIALLY TREED, 2/3 acre lot in exdu- 
the provlndal Human RightsAct o discriminate on the basis siva spdng creek subdivision on Bench by 
of cbildreo, marital status and employment when placing "For 
Rent" ado. Landlo(ds can state a no.smoking preference. : College $29,000 or offers, Call 638. 
The Terace Slandard reserves the right to revise, edit, 8345,, 3])31 
claosify or ro~t any advertisement sad to retolo, any . 
answers directed to.the News Box Reply Service, and to 
rep~y the customer the sum paid for the advertisoment and 
box rental, 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 
days of expiry ot an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing instructions are received. Those answering Box 
Numbem ate requosted not to send Qdglnals of documents to 
avoid loss, 
All c a ms of arrsm in adve~sements must be received by 
the pubtisher wlthln 30 days citer the first poblicatiec, 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the 
liability olthe Terrace Standard In the event of f~lluro to 
publish ao advertisement aspublished shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for ~fy one incorrect Inse,,tlon 
for the p~Uon of the advertising s~ce ecoupled by the incor. 
rec or omitted item onfy, and thaf there shaft be no liability in 
any event greater then the amouot paid for such advertising 
1. Real Estate 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS! 
You're reading this aren'l you? 638- 
SAVE. tfn 
NEAR SMITHERS 5 acres, 3 bedroom, 
full basement home, large workshop, 
barn, fenced. 846-5537 4p32 
ADAMS., LAKE,STORE LOCATED AI' 
Adams Lakel EC. 1/2 hour from Salmon 
Arm - 45 min. from Karnleops, 10 rain. 
from Shuswap Lakes. Fully renovated 
with yew attractive living quarters. Show- 
ing excellent return in an area of growth 
and terrific dimate. Start he New Year on 
a posse note. Phone 1.679-8904. tfn37 
FOR SALE BY OWNER - Spend Chdst- 
rnss in 1 YEAR OLD HOUSE, with 3 bed- 
rooms up, 1 down, double garage, fenced 
and landscaped. Asking $142,000. To 
view, 3703 Walnut Drive, Thomheights. 
635-5775. No realtors. 4p29 
7.8 ACRES IN PEROW FOR SALE or 
trade for a filth wheel trailer, pertially 
deared; two artesian wells, Call 845-2164 
after 6 p.m. 4p29 
COUNTRY HOME FOR SALE - 3 bed. 
rooms, fireplace, 5 appliances. Large 
sundeck on 6 acres with a largo born that 
has hydro and water. Riding arena and 
paddock. Horse lovers pamdis. Phone 
635-2223. 3p30 
IN GRANISLE - Modular home for sate 
plus two lots. Asking pdce $45,000. Ca] 
697.2347 and it cn be viewed anytime. 
ocated at #92 Morrison. 41)32 
COUNTRY HOME FOR SALE I 
3 bdrms, fireplace, 5 appliances, I 
Large sundeck, on 6 acres with a l 
large barn that has hydro & water. |
Riding arena & paddock. Horse| 




PRICE REDUCEDI !  
WAS $59,000 NOW $54,900 
PROPERTY FOR SALE - 33 acres 1/~ 
north lot 17-22 of theNass River asking 
$18,500. Call 313.725-6363. Michigan 
USA. 31 )31 
, ~'~,"~ . '~. :: 
~:i. kl[l~t~, ' ' . . . . .  : . 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
]eautiful newly nsnovated 4 bedroom 
home, 2 story,, plus basement, 2 baths, 
large finished rec room, fireplace, cathedral 
ceilings, n,g, furnace, security system, new 
roof and windows.Situatsd ona large 75 x 
200 Iot,'landscaped, sundeck, paved ddve, 
carport, shedi Located In quiet 
neighborhood InThomhll[ close to schools. 
Sedcus Inquiries only. Avali~ole Nov. 15/92. 
No agents please. 
635-9697 
4811 WALSH 
1:00- 3:00 P.M. 
SATURDAY, NOV.  28 
JOYCE FINDLAY - RE/MAX 
. 638-1400 , 
. .R  a 
. . . .  ~ o.'~':~ 
0reenhouse and garage, Man-made 
stream flows through property (with 
trout) fed by an Artesian spring. 
Lakelee Lake - on .Kroyer Road. 
$71,500. MLS 
Joyce Findlay 
RE/MAX OF TERRACE 
638-1400 




2. Mobile Homes 
1956 14x70 2-bodroom, double bathl 
sunken living morn, skyJights, deluxe 
kitchen, 8x10 utility shed & paUo deck. eo 
638-0388 after 4:30 p.m. 3p32 
i4x70 MOBILE Home, 3 bedrooms, 
fridge & stove blinds & cudalns, 6ft. patio 
doom, shingled roof, very nice & dean. 
Ready to move, pdcad to sell. $23,900,00 
Call 567.28O4 4p32 
1991 2.BRM SHELTER MANUFAC'- 
TUNED HOMES. Fully vinyl skirted, 
ready to move in, 2 appliances. Try your 
down payment and $450 per month, Mary 
638-0800 or Bill 638.1182. 61)30 
12x56 MOBILE, 3 Bedroom. Newly reno'- 
vated. Large addition, $20,000 firm. Call 
638-8348.. 3p31 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES fealur: 
ing 1150-1300 eq: ft. plus basement, 2 
baths, private yard, carport and satellite 
W Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31tfn 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX Suite. 
Ridge/stove, w/w capating, in town. No 
pets. Cai1635-5464 
1 BEDROOM TRAILER. NG heat, 4 
appliances. Timbedand trailer court. Ref. 
erenoos & damages required $450.00 
month. 635.4070 lp32 
I FOR LEASE 
9,000 sq.ft. SHOP 
And o f f i ces .  7V= ton 
overhead crane, gas heat, 
avail, immediately. 
Call 635-7249 















2607 Pear St. 
3. For Rent 
~RS FOR Rent, one new & one 
used, Located in Thomhill. Avail Dec, lst. 
No pets. Working person only. Call 635- 
4949, 1(332 
ROOMMATE WANTED Non drinking, 
non-drug female to share, house near 
town, Pet&]or child wel¢orne. $250 +util. 
CaJ1638-8768 1P32 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT dght down. 
town. Fridge/stove, security entrance. 
Paved parking. On site management. 
635-7957 15tfn 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT - 
Includes laundry facilities, fridge/stove, 
drapedes, parking. Available Dec. 1/92. 
$485 permonth. No pets, 635-2556 3p30 
WANTED 3RD Person to share 4 bed- 
room house $275 per month plus 1/3 utili- 
ties. Call Wayne, 635-6550 days. 635- 
2279 home, 3p32 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT Suite. C/W 
Fridge/atove, w/w carpeting. Close to 
hospital and schools. No pets. 635- 
3796 lp32 
TERRACE BED & BREAKFAST. Rooms 
by the night or by the week. Call 635- 
5537 or 638.0888, leave message, tfn30 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX in Thomhill. 
Close to schools. N/G heat. washer/dryer, 
large deep freeze, fridge/stove, dish- 
washer, nonsmokers, $600 plus deposit. 
635.7238 or 635.3546. 31)31 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE for rent. CaJ1638- 
0691. 31)31 
FOR RENT - Taking applications for 
2bedroom duplex, ffidge, stove, washer, 
dryer hookup, NG. NO pets. References. 
Call 635-4855. 2p31 
BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM HOME with 
NG heat. Suitable for professional couple. 
No pets. Available immediately. 638-8084 
to view. 2p31 
2 BEDROOM MOBILE home located In 
Thernhill. N6 heat. No pets please. Awl- 
able immediately. For appointment to 
view 638-8084. 21)31 
3 BEDROOM BASEMENT Suite in the 
horseshoe area. $800. References 
required. Sorry no pets. Call 638- 
0797 31)31 




Cable and dilitk~ bcluded. Preferences re~ulred 
OLD BRIDGE PROPERTIES 
63S-5350 
i ; FORRENT ! 
RETAIL OR OFFICE 





CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
Fridge, stove, heat and hot water Includ- 
ed. Carpeting, storage space. References 
required. 
1 Bedroom Apt. S450.00 
2 Bedroom Apt. S525.00 
3 Bedroom Apt. $600.00 • 
No pets. 














THE TERRACE STANDARD 
is now ofledng a reprint service 
to it's readers. You can get a 
3x5, 5x7 or 8x10 copy of your 
favorite black and white photo 
from our news files, 
(prices vary depending on size), 
Stop by our office and look 
through the news file, 
 Clg 
ST  TD VJ) 
4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace, B.C, 
638-7283 




860 & 1,320 SO. FT. 
12'x12' overhoad oor, washroom and 
natural gas heat. Central location• 
Phone 635-7459 
4. Wanted To Rent 
1 OR 2 BEDROOM HOME BY non-stuck. 
ing, non-drinking couple. References 
available. 638-0466 after 5:30 p.m. 3p30 
PROFESSIONAL PERSON looking for a 
3.4 bedroom house to rent. Non-smoker, 
nOn-ddnker. Call Gloda 632-4222. 3P32 
5. Misc. For Sale 
350 LOADER. New Engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 O,C.3 Crswler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500 32 ft. house boat 
lifetime aluminum, has everything & 
trailer $19,500. 82 lade 2-door auto - 
good cond. $1500, 14 ft. Td-hufl speed 
boat . 50 horse menk, trailer $2800. 
Clean Okanagan Camper, hyd jacks, 
$2,000. new Kuboda lite plant & battery 
change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tfn 
PRECISION BAND CUT - Lumber, tim- 
bern, siding and firewood.We can supply 
any and all demands for size and volume. 
Will negotiate custom sawing, logging 
and/or purchase of privte wood, Bums 
Lake. 695-6365 or 695-6391 t~4 
FOR SALE: PREFABBED, WOOD Con- 
structed utility sheds, garages, work- 
shops. AJso trailer skirting, decks and 
fences, joey shacks, snow roofs. Dirk 
Bakker 638.1768 (evenings) 7(:28 
CASH & CARRY CABINET WARI:- 
HOUSE, huge savings, warehouse pric- 
ing, cabinets by kitchen Craft of Canada. 
3566 Massey Dr. Pdnce George. Ph. 
561-2240 or Fax 561-2250 4[o29 
40 FT. STORAGE VAN, Insulated and 
lined. $3,500.635-2439 3p30 
ONE COMPLETE PROPANE Floor Fur- 
nace, 40,000 BTU. EC. Call 635- 
4594. 3p31 
DINETTE SUITE, White table with 4 tan 
swivel chairs $375. Kenmore Electric 
stove $100. White single bed $50. Call 
638-1505 3p31 
FOR SALE 30 yards used carpet. Excel- 
lent quality, GO. Make an offer. 635- 
7996. 21),31 
LADLES 5-Speed bicyde, ski outfit, size 
10-12, oak finish entertainment cabinet, 
smoked-glass roll around doom, drapery 
back, draw-string type, open to 20 ft. 31)31 
10 HP, SUZUld. snowblower,$575, ~ Call 
635-6986. 31)31 
LADY'S NEW RED JACKET. Size 38. 
$4o or best offer. Phone 635-3823 31)32 
ANTIQUIE 9 PIECE Walnut dining room 
wsuite. Good Condition. $1200 OBO. Day 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling chil- 
dren's furniture, check with the Product 
Safety Branch of consumer & Corporate 
Aft'aim Canada (604) 666.5003 to ensure 
it meets current Safety Standards. The 
sale of non compliant products not only 
could result in a tragic accident but also is 
a violation of the Hazardous Products 
Act. tfn 
WANTED: JOHN DEERE A.R. Unstyled 
or Model D tractor. Phone Ken collect st 
1-562-5208. @29 
7. For Rent Misc. 
FOR RENT: APPROX. 1 acre (fenced) 
with 2 smell barns. Suitable for 1 or 2 
horses. $100/month. Call 635-5537 or 
638-O888 tfn30 
MINI STORAGE UNITS 
• Budget priced 
• 24-hour access 




(All Winter Long) 
TERRACE TUBS 
635-9731 
8. Cars for Sale 
740JD GRAPPLE Skidder reb. eng. 
(300hm) u like new chains tires good to 
fair $35,000. will consider older Cat as 
part trade. 1988 1:250 4x4 Sup.Cab., 
aprox 70,000 km 460 Eng. 5 sp. $12,000. 
1972 970 Case Tractor, dw Cab & Duels 
& 707 leon Loader $10,000. 205 Massey 
Manuer speddler $1,800. 1700 New 
Holand forage chopper 1,800. Heavy 
heavy 3 bottum breaking plow cuts 6 ft. 
$8,000. Will consider cattle on trade for 
any of the above.Call 690-7378. 4p32 
~CI~SJC.~I~5 .MUST/~NG' ,,BEBUIL'i 
'~8§ i~ igh~ce engine and tress- 
mission. Body completely restored. New 
candy apple red porsche paint. EC. 
$7,900 OBO includes over $2,000 in 
spare parts. 639-9323. 14fin 
1992 DODGE SPIRIT ES 5-Speed 2,5t. 
bed and stool (older upholstered style) turbo Cruise, tilt, p1/2 locks, powerseat, 
$75 one. Old children's chool desk Ph. • 14,500 km. Good tires. $9995 1-692- 
635-6228. 21)32 
COMIC AND COMIC CARDS - aJI mint 
cond. Fully protected reasonable pdces. 
Call Weekdays 8:30 am to 6:30 pro. 
Weekends 11:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Ask 
for .,emlrew (or leave a message) 635- 
4217 31)32 
3 WINDOWS FOR SALE. 2 30'x61 1/2'. 
Other 38'x62 1/2'. $50 each Call 635. 
~R 3D31 
Nov. 30 - Dec. 23 
City Centre Mall, K]Umat 
632.7171 
ADRIAN'S STAINED GLASS 
BLUE HERON STUDIO - Podra~ 
CINAWAY- Screenprinted garments 
FANCY THAT- Hers & clothing 
IMAGES OF THE NORTH - 
Photography 
I.TECH COMPUTERS 
MISTY MOUNTAIN POTrERY 
TANNIS GOLD. Custom Jewellry 
MARY KAY COSMETICS LTD. 
3805 4p31 
1978 FORD ZEPHYR. New palot, runs 
well, $603.635-4818. 3p31 
'78 CADILLAC ELDORADO. Fully 
loaded, leather intedor, front wheel drive. 
Great in the snow1 Luxury uuising. $2500 
OBO. Phone 6354729. 3p32 
FOR SALE 1991 Festival,6 months old. 
4,000 km. EC. $8,000 Ph. 635.3146. 
3p31 
FLYING FABRICS 




While shopping at home; 
Fabrics - Ultrex, Polar Fleece 
We ere a mail order business 
specializing in outerwear fabrics 
and notions. 
i 
8. Cars for Sale 
1974 FORD EUTE. Good working condi- 
lion. $2,000 obo Call 635.4594. 3p31 
1990 CHEV EXTENDED cab, 4x4 s~x, 
305 EFI, 5Spd. New Paint, 33,000 Ion. 
Black Ext. Red Int. Stereo/Radio. A1, 
Wheels, $11,500. 1-692-3805. 41)31 
~986 FORD TEMPO. Must sell. EC. 
Phone after 5:00 p.m. 635.4189 $3700 
O.B,O. 3p32 
1903 PLYMOUTH Hodzon hatchback. ~, 
speed. 635.3642. Asking $2700. lp32 
~980 FORD Fairmont Stationwegon, ; , 
GC inside and out. $1800. Phone 635- 
2453 3p32 
1987 MAZDA 626 LX. Loaded 5 speeJ', 
sunroof, and high quality stereo. EC. Ask- 
ing $8500 O.B.O. Call 638-1896 3p32 
1991 TOYOTA 4 RUNNER SR5, Vf, 4 
door, sport wheel package, well kept, 
excellent condition, $19,500 gag, 638. 
0178. 3p31 
9. TRUCKS for SALE 
1986 NISSAN 4x4 LONG BOX. P/B, P/S, 
one owner, 5spd, low mileage, new tires. 
Ready for camper. EC. Reduced I~co, 
$5500.635-5273 Sunday evenings. 21)32 
1989 NISSAN Pathfinder 2 door. four 
wheel drive auto transmission. $13995 
Chinook Sates Ltd. Dealer #6101. Phone 
635-2033. 31)32 
1987 Ford F250 Supercab pickup. EC~. 
Asking $9000. Call 623-2227 or 632- 
2033 3c32 
1986 FORD RANGER XL 4X4, 2.9 
engine with lack and canopy. Low mile- 
age. EC. Asking $8600. 635-7400 after 7 
p.m. 15~ 
1987 GMC P.U., V8, AUTO, 2 fuel tsnks, 
cab guard, tool boxes. ERC. $5800 Ph. 
635-2439. 3p3o 
1984 FORD SHORT Box Van with 5 cy(. 
Insulated. GC inside and out. Asking 
$3900 060. Ph. 635-5978 31)32 
1976 BLAZER, 4X4, V8 auto, very low 
mileage, new nJbber. Qean. Some rust. 
$2,500. Call 638-8968 31)31 
1986 Dodge H.D. 1/2 ton 4x4 p/u. V.~ 
automatic. Immaculate inside and out. 
New tires, recent brake job. $7,500. Ph. 
638-0171. 31)32 
1991 TOYOTA 4 RUNNER SR5,V6, 4 
door, sport wheel package, well kept, EC. 
$19,500. OBO, 633-0178. 31)31 
1985 MAZDA 626LX Touring Sedan', 
every option, $4,000. Also 1981 Dodge 
D50, 4 cyl pickup $2,000. Must sdl 698- 
7422, 41 )31 
i983 GMC V6, 4x4, 5 apd, sunroof can- 
~._~y AM/FM cassette. Asking. ~,  .500. 
'ii~?'4 BFonco II, V6 '4x41 5 spa. P.s~ing 
$4,800.697.2720. 41)31 
1991 GMC Sonoma 4.wheel drive, must 
sell, SL. edition, running boards, bailer 
hitch, air condiUo,ing, power windows 
and locks, cruise. EC. Call 845- 
3432. 41 )31 
1987 TOYOTA 4-runner. EC. Very 
mileage. Asking $12,500. 638-1445 after 
4 p.m. 3t)31 
11. Recreational Vehicles 
11 FT VANGUARD buck camper fits all 
models of domestic tnJck with 3 ft box- 
all appliances - G.C. Hydraulic jacks 
$250O. Phone 635.5335 3p~ 
MUST SEW 1981 Vanguard h'aNel trall~" 
with tandem axle. Equalizer hitch 
indudecl. Phone 635-2644. 3p32 
Garry ' s  Auto  Repa i r .  
Phone 635-1226 
~ : Government  Certif ied Mechanic  
BAIL IFF  SALE  
1990 Arctic Cat Prowler 440 
Snowmobile. Needs a hood 
end some TLC 
1990 Chev Corsica, 4 door auto., 
4 cyl., AM/FM Radio, 
56,791 Kin. 
1992 Pontiac LeMane, 4 cyl., auto, 
AM/FM/Cassette, 12,396 Kin, 
For an appointment o view, ©aft 
035-7649. All sales are on • "as Is- 
where Is" basis, no warranties or 
guarantees are Implied or given. 
R. Jones 
To see samples or for more ~ | 
I saw your picture in = 
thpe aper, 1 
Now you can keep a copy of that picture forever through anew service ii 
offer by the 'rERP GE STANDARD, Come in and br0mthr0ugh 0ur 
Crafts, ]ewellery, Frasile Gifts 
aETYO  G, S I newsph0t0 file, Reprints 0fblackandwh enew photos or the c010ur ! 
"CANNED" ~( front page ph0t0 are available, Prices vary depending 0n size; 
 800 reprl  5x7 ' ,,,,.,, ..... ,,,,,,, ..... ,,.,,,,,.,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,., plustax the Skesne Mall Saturdaya 
~.- starting November 7 / *Other sizes ere also ,vailebie 
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ACTION AD 
P"BUY v'SELL v," RENT  "TRADE 
VISA 
PERMANENT PART-TIME / 
OPPORTUNITY IDEAL FOR RETIREE, | 
HOMEMAKER OR STUDENT I 
Sterivision is looking for an outgoing, cheerful person I 
• to compliment our patient television rental service to | 
hospital patients at the Mills Memorial Hospital. I 
This position requires a commitment of 2 to 2.5 I 
hours commencing at 3:30 in the afternoon on Sunday I 
& Monday. Your availability during the rest of the week ! 
for the occasional vacation relief would be helpful. | 
No experience necessary, just the ability to work on I 
your own in a caring professional atmosphere. This is I 
a rare opp13rtunlty to supplement your income and | 
have fun doing so, I 
Interested parties are asked to phone our local|  
--THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL-" office on Thursday, or Friday between 6:00 p.m. /
and 8:00 p.m. at 635-9606 to learn more. / 
PORTLAND 850 CEMENT S Terrace, B.C.V8G4R3 
per bag 
PATIO $1 oo 
BLOCKS 8x16 Only ...... each 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS 




Northwest Community College In Terrace his openings for I 
r 
srt-Ume Instructors In University Trsnsfer Courses and 
-'-edy Childhood Education. The salary will be In ir_~ardance 
with the Collective Agreement between the College and 
CUPE. 
i, INIVERSITY TRANSFER.. January 2 - April 30, 1993 
MATHEMATICS - to Instruct one or both of the following: 
Math 131 - Statistics for Social Sciences 
Math 190 - Math for Elementary School Teachers 
CHEMISTRY - to Instruct one section of Chemistry 
Laboratory 
- Masters Degree In a related field or 
appropriate teaching experience. 
i=/~MILY OAY CARE PROGRAM_- to teach any or all of the 
fotiowlng: 
FAM01 - Introduction to Famtty Day Care, 18 hours, Jan. 9-23 
PAM02 .U,derstandlng Child Development, 21 hours, Jan. 27 - Feb. 27 
FAM03 - Understanding Children's 6ehovl0ur, 21 hours, Mar. 3-31 
FAM04 - HesIth, Safety, and Nutdtlon, 21 hours, Apr. 7 - May 5 
FAM05 - Planning Children's Experience, 21 hours, May 9-26 
FAM06- Operation of a Family Day Care, 21 hours, June 2..10 
9ualiflcattonl - Experience and understanding of family day 
care and experience teaching adults. Early Childhood 
Education Certificate required. Related B.A. preferred, 
minimum of college level course work In child develdpmenL 
Resumes should be submitted by November 30, 1992 to: 
CompetiUon 92.O75C 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
. . . . .  COLLEGE;  .NORTHWESmCOMMUNI3"Y 
Proposals Requested 
Ministry of Attorney General 
Corrections Branch 
The Terrace Community Correctional Centre is seeking 
proposals from individuals or organizations to provide the 
services of a Native Prison Liaison Worker. The Native 
Prison Liaison Worker will act as a contact person between 
offenders, Native communities, Terrace community 
resources and the Terrace Community Correctional Centre. 
In addition, this individual will develop and Implement 
programs based on First Nations culture and history. 
Qualifications: 
Good communication skills, written and verbal 
Knowledge of Terrace community resources. 
Knowledge of Northwest First Nations, traditions, culture 
and communities, 
Cdminal Records check to be done on successful applicant. 
This is contracted position for 70 hours per month, Closing 
date for proposals is: December 11, 1992 at 4:00 p.m. 
Further information may be obtained from, and proposals 
should be submitted to: 
Mr. Robert  Watts, District Director . ,  
Rm. 210 - 3408 Ka lum St. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N6 




. INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
PHYSIOTHERAPIST 
A physiotherapist is required for Mills Memorial 
Hospital, Rehabilitation Medidne Department. 
The successful applicant will be responsible for 
assessment and treatment of in-patients and out- 
patients in a very active department. 
This position is available immediately. Salary and 
benefits as per H.S.A. Collective Agreement. 
Interested applicants are asked to call collect or 
write to: 
Director of Patient Services 
Terrace Regional Health Care Society 
4720 Haugland Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
Repap Smithers Inc. 
Repap Smithers Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Repap 
Enterprises. 
Area Supervisor - Forest Licence 
Smithers Operations 
;/'he Woodlands organization at our Smlthers Operations manages 
the fibre supply for a sawmill that utilizes in excess of 230,000 cubic 
meters annually. 
We are seeking a highly motivated individual with the energy and 
ability to co.ordinate the planning, engineering, road construction 
and harvesting activities for our Forest Licence. Reporting directly to 
the Operations Manger - Forest Licence the Area Supervisor will be 
d rectly responsible for an area which yields an annual hawest of 
approximately 130,000 cubic meters. 
The successful candidate will have related experience and will have 
completed a university or technical program in forestzy. This position 
Is suited for a self motivated individual with a proven ability to excel 
under pressure and a desire to advance within a progressive 
organization. 
Submit resumes in strict confidence by December 14, 1992 
Dan Tuoml 
Woodlands General Manager 
Repap Carnaby Inc. 
#10 North Boundary Rd. 







NEWSPAPERS 2 8 4 
ASSOCIA~ON 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$995 5 year 100000 kms 
warranty. Bond Mechanical 
serving B.C. for 27 years. 
Phone 7 days, 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
(604)872-0641. Toll-free 
Mon-Frl 1-800-663-2521. 
Cummings Turbo Diesel 
4X4's, Explorers, Vans, 4- 
Runners, Dakotas, starting 
from $189 month, 0 down 
O.A 13. We deliver anywhere 
In B.C. Bdan or Don col ect 
1 (604)585-3141. 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED/ 
SURPLUS vehicles. U.S. and 
Canadian low as $100. 
BMWs, Cadillacs, 13hevs, 
Fords, Mercedes, Porsches, 
ti'ucks, vans. AMAZING free 
24-hr. recording reveals how: 
(416)631-4666. 
A WISE CHOICE. Quality 
Rebuilt Engines. Cars and 
light ruckslrom $995.5 Year, 
100,000 Km limited warren- 
ties. Canada Engines Ltd. 
580-1050 (7 days) 1-800- 
665-3570, 856-5828 (eve- 
nlngs). 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORS I WINDOWSI Interior 
and exterior wood metal and 
French doors, wood windows, 
skylights. MOREl Call col- 
lect to WALKER DOOR and 
WINDOW In Vancouver at 
(604)266-1101. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Independent Sales Repre- 
sentatives to market Career 
Direction Products. For more 
Information Call 533-8540 
Peter/Margaret. 
Wood, Pellet Stove Dealers- 
Lightning Nugget Fire Start- 
ers, safe economical, profit- 
able. Builds trafflcand repeat 
business. 1-800-468-4487 for 
lnfo. 
ADVANCE OPPORTUNITY. 
Revo ut onary digital 80- 
Channel mini-dish satellite 
system will rapidly expand 
home entertainment and 
communications Industry. 
Network Marketing. No In- 
ventory. No Investment. Call 
(604)746-5861, 6-6. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach morn than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD GALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
DEALERS WANTED- 
Sh,~offer (Newman) Mechani- 
cal Chimney Cleaners. Easy, 
effective, profitable. Buck 
Haven, Box 337, Trail, B.C. 
V1R 4L6, 
REDUCED long term triple 
netgovemmentleased build- 
Ing and property. No fees. 
No GST. Sit back and regu- 
larly deposit $4,550. monthly 
Indefinitely. Wdte: Box 2496, 
13anmore, AB, TOL OMO. 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
End the Frustration of Job 
Search. Step-by-step: Job 
Search Workbook $28.95; 
Resume Builder Workbook 
$16.95; Resume Samples 
$11.95; Career Map $5.95. 
Purchase separately or com- 
plete set $56.95. Call 533- 
6695 or mail cheque: 
Mordsen, Garrett & Associ- 
ates In¢,, #102-5796 Glover 
Road, Langley, British Co- 
lumbla, V3A 4P8. 
CAREERTRAINING 
WESTERN CANADIAN 
School of AuctJoneerJng, next 
course Nov. 30 - Dec. 12/92. 
For a free brochure call 
(403)250-1281 or wdta to:#5 
2003 McKnlght Blvd., N.E., 
Calgary, AB, T2E 6L2. 
EDUCATION 
Train to be a "CRM" - Certi- 
fied Apartment Manager. 
Many jobs available. Over 
2,000 graduates now work- 
Ing. Government licensed 
home.study course. R.M.T.I. 
681-5456 or 1-800-665-8339. 
START A NEW CAREERI 
Learn Income Tax Prepara- 
tion or Basic Bookkeeping. 
Tax deductible cortlficete 
courses. For free brochures, 
no obligation: U& RTax Sew- 
ices, 205-1345 Pembina 
I-kW., Winnipeg, MB R3T 2B6, 
1.800-665-5144. Also en- 
quire about exclusive fran- 
chise terdtodes. 
II ="  "° II 
EMPLOYMENT OPPS. 
Mechanic mqulred for a pro- 
gressive, developing shop In 
B.C.'s recreational heartland. 
Knowledge of fuel injection 
and electronics an asset. 
Must be certified and versa- 
tile. Apply to Awln or James 
at Minute Muffler (604)392- 
2855. 
WE NEED 10 PEOPLE. Part- 
time/Full-time to work from 
home. If you went an above 
average Income Act Nowl 
Limited space. Free training 
provided 1(604)478-8750. 
RNANCE 
Government Grants & Loans. 
Billions of dollars are made 
available to new and existing 
BG businesses. The Brad 
Book can show you how to 
6at your sham. Call now 
04) 753-9424. 
FOR BALE MISC. 
EXCLUSIVE SHEEPSKIN 
PRODUCTS. Gar Seat Coy- 
era, Rugs, SIIppars, Baby's 
Larnbskln, etc. Mall Order 
anywhere.30 daymoneyback 
guarantee. Free catalogue. 
Call Shear Comfort Toll-free 
1-800-663-7750. 
IMPROVEYOUR GAS MI LE- 
AGE/Power. Up to 40% with 
off-the-shelf Items. $16. For 
Information write'. Trade 
Winds, Box 2529, Jasper, 
Nta. TOE lEO. 
TAKE CONTROL OF YOU 
AND YOUR FAMILY'S 
HEALTH. Practical home 
study courses In natural medi- 
cine. Information packet $2 
(handling). ACADEMY FOR 
THE HEALING ARTS, 21297- 
122 Ave., Maple Ridge, V2X 
8W4. 
Satellite Problems Solved. 
New Boards. Legal U.S. 
Programlng, No more chip- 
ping. 10' Dish $379, Unlden 
IRD $549. DalI-Comm, uox 
431, Lazo, B.C. VOR 2KO. 
339-6203. 
WANTED 
Dry Pine Logs for home log 
construction. 14" to 15" 
mldspan diameter. 11" to 12" 
mln. tip dze. Phone Rick at 
~604)647-2242, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
FREE BOOK 13ATALOGUEI 
Books on Gardening, Boat- 
Ing, Crafts, Nature Reference, 
Children s and more. TAN- 
NERS BOOKS, 2436 Bea- 
con Ave., Sidney, B.C. VSL 
1X6. Phone:656-2345, Fax: 
656-0662. 
LOVE BY MAIL EMPORIUM 
offers a wonderful collection 
of Pleasure Products. Shop 
by mall, guaranteed privacy. 
Send for your FREE Cata- 
logue. Love By Mall, Dept. B, 
6200 Mckay Ave.,141-#743, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5H 4L7. 
HEALTH 
CALLNOWl Free MallOrder 
Cata ogue from Vitamin Dis- 
count Stores. Please call 1- 
800.663-0747 or In Vancou- 





have experience, references 
required. Send Resume to: 
Lake City Ford Sales Ltd., 
715 Oliver Street, Williams 
Lake, B.C. V2G 1M9. 
Intedor Automobile Dealer- 
ship requires Service Control 
Tower person. Applicants 
must have expedence & work 
well with 12 technldans & 
customers. Call: Jlno or 
Derek, (604)374-4477. 
EXTRA CHRISTMAS 
MONEYI Legitimate Com- 
pany requires workers for 
variety of Jobs, crafts to knife 
sharpening. You choose. 
Send S.A.S.E. to: JMP En- 
terprise, P.O. Box 42190, 
Dept. (3, Calgary. T2J 7A6. 
MERTIN G.M., a growing 
Chllllwack G.M. Dealer re- 
quires an expeden~d G.M, 
PartsmanlAsslst. Manager. 
We oiler competitive wage, 
company benefits, an award 
winning place to work and a 
great place to live. Please 
phone Kevln Pltm at 795-9474 
between 8a.m.-6 p.m.or 656- 
0408 after 6 p.m. Only expe- 




$3.70 each additional word 
HELPWANTED 
BE FIRST. Women needed 
to retail sheer non-run ho- 
deryand high fashion Jewelry. 
Full or Part-time, 40-50% 
ProflL Not MLM. Call Collect 
(604)872-0141. 
MACHINERY 
PACIFIC FORKLIFT SALES 
LTD. (Est. 1972). Dozens of 
good used Forklifts available. 
LP, Gas, Diesel, Electric, WE 
BUY TOOl (604)533-5331, 
Fax: (604)533-4563, Eves. 
Terry Slmpeon (604)535- 
1381. 
MOBILE HOMES 
USED MOBILES. Manufac- 
turer must clear all mobiles. 
16 units to choose from. 
Priced from $10,000. Noble 
Homes (403)447-2333. 
WINTER WORKS SPE131ALI 
Any new mobile or modular 
home ordered during Nov. 
will be equipped with 'central 
air condltl0nlng" ($3,000 
value) FREE of charge. We 
will custom build your home. 
Noble Homes(403)447-2333. 
PERSONAL 
OKANAGAN VALLEY GIRL8 
- Karen, Sylvle and Tanya- 
have exciting Personal Pho. 
toe For Sale. For discreet 
Info, write KAREN, Box 670. 
GB. Kelowna, B.C. V1YTP4. 
ADULTS ONLY PLEASEI 
REAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaldtaxes. Grown Land 
availability. For Information 
on both, write: Propertle_s, 
Dept. CN, Box 5380, Sin. I;, 
Ottawa, K2G 3J1. 
NEW HOMES. From $55 so/ 
It quality engineered modular 
homes. Factory built for your 
site. 2X6 walls. R40/R20 In- 
sulation, Showhome at DO- 
Mac Home Sales, Surrey. 
597-2181. 
SERVICES 
Major 113B0 motor vehicle In- 
Jury claims. Joel A. Wener, 
tdal lawyer for 24 years. Gall 
free: 1-800.665-1138. Con- 
tlngency fees available. 
Simon, Wener & Adler. 
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1976 FRONTIER CAMPER. 8 1/2 tL 3- 
way fddge, 3 burner stove, heater, sleeps 
5. EC. Asking $3000. Call 632.2227 or 
632.2033. 3c32 
1989 YAMAHA PHAZER, low kilomete, 
tune pipe & cover. G.C. Offers, 624.9601 
ON) ask for Rick after 6 p.m. 624-9002 
(H) lp32 
EDSON TRAVEL TRAILER IN GOOD 
CONDITION. Call 635-4033. 3p31 
13 lt. HOUDAY TRAILER $850 fl,m, 
fidge, stove, sleeps six. Recently ser- 
viced. Call 635-3990. Ask for Kurt. 3p31 
15. Machinery 
CASH FOR Cats and Machinery, Dead or 
,Nivel 1991 Ford ranger 2x4 P.U. 12000 
miles dubcab. LN. $12800 or trade for 
machinery, backhoe, etc., of equal value 
or pay difference. Phone 1-697-2474 or 
1.697-2393 4p32 
D3 CAT PLUS BACKHOE, $16,500, 9 0 
D6 Cat, $9,500. JD 350 loader, $12,000. 
2.0(33 Cats, $4,500 each. 9 U & OC3 
Cat parts. 2 - 20' aluminum boats. 1-697- 
2474,1-0697-2393. 16tfo 
RENT TO OWN. 100 financing available 
on all tpes of surplus construction equip- 
meat. New tilt deck equipment trailer in 
stock, Call Inland Equipment Sales 
(Penticton) at 463-6791. 4p29 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SIONS & parts. We rebuild standard 
transmissions, transfer cases and rear 
ends. Bel.air Automotive Auto Parts and 
SeNice. Ph. 846-5101, Telkwa B.C. 16tfn 
LEARN TO FLY WITH Coastal Mountain 
Right Centre. Recreational, business and 
dareer courses. Start groundschcol any 
thursday night. Ask about our mini-pro 
shop for aviation books and novelties. 
635-1355 10c27 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES: Snow 
removal earth auger, back-hoe beck filling 
dean-up sweeper/collector levelling resi- 
dential/commercial. 638-8638, mobile 
638-3808 12p27 
COMPLETE POWER SHOE REPAIH 
EQUIPMENT & stock in mint condition. 
Sedous enquides only. Training a possi- 
bUlly. CaJ1453.9935 Ashcroft. 4p29 
i sTRU:cTURED i i :: 
. : DAYCARE ; :. :; Y:, ..~ :
" ..:  30r.~oi~s ~"oa~?:"~ ':. 
• A~e'rsdl~o0i.:c~ild'r~h:~c~:~lstbcL : 
:": i i. 6382:i776:i!ii::/:: 
   .KID'S 
CASTLE 
(LiCENCED) ~.':~,7 
PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 
For children 2~½ to 5 
638-8890 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a 
Lost and Found Classified. Phone 638. 
SAVE before 12 Noon Saturdays. 
BLUE FRAME Glasses lost in front of the 
old Seals parking lot on Sat. Nov. 14, 
Phone 635-2907 lp32 
BURGUNDY EEL Skin wallet, Has ID etc, 
Lost Fdday Nov. 6/92 in post office area 
or Ovanvaitea parking lot. Phone 635- 
9545. 2p32 
FOUND: ADULTS bike. Phone 635-6180 
leave number. Must identify. 2p32 
19. Lost & Found 
LOST'. LADY'S purse -taken from K-Mart 
Shopping cart, Please return Birth 
cerficates and cards. No questions asked. 
Returns to address on cards. 2p32 
20. Pets & Livestock 
SOME of CANADA'S finest and most 
beaut~l Pomeranian dogs, Puppies now 
available for Christmas. Delivery 
arranged anywhere. Call 604.692-3722 
Mornings. 4p32 
BEAUTIFUL SIAMESE kittens, gentle~ 
Wonderful dispositions. Good colorings. 
We ship everywhere, Box 562 Burns 
Lake, B.C. V0J lEO or CUJl 1-693-3722 
Mornings. 4p32 
1WO GREAT Quarterhorse breed mares 
due in spring 1993. Raise some great 
horses for your family and fiends. Call 1- 
632.3722 mornings. 4p32 
YORKSHIRE TERRIER, neutured and 
miniture white sarnoid hysky. Will give to 
a good home who understands either 
breed, 6354600 or 638-0874 3p32 
SHIH TZU males, 3. 1st shots, no papers 
$350,00, ready to go 1st week in Dee. 
Phone 635-3040 3p32 
HAY FOR SALE, Cummins Ranch on 
Hwy. 16 west. South HazeRon. 842- 
5316 12p25 
EAT MORE LAMB: Available year round, 
Cummins Ranch, HW. 16 west. South 
Hazelton. 842.5316 12p25 
GRASS FED BEEF. Raised without anti- 
biotice or hormones. Yearling beef sides 
at $1.75/Ib. Baby Beef @2.20/Ib, Tnpe, 
liver $1.00/lb 635.3380 3p31 
21. Help Wanted 
LOOKING FOR someone moving to Van- 
cower to share cost of empty 5 ton mov- 
ing van returning to Vancouver. 635-9186 
after 6 p.m. lp32 
LOOKING FOR Someone with free time 
to help sod information on children's 
books. Ph 635-4600 or 638-0874. 3p32 
EXPERIENCED LOWBED 
owner/operator needed with or without 
trailer. (Pdnce Rupert, Terrace and area) 
Send Resume to Box 1300, Prince 
George, V2L 4V3 3p32 
FT/PT HYGIENISTS OR CERTIFIED 
DENTAL assistant required at the Bums 
Lake Dental Clinic. Please send resume 
to Tord Dickson, Box 169, Bums Lake, 
B.C V0J lEO @29 
EARN MONEY HAVING FUNI Discovery 
toys will show you how. Flexible hours, 
great family benefits. Call Terd at 1-695- 
6684. 41)31 
AI-I'ENTION ALL YOU HARD WORK]NLi 
HOMEMAKERS. Totally Tropical Interiors 
need consultants to sell quality 'Silk' 
Plants through Home Sho~. Excellent 
Incomet Training provided. Call Sandra 
Sketchley-Takatch. Collect 299- 
O236. 4p31 
Cruise Ship Jobs 
Earn $300/$900 weekly. Year round 
positions, Hiring menkvomen. Free 
room/board. Will train. 
Ca11.1-504-646-4500. Ext. C565 24 hrs. 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds 
advertisers that the human fights code in 
British Columbia forbids publication of 
any advertisement in connection with 
employment which discdmiates ag~nst 
any person because of origin, or reqmree 
a job applicant o fumish any information 
concerning race, religion, colour, ances. 
try, place of odgln or political belief, 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred 
to, please read also as 'female' and 
where 'female' is used, read also as 
'male'. 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please 
be sure you have the correct box number 
as given in the ad. Address to: File , The 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1S8. Please do not 
include bulk goods or money to Box 
replies 
CARPENTER 12 W=ARS EXPERIENCE. 
Forms, framing, siding, finishing inside or 
out. No job too small, Mike Gray. 638. 
0822 32tfn 
MOM OF TWO will babysit weekdays 
dose to hospital. Nonsmoking. Refer. 
ences available. Call 635-7245. 3pa2 
CONFIDENTIAL BOOKKEEPING SEH- 
VICE. Small business or self~mployed. 
Man/at 635.7474. 12p24 
Jane's Pet Gallery 
o Dog and Cat Grooming 
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY 
Pet Portraits 
Original Pastel Portraits 






TO ALL MY CUSTOMERS & FRIENDS 
For more and better, on site service 3HE SAW CLINIC will be relocating 
from hwy, 16E to 3992 Furlong Ave., In Copper Nit. Sub, approx. Dec. 5th, 
With reference to and confirmation from The Reglonal Dlstrlct. The Saw 
Clinic will be classified as a home business. 
The Saw Clinic carries 40 years experience in combined saw 
manufacturing, saw maintenance and tool sharpening for home, 
construction and Industry, to serve youl 
PHONE 635-4488 FOR ANY FURTHER INFORMATION. 
Thank You 
Frank Perle, The Saw Clink= 
TIOI  AD 
V" BUY  'SELL  'RENT v'TRADE 
VISA 
23. Work Wanted 
CARPENTERS: SPECIAUZE in renova- 
tions, alterations, iding, form work, roof- 
ing, etc. To enquire phone 635.9758 6p30 
'SWlNGSHIF' UVE BAND available for 
bookings, 1-695-6469 after 6 pm @30 
WILL DO HOUSEKEEPING. Reliable and 
23.. Work Wanted 
PROCESSOR OPERATOR looking for 
work. Willing to re-locate. Available 
immediately. Phone John Hanison 1-694- 
3733. 4p32 
WILL BABYSIT in my home. Have fenced 
yard, many activities, experience & refer- 
4p32 
FREE SERVICE. Help with your forms or 
letters, Call Melissa at 635-9119 for help, 
i 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
9:45 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:55 Worship Service 
Pastor: Ron J. Orr 
ences. Phone 635-3246. 
honest, 8 ym. experience. Very good ref- 
erences. For more in formation call 635. 24, Notices 
5679 3p30 
PIANO LESSONS for fun or Royal 
Convatory. Reasonable rates. Experi- 
enced Teacher 635.5657. 3p31 
CARING MOM will babysit ages 2 years 
and up in no smoking home on the south 
side of town, 635-1391. 3p31 
I ourneyman Carpenter 
Will do finishing, renovations, install cabinets, 
I patio, painting. Also wil build furniture, 
Preflnlahed Hardwood Floodng 
Maple, birch, mh, ea~ Available in natural and 
various colours. (No sanding required) Size 314 'x 
21/2" or 31~" 
CALL 635.6277 (leave a meuage) 
LOOKING FOR 
CHILD CARE? 
Skeena Child Care 
Support Program can 
~rovide information on 
available child care in 
Terrace and Kitimat. 
For further information 




']'horn]d]] Co - -ma l ty  Centce 
Friday, Dec. 4 11 am - 7 pm 
Saturday, Dec. 5 9 am - lpm 
Tables  ava i lab le  ca l l  
635-5597 after 5 pro. 





PRO-UFE EDUCATION available to gen- 
end pubic; videos, pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing with human life issues 
such as abo~on and euthanasia. Student 
enquiries welcome. Call 635.3646. 5tfn 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE', 
excitement, perhaps a tropical island? 
Call Elan Travel at 635.6181 and catch 
the spidt! 5tin 
CHRISTMAS 
CRAFT SALE 
The Skeena Valley Farmer's 
Market welcomes you to thefr 
6th annual craft sale. 
This year get unlque gifts for 
everyone on your llsL 
Terrace Arena Banquet Room 
Sat . ,  Nov.  28  
10 am t i l l  4 pm 
SEE YOU THERE! 
ANNOUNCEMENT.  
Dr. Almas 
is pleased to announce that 
Dr. Chia Wen Hsu 
will be here 
Nov. 26 onwards. 
She will provide for my 
patients and she welcomes 
all new patients. 
Dr. L.T. Minas 
26. Personals 





AVAILABLE ON L~KELSE 
AVENUE 
,,,',.','l~/i~', 
" , ,  f ,  rA dr ,  t ~ / ,  - 
U 
CONTACT 
NRS PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
6356142 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
638-7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
SINGLE MALE; AGE 33; 6' 1' looking for 
female fiend or companion. Write to: Box 
71; Topley, B.C. Canada. V0J 2Y0 4p32 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, for your free 
copy of Cdsis of Conscience by Raymond 
Franz, leave your name and number at 1- 
847-5758. tfl129 
EUZABETH McCLURE PLEASE contact 
Oneills Chov Olds (Smithem, B.C,). Call 
1-800.6634595. Ask for Ga W Mords 3¢30 
WOULD ANYONE WHO witnessed an 
accident on Fdday, Nov. 5 at approx. 3:40 
p,m, at the comer of Lazelle and Emer- 
son between a pickup with camper and a 
station wagon, please call 635.3858.2p31 
ANYONE WITH ANY infer regarding acci- 
dent at Lakelse Avenue, near the Legion 
on Oct. 27 1/2 92 at appmx, 8:30 p,m. 
contact MicheUe at 635-9111. 3p31 
W.S.M. YOUNG 50 yrs. NS/ND Looking 
for someone special to include in my life. 
I'm financially secure, physically fit, love 
RACE/I~TIMAT area with alcohol/drag outdoors, spods, no jock, music, candle 
I Call us today for more information on our great rates, problems? Get the beautiful tape, 'Raised light and wine, travelling and more. For a 
From the Ruins' You'll love it! nice lady 35+ take a chance. Snap appre- 
I ~ A i  Free/confidential. Cailtoll-free 1-800-528- dated. Reply to Fill 21, 4647 Lazelle 
3779 River Drive 0070. 11p27 Ave. Terrace, B.C.VSG1S8 @32 
I 635-1300 WHO WAS 40 HAPPY 
ON NOV. 18? ANNIVERSARY! 
/ ~  N IRVANA METAPHYSIC  & Bring out the trumpets, 
/ ~ x We have a big name. 
HEAL ING CENTRE The red carpet oo - 
GIFTS IN THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS 
Open Channeled Readings,. Courses in..Metapbysics and_.~..g][ 
Healing, Crystals and crystal jewelry, Tarot Cards, Runes, 1993 
Calendars, Incense, Essential Oils, Massage Oils, Relaxation Kits, 
Meditation and Music Tapes, Fresh Dried Sweet Grass and Sage, 
Posters, and Metaphysical and Healing Books. Gift Certificates 
Available. 
3611 COTrONWOOD CRESC. 635-7776 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation 
4720 Haugland Ave., 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 2W7 
A thoughtful way to remember Is with an In Memoriam gJft to 
the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation. Donations are 
gratefully accepted at the above address, the Terrace Fire 
Dept. on Eby Steet or please contact Helena McRae at 
635-5320.  Income tax receipts are available. 
As we crack the champagne 
TowishGordoni,40; =:= 
ALOUD 
• LORDY, LORDY! 
Hope you had a great day! 
The Collis Famil' 
Campbell River 
TH E .I- LUNG ASSOCIATION 
,,T. o 
ee ~'OUR o od' .  
One sunny day, on a mountain far 
away, 38 years to the day, As he 
asked for her hand, she said yes, 
and their new life began. Gall, Lan 
Dsrcy and me, Sam's and 
Marlene's last baby. Now that I've 
grown with children of my own, I 
realize what your love has shown. 
As a child, I recall all the love 
you've given. Through good and 
bad Morn and Dad were always 
there, to talk or just to listen. 
Thanks for showing me that love is 
something that should not be 
forgotten. 
Love and Thank 
Beck 
additional income in your spare 
time, 
If you or someone you know is 
interested, then give us a call 
TODAY! 
BACK UP CARRIERS 
NEEDED: 
V' 4300- 4500 Park, 
Little area 
V' Mtn. Vista 
BACK UP 
CARRIERS ARE 
NEEDED FOR ALL 
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CTIO:  AD .... 
his father and bro~er Roger. He Is sur- 
vived by his mother Rose Frands of Sas- 
~oon, Seek, four sons,....Terry (Pam); 
Kelly (Diane); Kevin (Deborah); and Glen 
and 5 loving grandchildren. Also survived 
by brothers, Edwin (Betty); Steven (Shir- 
by) and slsters Joyce (Garth) Biddle and 
Sharon (Rob) Graham and many nieces 
and nephews. 
Memorial Services will be held in the 
Chapel of First Memodal Funeral Set'. 
vices at 4725 Falalse Drive in Sasnich on 
Sat. Nov. 21 at 2 P.M. Donations may be 
made to the Canadian Cancer Soci. 
ety. 11:)32 
30. Obituaries 33. Travel 
FRANCIS TERREL JOHN, passed away 
on Nov. 18th, 1992 at V'¢toria, B.C. after 
a lengthy Illness. He was predeceased by 
CARRIERE, Lenora Hannah (Len) After a 
long a courageous battle on Wednesday, 
November 11, 1992, at the age of 82. 
Lenora (nee Richards), beloved wife of 
Depu~ Commissioner Joseph Rene 
Raoul Carriere (R.C.M.P. retired), cher- 
ished mother of Jacqueline Brown, Jean 
Soutar and William Reoul. Loving sister 
of William Richards. Survived by her aunt, 
Susan Gil~dst, of Moose Jaw, Saskatch. 
:ewan, Lovlngly remembered by her 
grandchildren, Arlene, Carolyn, Lisa, ,Hi- 
son and Cameron as well as 9 great. 
grandchildren. The family will receive 
. friends at the Central Chapel of Hulee, 
Playfair & McGarry, 315 McLeed Street, 
on Thursday, from 2-4 and 7.9 p.m. Set. 
vice in the chapel on Friday at 10 elm. 
Interment Beechwood Cemetep/. Memo- 
rial tributes to the Alzheimer Sodety of 
Ottawa.Cadeton or the Parldnson Sodety 
~ would be appredated, lp32 
33. Travel 
f l l  [ r 
SI(3HTSEEING 
TOURS 
Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours, 
Bever ley Greenlng,  Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
32. Legal Notices 
LAND ACT 
NOTICE OF  
INTENTION TO APPLY  
FOR A D ISPOSIT ION OF  
cROWN LAND 
Take notice that David Fisher & 
Dan Pakula of Telegraph Creek, 
occupation Co~nmerclal Fisherman 
intend to make application for a 
license of occupation of land 
generally situated along the Stikine 
River. 
(b) Commencing at a post planted 
starting at the SE corner post on the 
rock bluff just downriver and across 
from the Anuk Riyer, thence N75 
meters; thence W100 meters; thence 
$75 meters; thence El00 meters; and 
mntalning .75 ha more or less. 
The purpose for which the land is 
rcqulred is camping area while 
commercial fishing. 
Comments concerning this 
application may be made to the 
Senior Land Officer, 
Ministry of Environment, 
Landa and Parks, Lands Division 
Bag 5000, Sndthers, B.C. VOJ 2N0. 
Telephone: 847-7334 
Date.d October 29,1992. 
Province of MId~/d ¢ 
I lldtJthCdumbl= Forests 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPUCATION FOR TIMBER 
SALE LICENCE A36534 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tender =qopllcatlons will be accepted 
i~  Dlstflct Manager, Kalum Forest 
Terrace, British Columbia, up to 
06:30 am, on the 3rd day of December 
199~ to be opened at 09:30 am on the 
3rd day of December 1992, for a Timber 
Sale Licence to authorize t~e I'=u~est~ng 
of e,515 cublc metres, more or hesa, of 
Umber located in the vicinity of Carpenter 
Cres~, 38km east of Terrace, in the Ka~m 
Timber Supply Area. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 5,515 cubic rnetreal 
momorless 
SPECIES: Hemlock 59%, Balsam: 39%, 
Cedar: 2~ 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $12.38 
Bidding Is restricted to persons registered 
In the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, Calego~y One (I). 
ff there Is no Interest from Category One 
(t) roglstrar~ on the suc~on dosing date, 
thenthe sale msy be readvertised for offer 
under both ~egodes. 
Pwt]cu¼ra may be obtained from the 
Olddot Manager at #200-5220 Kalth 
Avwtue, Terrace, British Columbia, VSQ 
t1.1, 
I 
For A l l  Your  Trave l  Needs  
EUROPE WINTER FARES from 
$599.00 USD. Depart up to Dec. 7, 
1992 out of Vancouver. • VEGAS 
FOR CHRISTMAS OR NEW 
YEARS from $269.O0 out of 
Vancouver. Indudlng air and hotel. 
• TORONTO FROM VANCOUVER 
one way fame from $249.00. 
Return from $319.00. 
124 HRS. 635"6181 ] 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS & OTHERS 
Re: the satata of JOHN BALFOUR 
MASSON, al.o known am JOHN 
BALFOUR ALEXANDER MASSON and 
SCOTW MASSON, Carpenter, 
decessed, fotme¢ly of 4681 LOWRIE 
AVENUE~ TERRACE, B.C. 
Creditors and others having dalrns agslnst 
the estate of John Balfour iasson are 
hereby notified under section 38 of the 
Trustee Act that particulars of their claims 
should be sent to the executor at 200-4630 
Lazelte Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S6 on 
or before the 30th day of December, 1992, 
after which date the executor will distribute 
the estate among the parties entitled to it, 
having regard to the ofalms of which the 
executor then has notice. 






32. Legal Notices 
Prodnceof MInW~/el ¢ 
Brltld~ Columbia Foreets 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATION FOR TIMBER 
SALE UCENCE A36535 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tender applications will be accepted 
by the District Manager, Kalum Forest 
Diddct, Terrace, British Columbia, up tn 
10:30 am, on the 3rd day of December 
1992, to be opened at 11:30 am on the 3rd 
day of December 1992, for a~mber Sale 
,Llcence to authorize the harvesting of 
6,078 cubic metres, more or less, of timber 
located In the vidnity of Carpenter Creek, 
38kin east of Terrace, in the Kalum Timber 
SuppfyArea. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 6,078 cubic metres, 
more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock 50%, Balsam: 50%, 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $11,48 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered 
in the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, Category One (1). 
If there is no interest from Category One 
(1) reg~drante onthe auction dosing date, 
then the sale may be readvertlesd for offer 
under both categories. 
Particulars may be obtained from the 
District Mag~ger, at. #2oo.5220 Keith 
Avenue, Tormce,"Bi'~tldh Cdldr~bla; V{]G 
1L1. 
Provlnctof kinls1~/d @ 
Bdt]ldl Columbia Foreds 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATION FOR TIMBER 
SALE LICENCE A43518 
Pursuant o section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tender applications will be accepted 
by the District Manager, Kalum Forest 
District, Terrace, British Columbia, up to 
08:30 am, on the 10 day of December 
1992, to be opened at 09:30 arn on the 10 
day of December 1992, for a Timber Sale 
LIconce to authorize the harvesting of 
6,011cubic metres, more or less, of timber 
located in the vicinity of The Thunderbird 
Mainline in the Kalum Timber Supply 
Area. 
VOLUME: 6,011 cubic metres; more or 
less 
SPECIES: Hemlock 39%, Balsam: 31%, 
Cedar:. 26%, Spruce 4% 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $6,00 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered 
in the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, Category One (1). 
If there Is no Interest from Category One 
(I) registrants on the auction dosing date, 
then the sale may be raadvedised for offer 
under both categories. 
Particulars may be obtained from the 
District. Manager at #200-5220 Kalth 
A~/efi~e~ Terrace, Bdtbh Columbia, V8G ~ 
IL ; I .  
i 
I 
City of Terrace I 
INVITATION TO TENDER I 
JANITORIAL MAINTENANCE SERVICES FOR CITY HAl LAND I 
PUBLIC WORKS | 
An invitation to tender is extended by the City of Terrace for Janitorial | 
services for City Hall and for Public Works. | 
The contract is for ~he period of: January 01,1993 to December 31, | 
1994. | 
Copies of the Specifications and Contract, including floor plans, will be | 
available during the TOUR OF THE FACIUTIES, starting at the Public | 
Works building (5003 Graham Avenue), at 10:30 a.m. on Friday, | 
December 04th. | 
For additional information, please call Mr. Brad North, Foreman, | 
Building Maintenance, at 635-6311, Local 237. | 
LEGAL 
Take note that ~munnt to section 2 of the 
Repairers Lien Act, a 1980 FXS Hadey 
David.son motorcycle sadnl No. 7615958,104 
will be sold by private sale at Terrace Custom 
Cycle, 3211 Kalum SL~ Tenace, B.C. on Oct. 
29 to satisfy the Indebtedness o1 George 
Wilson in the sum of $6175.19. ~ unit may 
be viewed at Terrace Custom Cycle, 3211 
Kalurn St, Terrace, B,C, 
Offers may be submitted inwriting to Ten'ace 
Custom Cycle, 3211 Kalum SL, Ten'ace, B.C. 
Highest or any offer not necessarily aocepted. 
Q~ I~'mtncut kinle~r/el ¢ 
Bdtleh Columblt Fweds 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATION FOR TIMBER 
SALE LICENCE A44838 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tender applications will be accepted 
by the Dlstdct Manager, }(alum Forest 
Disb'ict, Terrace, British Columbia, up to 
10;30 am, on the 10 day of December 
1992, to be opened at 11:30 em on the 10 
day of December 1992, for a Timber Sale 
Licorice to authorize the harvesting of 
16,918 cubic metres, more or less, of 
timber located in the vicinity of Brown Bear 
Repeater Road in the Kalum .timber 
Suppfy Ares. 
VOLUME: 16,916 cubic metres, more or 
less 
SPECIES: Hemlock 68%, Balsam: 13%, 
Cedar: 7%, Spruce 11% 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $4.89 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered 
in the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, Catogop/One (1) end Two (2). 
Particulars may be obtained from the 
District Manager at #200.5220 Kelth 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, VSG 
1L1. 
A HEARTFELT THANK YOU 
to the following businesses for their 
donations to the Centennial Christian School 
Bazaar and Auction. 
CFTK Radio and Cable 
Bayview Fuels 
Spee Dee Printers 





Gemma's Bed & Bath Boutique 





Don Diego's Overwaitea 
Terrace Builders Do.it Cent's : Totem Ford 
Warner and Bandstra i Kermodel Trading 
Wallinda's .... Central Rowers 
Vic Froese Trucking ; : :C0~p ~ 
Terrace Travel i : ~ Fabric Boutique 
Scotia Bank All West Glass 
Flowers Ala Cede Bandstra Transport 
Acklands AshburY ,s  i 
Gingerbread Playhouse : : Safeway 
Terrace Realty : Cotton Company 
Ralph & Usa Godlinskl Erwin s Jewellers 
Changes : Trigos 
Elker Auto Webb s RefTigeration 
Grace Fe Rods, : To  sec 
Shoppers Drug Mart s Dell 
Mis~,River Books i i :  i ii :~iRhonda's Heir Design 
Jean s North : Panagopoulous 
Video Stol~ All Star Shoe 
Northem Drugs ~ ~ Roses ladies Fashions 
Thornhill Motors Terrace Standard 
McDonald's 
An addition to the school will be a closer 
reality because of your generosity. 
: ROPOSED SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS 
,tlce of pre-harvest ilviculture prescriptions or silviculture prescriptions for an area to be logged, pursuant to 
~ion 3 of the Silviculture Regulations. 
e following areas have pmpnsed prescriptions that will apply if approval to log is obtained from the Ministry of 
rests. The proposed prescriptions will be available for viewing until January 4, 1993 at the location oted below, 
dng regular working hours. 
ensure consideration before logging commences, any written comments must be make to the Forestry & 
tuning Department, Skeena Cellulose Inc., Box 3000, Terrace, B.C., VSG 4(36 by the above date. 
TREE FARM L ICENCE NO.  I 
C.P. Cut Block Location Area Amendment 
(ha) Yes/No 
644041 :. Steward Creek . • 40,0. . . . . . . . .  . .:, ~No,,.,.;..,.. ~.., .,.,~:,,,,:,. 
644045 : Steward Creek .... i . ' , : ; : : ? , : / ' : /5 : i~: :~43:0  i ............... ~..... No ................................... :- 
530331 '.: Nels0nRiver ::: "': ""~"~:'~:"~': ':~':12.0 . . . .  No  .':,i :'~',: ,~:, 
530335 Nelson River No  
526572 Nelson Ri~ No 
562035 : Little Cedi No " : 
562039 .... . Little Co& No: 

























Giniulak ::: 14z No : 
• : ~ :  45 ,1  . No : 
Giniulak . 25.6 ' No ~ 
May Creek :35.0 No 
May Creek 60.8 No 
May Creek 47.0 No 
FOREST L ICENCE A-161D5 
C.P. Cut Block Location Area Amendment 
(ha)  Yes~o 
109 J49511 Sand Creek 26,0 
154 G37125 Douglas Creek 56.0 
154 G37129 Douglas Creek 37.0 
155 C16547 Exstew River 55.0 
155 C16553 Exstew River 11.0 
156 C16557 Exstew River 39.0 
1 ~a t~l~tn RY~taw River 28,0' 
D 
Q 
JOIN US • " 
n wishing everyone in Terrace and Thornhill and area a 
14 (:i 
It's easy to get caught up in the rush of the season and forget about the 
important details. But have no fear, The Terrace Standard is already working 
on one important detail - this year's Christmas Greetings Section, Just give 
one of our advertising reps a call and they'll be glad to help you with your 
Christmas wish to the community, ] 
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,i ~ :,;, ~,.,.. J . .  . . . . . .  -~. ! :  
Earn 2~ 
Bonus '~' " *~ 
AIR MILES T~ n-.. =.c. ~o,,L, ~ ~, 
All Week  At Sa feway l  ~ /  ,~... __ . ~,,~..,,~,,,,o~,,o,, . . ..... 
This Week at Safeway you Can 
Earn 25 Bonus AIR MILES TM with 
every S100.00 purchase (exclud- 
ing Prescriptions or Tobacco 
products). That's 25 extra AIR 
MILES TM over and above the miles 
you'd normally earn at Safeway! 
Shop Safeway and see your AIR 
MILES TM add up fast. If you're not 
yet an AIR MILES TM member, join 
toda 4 It's FREE. Just Call ~\  1-800-854-8964 
- ~¢'\ and remember 
~J~/ one AIR MILES TM 
-~-~ equals one actual 
~e/~ \ ~ mile of travel. 
/ 
/ L  
WITH A 
iii~ii:i~!~i,//~iii!~i :ii!!;i!i~  
: r~/L fb~/~ • 
, COKt OR ~ 
egu/or SPRITE 
Coke. ~r, .D.ietor Caffeine f re -  " . 
urre bottle ,~1,,~ _, =~ uiet 
r-,v~ aeposit. ~ 4 8 
STEWING BEEF 
3-51b 












or Extra Fine. 
;737 g tin. 
May we help you with your 
health care needs. 
Please feel free to consult our Pharmacist 
regarding any questions about your health 
care needs. 











15 rag., 10's 



















WINNER OF OUR "DEU DEPT. - READY FOODS" ~50.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE WAS RUTIt MEUR OF TERRACE 









Advertlsed prices In effect at your friendly, 
courteous Terrace Safeway, Quantity rlghts 




Ilnl i-d, "~'"'-Ih,, " ~ 
NNINI 
